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PREFACE
A Guidance, Navigation, Controls, and Dynamics for Atmospheric Flight Workshop was held at
the NASA Langley Research Center on March 18-19, 1993. The workshop was sponsored and
co-chaired by the members of the Aircraft Working Group of the Langley Guidance, Navigation,
and Controls Technical Committee. The objectives of the workshop were to discuss the status of
current research in this area at Langley Research Center, create an awareness of work going on
over a broad cross-spectrum of research branches, and to provide a forum for researchers to
express ideas on where future research should be directed. To meet these objectives, over 30
presentations were made, largely describing LaRC research.
The workshop was organized in 8 sessions as follows:
• Overviews
• General
• Controls
• Military Aircraft
• Dynamics
• Guidance
• Systems
• Panel Discussion
A hi hli ht of the workshop was the panel discussion which address_the followingiss_u_e'.
"D'_tig_ of Guidance, Navigation and Controts researcla to insure o._. compeuuveness _,,lu
leadership in aerospace technologies." The panel consisted of Dave Leggett of Wright Labs,
Clint Browning of Honeywell, Tom Richardson of Boeing, and John Hodgkinson of McDonnell
Douglas. In addition to the panelists, visitors from Calspan, Honeywell, and Martin Marietta
were present. The outside interest to what was intended to be an in-house, informal workshop,
was significant.
The workshop was designed to be an informal exchange of ideas and an update on current
research endeavors, therefore no formal written papers were required. The proceedings are a
compilation of the materials used by the workshop presenters for their presentations.
Appreciation is expressed to those presenters who provided formal papers or facing page text to
accompany the slides in this volume. A list of attendees is included in this document.
The Guidance, Navigation and Controls Technical Committee Aircraft Working Group:
Jay Brandon
Carey Buttrill
Vivek Mukhopadhyay
Dan Moerder
Howard Stone
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FLY-BY-LIGHT/POWER-BY-WIRE
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f _,_¢._.¢,i OUTLINE
'l'lECl4k_l._¥
PROGRAM OVERVIEW
Background
Goals/Objectives
Approach / Milestones
Dellverablee
FY 92 PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Workshop Summary
Optical Sensor=
EME
I=Y 93 Plans
ELECTROMAGNETIC MODELING VIDEO
J
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Pll;C_D4NG PA._E BLANK NOT FK.MI[D
PROGRAM OVERVIEW
PROGRAM HISTORY
• Suggested By Industry in Civil Aeronautics Technology
Development and Validation Plan
• NASA AAC Reviews: 11/88-LaRC; 1/9(}-ARC; 11/91-LeRC
• Non-Advocate Review 8/90 @ NASA HQ
• Draft Working Plan 7/91; Draft Program Plan 9191
• Requirements Workshop @ LaRC 3/92
• NASA Red/Blue Team: Circa 1992
APPROXIMATE CURRENT BUDGET (NET $M)
FY 93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97 FY98
4 6 7 8 9 10
J
86
WHAT IS IT?
• REPLACEMENT OF ELECTRONIC DATA TRANSMISSION, MECHANICAL CONTROL LINKAGES,
AND ELECTRONIC SEN_ORS WITH OPTICAL COMPONENTS AND SUBSYSTEMS
• ELIMINATION OF HYDRAULICS VARIABLE ENGINE BLEED AIR. AND THE CONSTANT SPEED
DRIVE FOR POWER GENERATION THROUGH ADVANCES IN AEROSPACE POWER SYSTEM
TECHNOLOGY
• ELECTRONIC MOTOR CONTROLLERS
• POWER SYSTEM DISTRIBUTION AND CONTROL
BENEFITS
• CIRCUMVENT EMI CONCERNS IN APPLYING DIGITAL COI¢I'ROL
- Intrinsic EMI Immunity and Lifetime Immunity to Signal EMI of Optics
- SImplily Certification
• ELIMINATE HYDRAULICS, ENGINE BLEED NR, VSCF DRIVE
WEIGHT AND VOLUME REDUCTION
_ANCE DIGITAL CONTROL ACCEPTANCE j
HIGHLY RELIABLE FLY-BY-LIGHT/POWER-BY.WIRE
SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
GOAL: Develop the Technology Base Ior Confident Application of
Integrated FSL/PSW Systems to Transport Aircraft
OBJECTIVES:
• 1.0 Requirements and Preliminary Design
• 2.0 Develop and Flight Test Optical Sensors lind Electro-Optical
Converters
• 3,0 Develop er_.l._G.roun._dTest a Pow.e,- Management end Oistdbutfo_l
:_ystsm and Plight Test an Electrical Actuator
• 4.0 Demonstrate Architecture Design andValldstlon Appropriate for
Certification of FBL/PBW Systems
• 5,0 Develop Validated Analytical and Experimental Assessment
Methodologies for Electromagnetic Environment Effects
• $,0 Demonstrate End<mEnd FBIJPBW Systems in Ground Tests
end Partial Flight Test
J
8?
• I1_ m
II & SENSOR iNTEGRATiON 1 I
/_ i i ,,0_.o._,,, ........... I
ENVIRONMENT (EME) I • ._' *L • II,,--,_.,-_ooo_oo, /"_""_"_" I I_ _'- r,. I I
J
f _ _om+_'m I FY 92 ACCOMPLISHMENTS i "_
TECI,INOLOG
• 1.0 Requirements
- Conducted Requirements and Technology Workshop at LaRC
- 160 Partlclpants / NASA CP 10108 Published 9/92
- Many Open Issues / Few Detailed Requirements Established
- Recommend System Requirements Study
• 2.0 Develop I Flight Test Optical Sensors and Electro-Optic Converters
- Functional and Environmental Testing of Optical Sensors and
Electro-Optics Complete (Pressure, Temp, Pos, RPM, Light-Off)
• 5.0 Develop Validated Analytical and Experimental Assessment
Methodologies for Electromagnetic Environment Effects
- HIRF Lab Requirements Defined / Documented
- Gigahertz Transverse Electromagnetic Chamber Procured
EM Modeling of HIRF with 737 Aircraft and Video J
88
ELECTROMAGNETIC ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
SUMMARY
• The man-made electromagnetic
threat to critical electronic systems
aboard advanced aircraft
- Radars
- Radio Broadcast Transmitters
- Other Emitters of Electromagnetic Energy
J
89
f• Composite Structt_,res
• Less Shielding than Ai; Metal
• Flight-Critical Controls
- Higher Reliability Reql_!remente then Non-Critical Controls
• Digital Control Systems
- More Sensitive to Trer_.. lenl$ then Analog
- Can Cease Correct Operation without Comport=m! Damage
Upsets Cannot Be Tolerated
in Advanced Aircraft Systems
J
HIRF OVERVIEW
• FAACommlselonsd SAE-AE-4R Committee 12/88
- Adv.!eory Circular and Users Manual for Hazards of Electromagnstl¢
Haalatton Iio Aircraft
• Chair: Sten Schneider, Boetng Military Airplane Co.
Secretary: Noel Sargent, LoRC
-Three Sub-Committses
Envlronmenl (Chair: Ron Rodgers, ALPA)
Advisory Circular (Chair: Chris Kendall, CKC Consultants)
Users Manual (Chair: Fred Heather, Patuxent River NAS)
• Statue: Final Meeting 1/92
- SAE Report Spring 1992
Problems
• How to Use end Apply, How to Treat Cr;tical versus Essential Systems
- Need Lab/Bench Tests
• Research Opportunities
- Modeflng end Test Techniques
J
90
f_mma;,'_Jc_,_=_- [ DIGITAL SYSTEMUPSET ]_'_
• Functional Error Mode
- System/Subsyetem Level
- Caused by Electrical Transient
- Lightning
- HIRF
- NEMP
- SEU / Inter-Galactl¢ Particles
- No Component Damage
• Corrective Action
- Resetll:leload Sohwarm
- Internal Recovery Mechanism
• No Standard Guidelines/Criteria
- Upset Detection
- Designing Reliable Upset Recovery Mechanisms
: Performing Tests/Analyses for Upset Susceptibility/Reliability
f _===_ _=_,_[ CURRENT EME ACTIVITIES I_" _
• Lawrence Llvermore Transport Aircraft Internal EME
LaRC Lab HIRF Assessment
- AIRLAB HIRF Test Facility
- Bendix Quad Flight Control System (Loan)
J
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INTERNAL EME
OBJECTIVE:
Develop a baseline Internal Electromagnetic Environment (EME) assessment
methodology Ior the proposed Fly-By-LighVPower.By-Wiro augmentation
APPROACH:
Apply Lawrence Llvarmore National Laboratory (LLNL) weapons system High
Power Microwave EME assessment technology to transport aircraft
- Modal EM interactions using LLNL codes
- Velidide model with experimental data
_li "AIIRCRA'_'- 711 APERTUR-'_S 71_'_--_AVIONICS _1
.OXESJ
J
f EM MODELING
TEMPORAL SCATTERING & RESPONSE EM MODELING
LAWRENCE LIVERMORE EM CODES
I MGED
Solid Mode ing
\
IA.S,A=, I___
Mesh Generation I TSAR
J IMAGE _ 3 Dimensional
[ Mesh Visualization LinearFinite Difference
SHELL /
Problem Definition
PRE-PROCESSING PHYSICS
SIG I
Field ve Time J
FFTs I
Conlour/Surface J
Routines J
Work Station
Based Too a
POST-PROCESSING
J
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f_ _ _,_-t HIRF LABORATORY j_'_
Cell or _,
Reverberation Charnbu_l I
/ I I I Simulation+
/ I I I Alrcralt,Engln•l, II
I I +co"""ral
_% _ / The flight control computer l•
....... . / connected to • simulation
znem nt control compumr of the aircrafl, •ngines,
la llJb_ted tO EM fields _ / --n-m-- =n'+-'+-""
within • tell cell, _ _li ................
I Laboralory
Inatrumenls | EM field data, ope.rationaldata from the IhgM c trol
L_.,_J computer' and the eftecl °!
the control computer on
::_ the simulated aircraft Ira
collected for analysis.
_,_[ AIRLAB HIRF EM TEST LAB j_"_
GIGAHERTZ TRANSVERSE ELECTROMAGNETIC CELL (GTEM)
- Hlgh Fleld Levels (1 kV/m CW) Testlng DC to I GHz
- Moderate Fleld Levels (<400 V/m CW) Testing DC to 10 GHz
- High Fleld Levels Pulse Testlng (40 kV/m) from DC to 10 GHz
- Instrument Callbratlon Capablllty DC and 10 GHz
REVERBERATION CHAMBERS
- Low Power (0.9kW vs 65kW @ lkV/m, 1GHz for GTEM)
- No Test Article Re-odentstion
- RC1 Coverage >87MHz, RC2 Coverage >141MHz
- Random Field Polarlzstlon and Large Number of Modes
Necessltste Separate Sensor Calibration Facility such as GTEM
J
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Frequency
Gl.lz 100
GHz 10
GHz 1
MHz 100
MHz 10
MHz 1
kHz 100
i 10
RCs
_G_M
A
._2_
I GIGAHERTZ TRANSVERSE IELECTROMAGNETIC CELL (GTEM)j
1 kV/m @ 65kW
200 V/m @ 800W
REVERBERATION CHAMBERS (RCs)
RC1: 4TX23'xg.5'
60 MODES @ 87MHz
860V/m
RC2: AMPLIFIER CONTROL
60 MODES ROOM ROOM
@141 MHz
1420 V/m
I .m
RADIO FREQUENCY
ABSORBER
J
FY 93 PLANS
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f
POWER-BY-WII_
TECHNOLOGy
FY 93 PLANS
• 1.0 Requirements
Integrated Requirements Analysis and Preliminary Design Studies
• 2.0 Develop and Flight Test Optical Sensors and Electro-OpticalConverters
Flight Test FOCSI Optical Sensors on 1:-18 SRA
- Competitive Procurement of Task Assignment Contract
• 3.0 Develop and G_und Test a Power Management and Distribution
System and I-Hght lest an Electrical Actuator
- Competitive Procurement of Task Assignment Contract
• 4.0 Demonstrate Architecture Design and Validation Appropriate for
Certification of FBL/PBW Systems (Prelim Design under 1.0)
• 5.0 Develop Validated Analytical and Experimental Assessment
Methodologies for Electromagnetic Environment Effects
- Validate Code with ATOPS 737 Aircraft, HIRF 400Hz Protection Study
_ild HIRF Lab j
f
FLY.aY-I.IoKrJ [
POWER-BY.WIFE[_ TECHNOLOO¥ Integrated Requirements Anal_dll
and Preliminary Design Studies
• REQUIREMENTS GENERATION
- Aircraft Specification
- Most Aircraft Systems-Priority to Flight Critical Systems
- Sensors, Actuators, Computation, Power, Pneumatics
• TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENTS
- Photonlcs, Sensor Encoding, Various Electrical Actuators,
Power, Pneumatics,
Data Comm, Systems Tech nologles/Integration
• ARCHITECTURE TRADES
- Centralized/Distributed, Dumb/Smart Actuators,
Integrated/Stand Alone Power Mgt, Integration/Separation of
Critical and Non-Critical Tasks
• SYSTEM DESIGN and ANALYSIS
- Preliminary Design of Candidate Architecture
- Recommend Flight Configuration for 1996 and 1998 Demo J
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DIFFERENTIAL GPS FOR AIR TRANSPORT - STATUS
RICHARD M. HUESCHEN
OF
LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
FUGHT SYSTEMS DIRECTORATE
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL DIVISION
AIRCRAFT GUIDANCE AND CONTROLS BRANCH
MARCH 18, 1993
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OUTLINE
BACKGROUND
• Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
• Initial Operational Capability for Various Transport
Aircraft Operations
• Differential GPS
I.ARC/HONEYWELL FLIGHT TESTS
• Description of System and Tests
• Teat Results
OHIO UNIVERSITY GRANT
• GPS Interferornatry
• Attitude & Heading Determination
• Precision DGPS Navigation
• Status
Almma ad4uN &AGCB_ um_ z
The presentation presents background on what the Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS) is, desired target dates for initial GNSS capabilities for aircraft operations, and a
description of differential GPS (Global Positioning System).
The presentation also presents an overview of joint flight tests conducted by LaRC and
Honeywell on an integrated differential GPS/inertial reference unit (IRU) navigation system.
The overview describes the the system tested and the results of the the flight tests.
The last item presented is an overview of a current grant with Ohio University from I_aRC
which has the goal of developing a precision DGPS navigation system based on
interferometry techniques. The fundamentals of GPS interferometry are presented and its
application to determine attitude and heading and precision positioning are shown. The
presentation concludes with the current status of the grant.
PI_(_D_N_ PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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GNSS(GLOBALNAVIGATIONSATELLITESYSTEM)
• GNSS, Defined by ICAO, Encompasses All Current and Future
Satellites that will be Available for Global Aircraft Navigation
• Currently, Navstar GPS and GLONASS are Providing Global
Navigation Signals In a Pre-Operatlonal Mode
The GPS (Global Positioning System) is Scheduled to be Operational
Late '93 or Early '94 and GLONASS '95 (?)
Expect in the Future that GPS like Signals will he Available on
Geostationary Inmarsat ,Satellites
Ak_d Ot44mme&
AGCB r,,.._, em_, =
The Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) is the name adopted for world-wide
satellite navigation by the lntemational Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). Two global
satellite navigation systems are currently under development and both are currently
providing signals for use in a pre-operational mode. One is the Global Positioning System
(GPS) being developed in the United States by the DOD and the other is the Global
Orbiting Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS) being developed by Commonwealth of
Independent States (CIS and formerly the Soviet Union). The GPS is expected to achieve
full operational capability by late 1993 or early 1994 and GLONASS in 1995. Substantial
uncertainty exists for the operational date of GLONASS due to the current instability in the
CIS. Plans are underway to provide GPS-like signals on the geostationary Inmarsat
satellites. These signals will provide redundant coverage for increased reliability. In
addition, Inmarsat is being considered for transmission of a health/status message for GPS
called the GPS Integrity Channel (GIC). In summary, GNSS encompasses all satellite
systems providing navigation information including integrity messages regarding the
navigation information.
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GPS SYSTEM CONCEPT
USER SEGMENT
User tracks setolllto
signals with on-board
GPS receiver to
download data and
compute position,
velocity, and time
SPACE SEGMENT
S_ellltse provide RF
signal and orb#al and
clock parameters
• 21 + 3 satellites
• 12-hour orbits
CONTROL SEGMENT
Ground control tracks satellites
and uploads satellite ephemeris
and clock characteristics
• 5 monitor stations
• 3 uplink stations
• 1 master control station
There are three major segments for a global satellite navigation system - the space
segment, the user segment, and the control segment. This viewgraph depicts these
segments and gives some general information about them for the GPS. The GPS space
segment will contain 24 satellites - 21 will be activity and 3 will be spares to replace a
malfunctioning or failed satellite. The space segment provides an RF signal which
contains orbital and precision clock parameters for the satellite. The RF signal is also
modulated by a unique digital bit-pattern sequence or code.
The user segment consists of those entities (airplanes, ships, trains, cars, trucks, boats,
surveyors) which have a GPS receiver. The GPS receiver also contains a precision clock
and generates the same unique bit patterns as the satellites. The receiver downloads the
orbital data and clock parameters of the satellite and correlates the received bit pattem
with the receiver bit pattem to determine signal transmission time. Given this time, the
range (commonly referred to as the pseudorange) to the satellite is computed using the
speed of light and compensation for ionospheric and tropospheric bending. From four
pseudoranges the three-dimensional position of the vehicle is determined given the
satellite positions (determined from transmitted orbital parameters). Four pseudoranges
are required because there are four unknowns (3 position dimensions and the receiver
clock bias). The receiver also computes the vehicle velocity from Doppler measurements
and provides a precision time measurement.
The control segment tracks the satellites. From tracking measurements the control
segment computes the ephemeris and clock parameters of each satellite and then
uploads this data to the satellites. The GPS has 5 monitor =at!ons, 3 uplink stations, one
master control station, and one backup control station.
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GPS BLOCK II SATELLITES
Six 55 ° orbit planes
at 10,890 nm/
altitude
4 mdellltes per
plane
24 atellltes (21 + 3
sotlve =pares)
COMMUNICATION UNKS
Downllnks to User
L1 • 1575.42 MHz (C/A & P or Y code)
L2 = 1227.6 Mhz (P & Y Coda)
l"r&c
S-Band (down) = 2222.5 Mhz
S-Band (up) = 1783.74 MHz
UHF ¢rosslinke
il ._ iPreclalon PositioningServlca (PPS) • lSm SEPStandard PositioningService (SPS) • 100mlaterally (2DRMS) & 150rn
vorUcafly*
• Intentionally Degraded
Accuracy for non-DOD
users called eslectlve
availability (S/A). can be
tumed an & off
_c= _' ,
The GPS satellites will be contained in six 55 ° orbital planes 10,898 nautical miles above the
earth which results in 12-hour orbits. Four satellites will be in each plane for a total of 24
satellites. Twenty-one of the satellites will be active and 3 will be spares for use in the
advent of a satellite malfunction or failure.
The GPS provides two types of services. One is Precise Positioning Service (PPS) and the
other is Standard Positioning Service (SPS). PPS is intended primarily for DOD or military
operations while SPS is provided for civilian operations. The accuracy of the PPS is 15
meters SEP (spherical error precision - probability of errors within specification is 50%).
This accuracy is met with a GPS receiver that acquires a satellite signal with the carrier-
modulated Course Acquisition (C/A) code and then subsequently locks onto the carder-
modulated precision (P) code which provides higher accuarcy than the C/A code.
SPS is intended for civilian use and civilian receivers use the C/A code. The 2DRMS (twice
the standard deviation of the circular standard error- probably of errors within specification
is 96%) accuracy of this service is 100 meters horizontally and 150 meters vertically. The
SPS accuracy results from an intentional degradation of the signal by the DOD which is
referred to as Selective Availability (S/A). S/A can be tumed on and off. When off the SPS
accuracy would be on the order of 30 meters.
There are two communication downlinks to the user called L1 and L2. L1 operates at
1575.42 MHz and carries both C/A and P code plus system data. The DOD can encrypt the
P code and when so done the P code is referred to as Y code. A key must be obtained from
the DOD to decipher the encrypted code. L2 operates at a frequency of 1227.6 MHz and
carries P or Y code plus system data. Tracking, telemetry, and control (']-r&c) uses two S-
band frequencies - 2222.5 MHz for downlink and 1783.74 MHz for uplink. "I-I'&C also makes
use of UHF crosslinks.
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GPS CONTROL SEGMENT
• MASTER CONTROL STATION
• MONITOR STATION
• GROUND ANTENNA
0 BACKUP CONTROL.STATION
This viewgraph shows the location of the various ground stations and equipment for the
GPS Control Segment. The master control station is located in Colorado Springs with a
backup control station located in California. Monitor stations are located in Hawaii,
Ascension Island, Diego Garcia, and Kwajalein.
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YEAR
93
94
94
GNSS INITIAL OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY TARGETS
(NAVIGATION)
Initial Operational Caz)abllity
GNSS Supplemental Means (Oceanic)
GNSS Sole Means (Oceanic)
GNSS Airport Surface Navigation
(Requlru augmonlatlon;e.g.,DifferentialGNSS& LowSpeedDataUnk)
95 GNSS Precision Approach (200 DH / 1800 RVR)
(Requiru augmentation;e.g.,DifferentialGNSS&Low SpeedOet- Unk)
95 GNSS Sole Means (Domestic)
97 GNSS-Based Autoland & Takeoff (300 RVR)
(Requlr_ augmentation;e.g.,DtffwrentlalGNU & LowSpeedDe_aUnk)
A GNSS task force under the direction of the RTCA was requested by the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) to examine various applications of GNSS and to develop a series of
basic technical system requirements to achieve various desired capabilities for early
implementation of GNSS within the United States. The dates listed were obtained from the
recently released task force report and are the earliest desired initial operational capabilities
(IOC) for GPS. The GNSS Task Force believes that the technology will be in place to
realize the initial operational capabilities by the dates shown. These capabilities would
initially be approved by the FAA for certain areas and for use by properly equipped aircraft.
The GNSS Supplemental Means IOC is expected to occur this year. The definition of
Supplemental Means navigation is the use of GPS in conjunction with some other navigation
system such as Omega. Sole Means navigation is GPS navigation only without the
availability of another on-board navigation system.
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DIFFERENTIAL GPS
Preclea Correctlons
Survey Upllnk
/
Airborne Errors Significantly Reduced J
by Corrections Based on Measurements Iat Precisely Surveyed Ground Site
AGCB _ _ I
This viewgraph depicts the basic concept of differential GPS. The basic concept is to
improve the airborne navigation solution by transmitting corrections to the airborne
system based on GPS measurements made at a fixed site whose position is precisely
known. The fixed ground site makes measurements of the satellites in view and
computes corrections to the measurements based on its known location. These
corrections are then transmitted to the airborne system (or ship, train, etc.) and processed
in the airborne system to reduce the errors in the airborne measurements.
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HONEYWELL/LARCDGPS/INSFLIGHTTESTS
• Objectives of Tests were
- DeterminePotential of DGPSJINSfor Use in Autoland
Systems of Space Vehicle_.
- Record Extensive DataBa_efor Post-Flight Nav
Accuracy Assessment
• Flight Tests Conducted Using HW Integrated DGPS/INS
System (2-channel C/A code tracking GPS receiver)
• Data Gathered During Joint Flight Test Conducted by
I.aRC & HW Oct-Nov 1990 (S/A Off)
• Recorded DGPS/INS, MLS/INS, Autonomous GPS,
InerUal Nav Data on Aircraft; Laser Tracking Position on
the Ground
Auic,_.,,_' ,
In early 1990, LaRC and Honeywell entered in to an agreement to flight test an integrated
DGPS/Inertial Navigation System (INS) on Langley's Transport Systems Research Vehicle
(TSRV) - a Boeing 737 research aircraft. The DGPS/INS had been developed by
Honeywell. The system consisted of a GPS receiver, a GPS processor, and a laser gyro
inertial reference unit.
One objective of the test was to determine the potential of the DGPS/INS for use in autoland
systems for space return vehicles - e.g. the shuttle and emergency return vehicle vehicles
from the space station. A second objective was to record an extensive data base for post-
flight evaluations and assessment of the navigation accuracy of the DGPS/INS.
The GPS receiver used in the Honeywell system was an early receiver design. The receiver
was a 2-channel sequential C/A code tracking receiver. The technology has advanced
rapidly making this design outdated. Typical receiver designs today have 6 to 10 channels
and some have 12 channels for simultaneous tracking of several satellites.
The flight tests were conducted in October and November of 1990 during a time when the
Selective/Availability (S/A) was turned off, that is, the intentional DOD corruption was not
being added to the transmitted signals. The DOD had tumed S/A off so that they could
obtain good accuracy with the civilian GPS receivers they were using for their Desert Storm
operations. There were not enough military GPS receivers available for their planned
operations at that time. In any case, the navigation accuracy of the DGPS/INS should be
the same even if S/A was on since differential GPS removes the corruption added by S/A.
The data that was recorded simultaneously on the TSRV for these tests included data from
the DGPS/INS, a Microwave Landing System (MLS)/INS, Autonomous GPS (the basic
measurements from the GPS receiver without inertial aiding), and aircraft inertial and air-
data measurements. On the ground, the TSRV position was measured by a laser tracking
and recorded along with a time tag for post-flight merging with the aircraft data.
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NAV ERRORS VS LANDING SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Cat I - 200 Ft DH (112.2 x 27.2 Ft)
Cat II - 100 Ft DH (33.8 x 11.4 Ft Key
- ICAO ILS
Roqmt
- MLS/INS
[_']- DGPS/INS
with Rad AIt
Box Dimensions
are :t:2 sigma
about mean
AlmmVl e.a=,--= &AGCBca_u u,,nd, w
This viewgraph shows the results of a statistical analysis on the flight test data which was
presented at the Institute of Navigation Conference in January 1992 and published in an
ION paper by R. M. Hueschen and C. R. Spitzer of LaRC.
The _ boxes represent the performance windows established by the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) for Category I, II, and III Instrument
Landing Systems (ILS). The windows are centered about the ILS Iocalizer and glideslope
landing path (large plus signs) at specified decision heights. The width and height of the
boxes represent, respectively, the required lateral and vertical performance. The top
cross-hatched box is the required system performance an ILS system must meet to be
certified for Category I operations. Data must show that the aircraft will be inside this box
95% of the time (statistically two standard deviations or 2o) at 200 feet decision height.
The middle cross-hatched box is the 2o performance box for Category II performance at
100 feet decision height and the bottom one for Category III performance at 50 feet
decision height.
The shaded boxes show the 2o performance obtained from the MLS/INS. These boxes
show that the MLS/INS met Category I, II, and III performance relative to the Iocalizer
(lateral deviation) and Category I and II performance relative to the glideslope (vertical
deviation). The plus si0n_, inside the boxes represent the mean of the lateral and vertical
deviation, respectively, from the Iocalizer and glideslope centerlines.
The white boxes represent the 20 performance of the DGPS/INS with radar altimeter
aiding. These boxes show that the DGPS/INS with radar altimeter aiding met the
Category I performance requirement. This system was close to meeting the Category II
lateral performance requirement and considerably exceeded the Category II and III
vertical performance requirement. The vertical accuracy of DPGS/INS without radar
altimeter aiding could not meet the Category I performance requirement.
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OHIO UNIVERSITY GRANT
Thrae-Year Grant (Initiated April 6, 1992) from LeRC to Developed GPS
Interferomstry Technology
Year 1
Demonstrate GPS Interferometry to Achieve Real-Time, 3-D
Relative Positioning Accuracies to 0.1 meter
Investigate Feasibility of GPS Interferomstry for In-Flight
Reference System and Autoland Appllcstlons
Year 2
Continued Development of GPS Interferometry Core
Technology
Improvement of Aircraft Attitude and Heading Determination
from I mrad to 0.1 mrad
Year 3
Full Characterization of GPS Interferomstry in Terms of
Accuracy end Robustness
Integration of GPS with Inertial Measurement Data
JUmmt(k_m_e &
AGCB _ _ ,!
A three-year grant (renewable on a yearly basis) was initiated with Ohio University on
April 6, 1992 to develop GPS interferometry technology. A major purpose of the grant is
to develop a differential GPS airborne in-flight reference system for the TSRV. In addition
to serving as an in-flight reference system, this system is planned to be coupled to
research guidance and control systems designed for GPS navigation in future flight tests.
The focus of the first year of the grant was to implement and flight test a DGPS
navigation system using based on GPS interferometry techniques and demonstrate that
the system could achieve real-time three-dimensional relative positioning accuracy of 0.1
meter. Also, this implementation was to determine the feasibility of using the system as
an in-flight navigation reference and for autoland applications. As an in-flight reference
system, it would be used to determine the performance of other research navigation ....
systems such as a low-cost GPS or a GPS/Iow-cost IRU system. The feasibility for
autoland applications is to be determined by assessing the performance of the inertially-
aided TSRV autoland system when coupled to the DGPS during the flight tests.
The focus of the second year was continued development of the core GPS interferometry ....
technology (e.g. developing algorithms to resolve carrier-phase integer ambiguity and
developing methods to minimize multipath). During this year, the grant will continue
some previous research by Ohio University on aircraft attitude and heading determination
with GPS interferometry. The goal is to improve attitude and heading accuracy from
previously demonstrated accuracy of 1 mrad to an accuracy of 0.1 mrad.
In year three the grant would complete the full characterization of GPS interferometry in
terms of the system robustness and accuracy achievable under various conditions. Also,
the grant would address the integration of the GPS data with inertial measurements
focusing primarily on low-cost inertial systems.
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GPS INTERFEROM_
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This viewgraph illustrates the fundamentals of GPS interferometry. A GPS interferometer
consists of two GPS antennas separated by a baseline vector, b. and connected to a GPS
receiver. Each antenna receives signals from the same GPS satellite and the paths to the
satellite from the antennas are consider parallel given the relatively short length of .12
compared to the distance to the satellite (approximately 11,000 nautical miles). In other
words, the GPS carrier signal can be considered as a plane wave. The direction to the
satellite is represented by the unit vector, 9.. The phase of the GPS carder signal is
measured at each antenna resulting in phase measurements _1 and tp2. Taking the
difference of these measurements, called the single difference, represents the path length
difference of the paths from the satellite to each antenna and is given by/_ which is equal
to the dot product of the baseline vector with the unit vector plus two additional terms. The
term N;L is a distance equal to the ambiguity in the number (N) of whole carder cycles and
is referred to as integer ambiguity. The term ftLtuo is a distance error due an unknown
receiver clock offset from the satellite clock.
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THE DOUBLE DIFFERENCEJ=.T
Y Ant 2
DD = _1 - _ = b'(E1 - _2) + N_,
If another single difference is determined from two more phase measurements from the
carrier signal of another satellite, then taking the difference of two single differences forms
the double difference (DD). The double difference eliminates the error due to receiver
clock offset. However, the double difference will still contain an error dur to carrier cycle
integer ambiguity.
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BASELINE DETERMINATION
• Two Antennas
• Four Satellites
• Three Double Differences
[!°D1
DI
Double differences
(_-1 -- _-2) T -
/(_-1 -- _3) T
L(_' -t)t'
Unit Vectors
to Satellites
[blb2b E"I+ N 2 _.N
Integer Ambiguities
Baseline Vector
Given two GPS antennas and four GPS satellite carrier signals, three independent double
differences (DD) can be formed. The three double differences can be put into vector form
as shown in the equation on the viewgraph. The baseline vector between the two
antennas can be determined by solving this equation. This solution will contain the error
due to carder cycle integer ambiguity represented by the term on the right until the
ambiguity can be resolved. In general, search methods can be used to quickly resolve the
integer ambiguities when more than four satellites are available. Since the L1 carder
wave length is 19 cm and highly accurate phase measurements can be made in the GPS
receiver, the baseline vector vector can be determined with high precision, especially
when the carrier cycle integer ambiguity can be resolved. With the technology available in
today's GPS receivers, the integer ambiguity is on the order of 5 cycles (approximately 1
meter) in the initial solution of the baseline vector. The time to resolve the integer
ambiguity with current methods depends on the number of satellites available. A
minimum of five satellites is required to resolved the integer ambiguity (four are required to
obtain a three-dimensional solution). With five satellites available and current algorithms,
the time to resolve the ambiguity can be on the order of 100 to 200 seconds. If six
satellites are available, the time is less than 100 seconds. These times are based on the
speed of a Intel 486 processor.
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ATrlTUDE AND HEADING DETERMINATION
li Reliable State Estimation
In-Flight INS Alignment
Structural Fl xing
Measurement
I: InlUal Flight Test Results
Showed I mred Accuracy
Potential for 0.1 Mrad
Accuracy
If multiple antennas are installed on an aircraft and the distance between them is
measured accurately, then GPS interferometry can be used to precisely determine aircraft
attitude and heading. The GPS attitude and heading determination could be used in
conjunction with an inertial reference unit (IRU) to provide reliable state estimation. It
could also be used to align an inertial navigation system (INS) in flight (INS alignment
normally requires 10 to 20 minutes sitting on the ground). The potential exists to
determine aircraft structural flexing with the multiple antenna installation in conjunctionwith an IRU.
A GPS attitude and heading system was flight tested by Ohio University on their research
DC-3 and the flight test results showed an accuracy of 1 mrad for attitude and heading
determination. The heading accuracy is generally better than that obtained by IRU's.
With further development, there is the potential to increase the accuracy of GPS attitude
and heading determination to 0.1 mrad.
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PRECISIONDGPSNAVIGATION
PreclN
UpIInk
/
Determine Baseline bto within 0.1m in Real Time
GPS interferometry can be used for precise position determination employing differential
GPS (DGPS) techniques. For DGPS operation, one GPS antenna and receiver are
located on the ground. This antenna is mounted at a precisely surveyed point. Another
antenna and receiver are placed on the aircraft. The ground site then makes
measurements on the GPS signals and determines corrections for the received signals
based on its precisely known location. These corrections are then transmitted (uplinked)
to the aircraft and applied to the GPS signals measured by the airborne receiver. Using
the current computer technology, these corrections can be processed with the GPS
receiver measurements and interferometry calculations to determine the baseline vector (
the vector from the GPS ground antenna to the airbome GPS antenna) in real-time. The
potential accuracy in the determination of the baseline vector is 0.1 meter. Achieving this
accuracy is dependent on the success of developing robust processing techniques to
minimize integer ambiguity and multipath errors. The minimization of multipath will also be
dependent on hardware considerations such as ground and airborne antenna design and
ground antenna siting.
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PRECISION DGPS NAVIGATION STATUS
Fright Tests on ATOPS TSRV (8737) Planned for Mid-
April 1993 at Wallops Right Facility
- Open-Loop
- CIoNd-Loop Autolend
Potential Right Test on TSRV at PAX River in Mid-May
1993
- Different Environment for System Test
- Process "Truth" Position Using Simultaneous
Measurermmta from Multiple Trackers
Akmd Oel_moe &
This viewgraph presents the status of the first-year effort of the grant with Ohio University.
A DGPS navigation system has been developed and is planned to be flight tested on the
TSRV in April 1993. The initial flight tests will consist of open-loop (not coupled to
automatic G&C) approaches and landings to runways at Wallops Flight Facility. While
performing these tests the aircraft will be tracked by a laser tracker at Wallops and the
tracking will be recorded for post-flight processing with the airborne recorded data. After
analyses show that the navigation system is performing properly and with acceptable
accuracy, the system will be coupled to the autoland system of the TSRV and closed-loop
approaches and landings will be performed (approximately forty are planned).
Potential flight tests are also planned at the Naval Air Warfare Center (NAWC) facilities at
Patuxent River, Maryland. These tests will provide another environment in which to test
the performance of the DGPS navigation system. Also, the NAWC will track the TSRV
with multiple tracking facilities. NAWC will use the multiple tracking data and airborne
navigation data to develop post-flight processing algorithms that are intended to provide a
highly accurate position-reference determination. This post-flight processed tracking data
will also be provided to LaRC for our own DGPS navigation system performance
analyses.
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f Future Directions in Flight
Simulation
- a user perspective -
Bruce Jackson
Aircraft Guidance and Controls Branch '
18 March 1993
Motivation for this talk: I've been involved with aircraft simulations for
eleven years (seven as a simulation support provider and four as a simulation
user). I have rehosted several simulations from various sources in the first
seven years, including the X-29A from Grumman/AFWAL, the AV-SB and
F/A-18A from McDonnell-Douglas, and been involved in other simulation
development efforts including the F-8 Oblique Wing Research Aircraft, the
A-6F, X-31, V-22, F-4S, and F-14D. Since joining NASA I've been involved
in developing and sharing a simulation model of the HL-20 with various sites.
It is obvious to anyone that has been involved in a shared simulation that
an enormous amount of effort is expended in modifying the software and
validating the result; and that there are as many ideas about how it should be
done as there are Pratt & Whitney Aeronautical Vest Pocket Handbooks.
This proposal is a plea for help in resolving some of these issues; most Of
the ideas arc not new. I've been encouraged and supported by the following
people, whose help I would like to acknowledge: Bruce Hildreth of Systems
Control Technology; Roger Burton, Buddy Denham and Jay Nichols of the
Naval Air Warfare Center; Doug Sutton of SBE, Inc.; Tom Galloway of the
Naval Training Systems Command; Larry Schilling, Marlin Pickett and Joe
Pahl¢ of NASA Dryden, who have at least taken an initial stab at solving this;
Jerry Elliott, Carey Butlrill, Jake Houck and Dr. John McManus of NASA
Langley; and W. A. Ragsdalc of UNISYS.
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rIntroduction
Digital rsal-time aircraft flight simulations
developed in late 1940s as training devices
Reliance upon simulation-derived results has
been growing, due to cost and safety
advantages
LaRC was early leader in sire technology
Each facility developed own hardware/software
architecture Independently
Emphasis has always been on hardware;
software written as needed
Langley Research Center was an early leader in simulation technology,
including a special emphasis in space vehicle simulations such as the
rendezvous and docking simulator for the Gemini program and the lunar
landing simulator used before Apollo. ..............
In more recent times, Langley operated the first synergistic six degree of
freedom motion platform (the Visual Motion Simulator, or VMS) and
developed the first dual-dome air combat simulator, the Differential
Manuevering Simulator (DMS).
Each Langley simulator was developed more or less independently from
one another with different programming support. At present time, the various
simulation cockpits, while supported by the same host computer system, run
dissimilar software.
The majority of recent investments in Langley's simulation facilities have
been hardware procurements: host processors, visual systems, and, most
recently, an improved motion system. Investments in software improvements,
however, have not been of the same order.
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Concerns
• Simulation models of aircraft are increasing in
number, detail, and Importance
• Government, Industry simulation facilities
developed separate, dissimilar architectures
• Teaming arrangements require data exchange
• Few standards have beenproposed to facilitate
burgeoning simulation models
• Rehosting of flight dynamic models is tedious,
labor-intensive, error-prone, inefficient
Reliance upon results from simulation experiments has become
increasingly important as a result of improved simulation fidelity, increased
flight hour costs, increased development time, and perceived safety-of-flight
issues.
All aircraft manufacturing companies and most government agencies have
their own simulation facilities. Unfortunately, due to historic reasons, most
simulation facilities have evolved independently with dissimilar
"architectures", or hardware/software environments - host computers, shared
memory, variable names, sign conventions, iteration rates, real-time loop
structures, and simulation control mechanisms and conventions.
Due to the immense risk and cost of developing new aircraft, and under
economic pressure to reduce this cost, teaming arrangements between various
manufacturers have become common, implying that these manufacturers share,
to some degree, simulation models of the jointly-developed aircraft.
Government oversight agencies likewise expect to receive simulation models
of the aircraft during the development phase. However, due to the dissimilar
architecture of the facilities, each exchange of a simulation model or software
change requires a large manual effort to reformat data and code from one
architecture to another, leading to the introduction of differences between the
models. Resolving these differences is time consuming.
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Technology Advancements
• CPU cost/performance improvements
• Data compression/interchange
standards
• Internet access expansion
• Software engineering methods have
matured
Driving the proliferation in simulation capability are rapid advances in
computer technology. A laptop computer today has the power of yesterday's
mainframe; a deskside or desktop computer of today outperforms last year's
supercomputer. Desktop real-time high-fidelity simulation of rigid-body
aircraft flight dynamics is now an actuality.
Moreover, the rapid interchange of large amounts of data, such as the
aerodynamics model and dynamic check case data of a high-fidelity aircraft
model, is common through wide area networks and data compression
technology. Connections to world-wide pathways for data, in the form of the
Internet, are growing at an ever-increasing rate. Same-day updates to
simulation models are now possible, if the necessary standards for data
exchange were in place.
Improvements in software design methods and languages - interface
documentation, modular programming, object-oriented design, along with user
friendly computer programming and execution environments - have improved
the robustness and quality of most computer software. These modem software
engineering methods are only now beginning to be applied to production real-
time engineering simulation software.
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fTechnology Advancements -_
(cont'd)
CPU clock speed trend (Source: AvWST 3/1/93)
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This graph depicts the improvements in RISC technology computers,
leading to an apparent capture of the supercomputer CPU performance
benchmark - 10 nanosecond clock time, or 100 MHz CPU clock rate. In
general, one can expect to be able to run real-time on anything faster than 10
MHz clock rate (10 million instructions per second, or MIPS).
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e- SimulationRequirements
• Real-time execution @ 30 Hz requires
-10 MIPS
• "Large" memory storage for data
(> 4MB)
• Pilot interface - display, controls
• Dynamic system models
• Dynamic system data interpolation
• Time history data for validation
%,
i
To provide real-time simulation capability, a processor with at least 10
MIPS capability is needed, a specification that is exceeded by most RISC
machines today. Another requirement, easily met in any modern computer, is
at least 4 MB of memory, although lower amounts have been successfully
used. The capability to perform 64-bit "double precision" floating-point
operations is usually expected.
Some sort of pilot interface is needed, of course, since real-time operation
implies a pilot is in the loop with the simulation. While a mouse and simple
line grahics might represent the minimum capability for pilot controls and
displays, some sort of quasi-realistic control stick, throttle, rudder pedals, and
other controls are needed, as well as a realistic out-the-window and primary
flight instrument displays. This requires the capability for four to eight
channels of analog input and color shaded 3D graphics, executing at 30 Hz or
faster. Cell texturing has been found to improve the realism of the visual scene
as well. No more that 100 to 150 millisecond transport delay, in addition to
model dynamics, can be considered adequate for a realistic visual cue.
The aircraft model, in order to be considered high-fidelity, must include a
fairly detailed model of the vehicle flight systems - aerodynamics, propulsion,
sensors, control system, weight and inertia model, and equations of motion
software models are needed. If takeoff and landings are to be performed, a
realistic landing gear model is also required.
Supporting these models are usually large tables of data, arranged by flight
condition, that are interpolated in real-time. Check case data is needed as well.
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Rehost Costs
• Human serves as Interface between
computers
• One man-year minimum to rehost and
validate new aircraft simulation model
• One to six man-months to Incorporate
changes - basically a two-person job
per simulation per site
• V-22: five simulation sites, five years:
50 man-years to maintain rigid body
flight dynamics models alone
When a simulation model is transferred from one site to another, the most
common scenario requires a simulation engineer to convert the software from
the original format into one that is compatible with the receiving facilities
architecture. The involves, as a minimum, "rewiring" the software modules
(e.g., adding FORTRAN COMMAND and EQUIVALENCE statements or
function/subroutine arguments such that the correct input and output variables
are passed to and from each module); it usually implies considerable
restructuring of the code to meet architecture needs - changing variable names,
"sense", and units of measure (radians to degrees, for example). It almost
always involves converting the typical table lookup data from one format to
another and executing appropriate precompilers to generate function table
routines or real-time data files.
Verifying proper implementation is tedious as well, due to dissimilar check
case data formats. It is not uncommon to receive hardcopy plots of time
responses in lieu of digital data; these must either be matched "by eye" or
redigitized for overplotting purposes. Rigor and criteria in matching this data
is left up to the interpretation of the receiving facility, in general. Each new
release of data or models requires some element of this manual process.
The experience of the Navy's Manned Flight Simulator was to expect at
least 12 man-months of labor to rehost a complete simulation, and usually one
or two people were assigned full-time as "model managers" for a particular
simulation. It is estimated that the V-22 simulation support staff, given the
five entities involved (Bell, Boeing, Navy, NAS, and Hughes), approached 10
people just to keep up with changes in data releases during the DT/OT
(dvelopment/operational test) period.
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LaRC Issues
• Multiple real-time architectures
• Introduction of high performance
workstation computers
• Language barriers
• Opportunity for new technology
development
• Real-time data network in place
Due to historic reasons, Langley has three distinct simulation architectures
running on two sets of host computers, leading to duplication of effort and
cross-training of personnel. The equations of motion models are different, and
have different variable names and units of measure.
Meanwhile, several user groups at Langley are developing independent
real-time simulation capability with little or no commonality between them and
the original real-time facility.
Language barriers exist: AGCB/FDB develops full vehicle simulations in
Matrixx/Matlab; feeble autocode generators require nurture and constant
attention to successfully generate real-time usable code. Hand generation of
software from computer-generated wiring diagrams is common.
The opportunity to leapfrog into 21st century methods is here, if the needed
resources are made available, resulting in potential industry benefit.
Innovative cueing systems also being pursued by LaRC researchers.
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NASA Issues
• Several different real-time architectures
• Proliferation of workstations
• Language barriers
• Real-time data network reqts
Langley is a microcosm of the simulation dissimilarity within NASA.
Each NASA center has one or more simulation facilities, which are, by and
large, dissimilar. Exchange of simulation models between any NASA facility
requires manual rehosting.
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National Issues
• Many real-time architectures
• Multiple host computers
• Language barriers
And the NASA problem is representative of the general industry problem:
each simulation facility uses dissimilar architectures. Exchanging simulation
models is not easily performed, with few exceptions.
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Necessary Standards
• Standard data dictionary
- Names
- Signconvention
- Unitsot measure
- Precision(bytes)
• Equations of motion - standard inputs/outputs
• Standard partitioning of subsystem models
• Standard interlaces for other components
e.g. cockpit display routines
What is needed are a set of standards for simulation data exchange. It is
not anticipated that any existing facility will agree to adopt a simulation
architecture developed elsewhere; too many resources have been expended in
developing the existing architectures, and staff retraining is painful and
expensive.
An evolutionary set of hierarchical standards would allow a gradual phase-
in of the capability to exchange simulation models between facilities. The
initial agreement would be on variable names, axis and sign conventions, and
units of measure for commonly calculated variables, leading to a standard
"data dictionary" that would be the basis for future simulation models, as well
as an aid to translating to/from each facilities' variable name space. An
agreement on where generic equations of motion and specific aircraft models
Would be delineated and how aircraft math models should be partitioned could
lead to a standard set of inputs and outputs to/from the facility-supplied
equations of motion and standard subsystem models (aero, engine, gear,
controls, etc.) An agreement on headers for software modules would allow
automated "wiring" of exchanged models into specific facility architectures;
the ultimate would be to have a method of describing the math model that is
not language specific.
To encourage commonality, a widely-accepted set of equations of motion
that covers most forms of near-Earth flight could be made available to industry
and academia that runs under most Unix platforms under X windows; these
equations of motion would adhere to the standard, allowing easier mode
interchange between existing simulation facilities and their support
organizations and grantees.
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 Necessary Standards (cont'd?
• Dynemic system model Interchange via ASCII
• Function data Interchange standard
• Time history data
- Large (>5 MB) files!
- Should be eelf-documentlng
- Tied to flight test communlty/PID needs
• Memory mapping / real-time networking -SIMNET
• Automated validation, maneuver generator
The least common denominators in computer data interchange are 7-bit
ASCII text files. An interchange standard for dynamic models and data should
be based upon an agreement on how to encode and interprete dynamic systems
in terms of ASCII characters. The resulting text file could be converted into
facility-dependent real-time software or a number of block-based graphical
editors.
Several attempts at this are underway to demonstrate this capability,
including the Ames/Dryden SBIR contract with G & C Systems; at least one
commerical control design software vendor has expressed an interest as well.
Certainly a NASA-wide standard would be supported by major vendors of
simulation and control design tools.
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JNecessary Standards (cont'd)
Wanted: Digital Aerospace Vehicle Exchange format:
- Self.documented, complete data package
- Human readable documentation
- Subsystem data
- Subsystem models
- Validation data
- Hooks to include specialized data such as display
formats
J
The ultimate goal of this standardization effort would be the capability to
easily transport complete simulations across the Internet between dissimilar
real-time simulation facilities, and successfully implement and validate the
rehosted simulation with a minimum effort and time.
p
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Benefits of Standardization
• Increase confidence In slmulatlon
predlctlons
• Improve conflguraUon control
• Increase productivity by factor of ten
By reducing or eliminating the human element in the digital exchange of
digital simulation models, an increase in productivity will result; in addition,
configuration control of simulation models across facilities will be enhanced,
reducing paperwork. As the inevitable difficulties are resolved and multiple
successes are experienced, confidence in imported simulations will grow,
making the sharing of complete simulation models commonplace. This will
undoubtedly raise some security questions, however.
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rWIn¢l Tunne!
Valldallon Dale
Model Development
Math
Model
For reference, this is a simple-minded schematic of the current simulation
development process, a very human-intensive operation. The only impact of
the proposed standards would be to modify the end product to be amenable to
exchange with other agencies.
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f Current Exchange Process
Transmitting facility:
Math Model_eck Case Plots
DigitalTapew/
FORTRAN models,
arbitrarydata format
The current method of exchanging a simulation model is depicted in the
next two figures. This shows the use of a human to generate, from the existing
facility specific software, a set of listings, documentation, and a copy of the
simulation "tape", although different media might be used. Dynamic check
cases (time histories) are usually provided only in the paper documentation.
Exchange of this data requires physical transport from one t_acility to another.
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Current Exchange Process
Receiving facility:
DigitalTapew/
FORTRANmodels,
arbitrarydata format
_ J
At the receiving end, another human is tasked with converting the software
from the original facility architecture to that of the receiving facility, and
validating the results. This is a six-to-twelve month process.
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Desired Exchange Process
Transmitting facility:
package
Intemet
In the envisioned future, a post-processor converts the originating facility's
model into a architecture-independent ASCII text file (or set of files). This
package can be sent over the Intemet to the receiving facility...
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Desired Exchange Process
Receiving facility:
Internet
J
...where the package is run through another process to convert it into a
model that can be run immediately on the new simulator facility. Some form
of automated checkcase comparison should be a part of the exchanged data.
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Implementation
• Langley community should develop Center-wide
standards for data dictionary, wind tunnel data
• Solution for Langley could become NASA
solution
• NASA solution would become industry solution
• AIAA adoption as national standard would follow
• Method would be to have each site write a
translation program. This would NOT REQUIRE
the redesign of existing simulation architectures!
J
Langley is in a perfect position to simultaneously improve its simulation
architecture, resolve a Langley data exchange problem, and lead an effort to
vastly improved simulation model exchange capabilities for the united States
aerospace industry, with minimal impact on existing software and facilities.
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Conclusions
Traditional spending emphasis is on
hardware components (COF)
Real payoff will be from software
Improvements
Simulation modeling standards would
be valuable contribution to American
aerospace industry
• Langley should take lead in standards
development
135
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PurDose
To define basic human factor requirements for-
Novices (non-pilate)
Zero prectlce and training
Precision, curved path, accelerated, complete maneuvers
Instrument Meteorological Conditions (IMC)
Goal
To Increase utility of General Aviation Airplanes by reducing training
and proficiency requirements to safely accesa this segment of the
trensportetion Wstem
The purpose of this simulation study was to define the basic human factor
requirements for operating an airplane in all weather conditions. The basic human
factors requirements are defined herein as those for an operator who Is a complete
novlca for airplane operations but who is assumed to have automobile driving
experlenca. These operators thus have had no piloting experience or training of any
kind. The human factor requirements are developed for a practical task which
Includes all of the basic maneuvers required to go from one airport to another airport
In limited visibility conditions. The task was quite demanding Including following a
precise path with climbing and descending turns while simultaneously changing
alrpseed.
The ultimate goal of this research is to Increase the utility of general aviation
airplanss-that is, to make them a practical mode of transportation for a much larger
segment of the general population. This can be accomplished by reducing the
training and proficiency requirements of pilots while Improving the level of safety. It
is believed that advanced technologies such as fly-by-wire (or light), and head-up
pictorial displays can be of much greater benefit to the general aviation pilot than to
the full-Urea, professional pilot.
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Desi_an Principles
• One mode of operation
• Pilot manually "closes the loop"
• Built-In safety features
Although the simulated systems continually evolved as the tests were
conducted, the evolution was guided by the principle that the there would be only
one mode of operation for the entire maneuver. It was believed that having multiple
modes of operations would ultimately lead to "mode errors" In which the pilot would
forget which mode he was operaUng in and make an Inappropriate Input. Such
mode errors have proved to be catastrophic in other highly automated airplanes.
The second principle of design was that the pilot would actively be in control of
the airplane. The level of augmentation required to produce satisfactory handling
qualities for the novice is so high that without many changes a completely
automatic system could be achieved. However, it was believed that In order to be
acceptable to the public, the operator of the airplane must be in control of the
airplane as It goes through the various maneuvers and not be merely a passive
passenger.
Finally, the systems had to have built in safety features. For example, the
control system was designed so that the airplane could not be stalled regardless of
the Inputs by the pilot. In addition, the airplane could not be maneuvered to extreme
pitch and roll attitudes. This prevented the airplane from being flown too fast or to
high load factors. Although these safety features reduce the maneuverability of the
airplane so that It cannot perform some aggrassive maneuvers, this was not
considered to be a real handicap for an airplane used entirely for transportation.
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DecouDled Control System
(E-Z Fly)
Throttle Lever -- Airspeed
Long. Wheel - Vertical Speed
[.at. Wheel = Heading Rate
R. Pedals " Sideslip j
The E-Z Fly control system was designed to "decoupled" the airplane responses
as shown here. The three primary cockpit controls (throttle, longitudinal wheel, and
lateral wheel) Individually and separately determine the three primary parameters
(airspeed, vertical speed, and heading rate) needed to get from one point in space to
another. In a conventional airplane the airspeed, vertical speed, and heading rate can
all respond simultaneously to a single Input on one of the cockpit controls-that is, the
responses are coupled. The pilot must learn to suppress the unwanted responses in
order to get the airplane to respond the way he wants it to. It is this coupling that
makes an airplane hard to learn to fly for a novice.
The fourth cockpit control, the rudder pedals, was used to control the sideslip
angle In the E-Z Fly control system. Ordinarily, the rudder pedals were left in the
center position where they commanded a zero sideslip angle so that turns with the
lateral wheel were naturally coordinated. However, in cross-wind conditions the
rudder pedals could be used to align the nose of the airplane with the ground track.
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Control System
(Vertical Speed Subsystem)
The E-Z Fly control system would probably require a fly-by-wire (or light)
control system. The block diagram for the longitudinal-wheel-position-to-vertical
speed subsystem is shown here. The wheel position was fed through a gain
(which was decreased on final approach to provide fine control) and a Iimiter
which kept the system from commanding a vertical speed the airplane could not
sustain Indefinitely. The heart of the control system was a simple proportional
plus Integral controller which was scheduled according to the airspeed and
dynamic pressure. Pitch attitude and pitch rate were used to stabilize the system.
Finally, a stall prevention feature based on angle of attack was added as a back-up
to provide nose-down elevator. Ordinarily, this feature was never actuated
because of the Iimiter on the commended vertical speed mentioned earlier.
However, the stall prevention feature was added Insurance for extreme
combinations of low airspeeds and large roll angles with the flaps and landing
gear extended. These extreme conditions were never encountered if the pilot
followed the pictorial heed-up display.
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Control System
(Airspeed Subsystem)
Jump,.a
Throle CImmunclud " ++ _ T
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The block diagram for the second major component of the E-Z Fly control
system is shown here. The average position of the throttle levers in the cockpit
commandecl the desired airspeed after passing through a shaping and limiting filter.
This filter prevented the system from commanding unrealistic airspeeds which the
airplane could not sustain safely. The commanded airspeed was directed through a
feed-foward loop which defined a nominal throttle position as a function of the
airplane configuration (flap and landing gear positions) and airplane state (vertical
speed, roll attitude, and sideslip angle). The airspeed error was fed through a
proportional path and an Integral path. The Integrator, of course, assured that the
airspeed error was zero after the transients had died out. The final limiter function had
a "sliding window" which allowed _+20% deviation of the throttle position from the
nominal feed-forward throttle position. This "sliding window" was added to limit the
amount of engine activity when large changes were made in the commanded airspeed.
As a back-up, a stall prevention term driven by the angle of attack was added to
commanded throttle position. As with stall prevention term for the vertical speed
subsystem, this term was not needed except for extreme combinations of airplane
configuration and state. These extreme conditions could not exist unless the airplane
was completely off the desired trajectory.
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Additional Control System Features
• Lateral wheel used to taxi
• Automatic control force trim
• Variable gain on final approach
Some additional features of the control system which do not appear on the
previous slides are shown on this slide. The lateral wheel, rather than the rudder
pedals, was used to steer the nose wheel on the ground. Whenever the airplane
was on the ground the loop was opened in the usual lateral-wheel-to-roll-angle
control system. Thus, the airplane was turned right or left by using the lateral
wheel regardless of whether the airplane was in the air or on the ground. The
second feature, automatic control force trim, was very helpful to the novices
especially on their first simulated flight. Whenever there was a force on the
longitudinal or lateral wheel, the control force was automatically reduced to a low
level over a period of time. The novice pilots were completely unfamiliar with the
concept of control force trim and almost never used the electric trim switch
mounted on the control wheel. Without the automatic control force trim the
novice test subjects often flew for long periods of time with steady control
forces. These forces made it difficult to control the airplane precisely. The final
feature was an automatic reduction of the gains on the longitudinal and lateral
wheel during the final approach. The guidance (highway) was narrowing on final
approach and unless the gains were reduced on the control wheel, the airplane
appeared to be overly sensitive.
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Highway in the Sky (HITS) Format
The second element of the E-Z Fly system was the Highway In The Sky
(HITS). Although there were several variations of HITS, the basic format of this
pictorial display Is shown In this slide. The "surface" of the highway is marked by
a solid white stripe on each side and a striped white line down the center as
shown in the lower center of the slide. This highway was fixed in space and the
airplane was flown above and past the highway. To provide Increased vertical
guidance green boxes were drawn on the road as shown. The green boxes and
white stripas were ordinarily drawn about 6000 feet in the distance and had a
nominal width of 1000 feet. As the airplane passed by a box or a secUon of the
road, that box or section would pass out of view and a new box and road section
would be added on at the far end of the road. This prevented the clutter of the
display which would have resulted if the road was extended to the final
destination. The 6000 feet of highway visible still provided some anticipation of
when turns would have to be made in the future. The boxes had small gaps in the
middle of each side which were used as aiming points for the red "trend mark."
(Only the vertical trend marks are shown on the above slide).
A white horizon line was drawn across the display. Small vertical tic marks
were placed every 10° of heading.
Finally, fixed green reference guides were added on either side and at the
bottom of the display. The guides were fixed on screen regardless of the airplane
maneuvering. They were ordinarily adjusted for each pilot so that they were at the
very edge of his field of view. The guides on the sides could be used with the
white horizon line to gauge pitch attitude. The guide at the bottom could be used
to hell) in lateral steerin¢l.
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HITS Display showing Trend Marks
L_0956
The vertical and lateral trend marks are shown In the center of the boxes of an
earlier version of HITS in the above slide. The trend marks are used to provide linear
rate Information relative to highway. The perspective of the boxes and the lane stripes
relative to one another seemed to provide adequate position guidance. However, the
test subjects had trouble anticipating where they were going to be in the future because
they had to mentally differentiate the time rate of change of the perspective of the
highway. The trend marks helped by Indicating where the airplane would pass through
a given box if the controls were held in their present Dosition. That Is, an Imaginary
horizontal line drawn between the two red marks on the sides of the boxes would
Intersect a vertical line drawn between the red marks on the top and bottom of the
boxes at the point the airplane trajectory would Intersect the plane of the box. The
trend marks responded very quickly to control Inputs and thus gave much more rapid
feedback than did the more slowly changing perspective of the pictorial highway.
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I Excess Downward Velocity
This slide depicts the situation in which the airplane is in the correct position
relative to the highway (the boxes are centered), but there is a downward velocity (the
trend marks are progressively lower on more distant boxes). Also shown on this slide is
the so-called "flight director" arrows in the white "sign" box. In this situation, the flight
director arrows are Indicating the pilot should pull up to arrest the downward velocity. In
most situations where the pilot is properly following the HITS, the square white box and
flight director arrows are removed to prevent clutter and provide a more intuitive display.
More will be said about the flight director arrows later.
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Left-ward Lateral Velocity
This slide shows what the display looks iike When the airplane is on the centerline
but is going to the left. As indicated by the lateral trend marks the present trajectory of
the airplane will take the airplane off the side of the more distant boxes. The lateral
trend marks were much more sensitive to lateral wheel inputs than the vertical trend
marks were to longitudinal wheel Inputs, This difference In sensitivity Is due to
fundamental physical differences in the airplane's responses In the two axes.
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HITS Display showing Flight Director
This slide shows the flight director arrows indicating that a slight push of
the longitudinal wheel and left turn of the lateral wheel is needed. The flight
director arrows were ordinarily not displayed when the pilot was close to the
nominal trajectory. However, in this study the flight director arrows were used to
Indicate when it was time to rotate the airplane for takeoff and when to flare the
airplane for landing. The flight director arrows usually disappeared shortly after
takeoff when the pilot flew near the nominal trajectory. They remained off until the
final approach as shown in the above slide. They were programmed to come on
during the final approach even if the pilot was very close to the nominal trajectory.
This was done because the vertical arrow was needed for the flare and it would
probably have been too distracting for the arrows to appear suddenly at the flare
point.
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Flight Director Arrows When
Completely off the HITS Trajectory
In addition to the rotation and the flare, the flight director arrows were needed
when the pilot flew so far off the HITS trajectory that the highway could no longer be
seen. This situation Is depicted in the above slide where the pilot needs to pull up and
turn to the left to re-acquire the pictorial part of the HITS display. A few of the novice
pilots flew off highway during the first turn and had to use the flight director arrows to
get back to the highway. In the majority of the cases, however, the test subjects
always maintained visual contact with the pictorial highway.
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A sample of what the display looks like in a climbing turn is shown in the above
slide. The "surface" of the highway was level in the turns and the boxes also remained
vertically oriented (no bank). The airplane, of course, had to be banked to execute the
turn; and this airplane bank can be seen by the angle between the fixed reference guide
at the bottom of the display and either the horizon line or the sides of the boxes. In the
turn, the geometry is such that the center of the reference guide does not line up with
the center of the highway as it does in the straight segments. It appeared that placing
the center of the reference guide on the outside (solid) highway stripe as shown above
placed the airplane on a good trajectory. However, this technique had to be learned
and thus did not satisfy the original goal of making the display completely intuitive.
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A limited number of runs were flown with a display in which the highway
"surface" and the tops and bottoms of the boxes were banked as shown in the above
slide. It was hoped this would be more intuitive than the unbanked display and that the
reference guide could be aligned with the bottom (or top) of the boxes. However, most
of the test subjects preferred the original display. The boxes appeared distorted and
the transition from the straight segments to the turns and vice versa were confusing. It
was discovered that the perspective in the climbing and descending turns was such
that the bank of the highway had to be less than that of the airplane if the reference
guide was to appear parallel to the bottom (or top) of the boxes.
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Test Subjects
Subject Piloting Experience Ocoup_lo_ I A_e Sex
[ omrs g"Pw 24 _..w.
2 0 hours E_lnerrln_ Graduate Student 23 Female
_1 8700 hours , Research Pilot 40 Male
4 0 hours Secm_y 29 Female
5 0 hours Business Co-Op 20 Female
fi 0 hours Graphics Co-Op 24 Male
7 0 hours Secrotar}r 36 Female
a 800 hours Et_lfle_" 43 Male
9 0 hours En_lneerln_ Graduate Student 2g Male
10 6300 hours Research Pilot 52 Male
11 800 hours En_llneer 45 Male
12 0 hours En_lrmer 49 Male
13 0 hours Er,(l_ing CoOp 21 Male
ii
14 0 hours /Itxaxy Sc_moe Co-Op 25, Female
15 0 houPs Enalneerir_ COOp 19 Male
16 400 hours , EnAIneer 45 Male
17 9 h9 um En_llneertr_ co-op 19 Male
18 0 houn5 En_lneedn_l Co-Op 20 Female
J
A wide variety of tests subjects was used In this study as can be seen from
this slide. Only ten of the test subjects flew the Initial series of test with a
systematic set of research variables. The other eight test subjects flew only
selected configurations such as the banked highway display.
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Test Subject Summary
• PlloUng Experience
5 with at least some experience
lS wimotd m_/nperUrme
• Background
5 with non-technical backgrounds
13 with technical backgrounds
• Sex
7 lemaleo
11 males
.Age
19 to 52 yearo old
__ 31 years average age J
Although all kinds of test subjects were used, most of the test subjects had
no prior piloting experience. Since the test subjects were selected from the staff at
the Langley Research Center most of the test subjects had a technical background.
Also the test subjects were predominantly males. Only five of the test subjects were
over 40 years old, and the average age was 31 years.
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Maneuver
The same test maneuver was used for all the test subjects. The maneuver
consisted of a racetrack-shaped maneuver Including a takeoff and a landing. There
were seven segments, each of which was flown at a different airspeed. Since the
maneuver was only about 10 mlnutes long, the airplane was accelerating from one
airspeed to another most 0f the time,- The maneuver includedcomplex tasks such as
prec|slon climblhg {or desce-n_-ng) turns While accelerating from 0he alrspeed to _
another. In addition, the landing gear and flaps were exercised. Perhaps the most
significant factor was that most of the maneuver was conducted In reduced visibility
conditions. That is, most of the maneuver was conducted above the simulated ceiling
height of 200 feet.
r
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fResearch Variables
• Control System (on or off)
• Automatic control force trim (on or off)
• Heed-up or Heed-down display
• Winds and turbulence
• Display format
Trend marks
Reference guidse
Banked turns
Several research variables were investigated as shown In this slide. Each of
the variables was evaluated to see If it was necessary or helpful for the test
subjects. The Intent was to establish the minimum features to safely conduct the
maneuvers.
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fProcedure
• Short briefing of test subjects~30 minutes
• Data taken on first run-no practlca
• Limited number of total runs
Repeat of baseline configuration to track
learning curve
One run with each research variable
The test subjects were given a short briefing to explain what the overall
objectives of the research program were and to explain the fundamentals of
what their task would be. The cockpit controls were Identified and ..............
photographs of the display format were explained. After this Introduction the ....._..........
teats su--ff_e_s _e_e aif6weci _to fly the men()uver With a|inost-n_ _oa_h_frO_" _i i 11i_-_
the researcher. For example, if the teat subject failed to raise the landing gear
or made some other obvious mistake this might he point out. But in general
the researcher did not coach the subjects on when and how much control Input
to make. A limited number of runs was allowed for each teat subject because
they were learning so quickly. The first run(s) was considered to be the most
important because the test subject's natural instincts r_ily_me out then.
The default configuration of the simulation was: 1) E-Z Fly control system
on, 2) Head-up pictorial display, 3) Automatic control force trim on, 4) Calm air
conditions, 5) Vertical trend marks on, 6) Reference guides off, and 7)
Unbanked highway turns. This was the first configuration flown by most of the
teat subjects. Then on aitemste runs one of the research variables was
altered. After one non-defauit variable conditions was tested, the default
configuration was flown again. Thus, the default configuration was flown every
other run throughout the sessions. This made it possible to track the test
subjects' learning curves which ware very steep because as mentioned earlier
no prior training or practica was allowed, it also allowed the test subjects to
directly compare one of the research variables to the default configuration.
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The Langley General Aviation Simulator was used in these tests. The
simulation cockpit was mounted on a 3 DOF motion base which provided limited
motion cues in pitch, roll, and heave. Of course, the equations of motion (and the
visual system) had 6 degrees of freedom.
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rJt.._CK AND WHITE PI,IOTOGRAPH
Simulator Interior ]
The cockpit was equipped with a computer generated image (CGI) visual
scene out the front window. For the Head-up configuration, the line drawings of the
HITS display were overlaid on the CGI image with a total field of view of about 38 °
laterally by 20 ° vertically. The cockpit also had a hydraulically-actuated control
loader system to provide programmable force feel characteristics. Engine and
wlndstream sounds were simulated by a series of speakers around the cockpit. A
conventional Instrument panel with mechanical displays was provided, but the test
subjects almost never referred to these Instruments.
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The instrument panel was modified as shown to evaluate the HITS in a
head-down arrangement. A 5-inch black and white television monitor was mounted
in the top center of the instrument panel. Unfortunately, the monitor had poor
resolution. And because the monitor had a black and white format, the color
distinctions of the HITS display could not be seen. Although the physical field of
view of the monitor was small, the picture on the monitor represented a substantially
larger field of view than did the head-up configuration. In the head-down
configuration the simulated field of view was about 43 ° laterally by 25 ° vertically.
This compares favorably to the 36 ° by 20 ° field of view in the head-up configuration.
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Video
(4 minutes)
The video Is a recording of the head-up visual scene during a maneuver
flown by an experienced test subject. Selected portions of the maneuver are
shown, Including most of the final approach and landing.
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First Trajectory by Zero-Experience Test Subject
(Compared to standard ILS glideslope accuracy)
0O0
8OO
,_ 4OO
100
!_/Trajectory
7o _ Breakout
(±i7_ _k°u_
-IO,OO0
I I I I I !
-0000 -4000 -2000 0 1000
x position, feet j
This slide shows the actual final approach trajectory flown by one of the
zero-experience test subjects on his very first maneuver. The trajectory was flown
with the default configuration (E-Z Fly control system and the head-up pictorial HITS
display). For comparison purposes only a _+1dot deviation on a standard ILS
Instrument is superimposed on the trajectory. The test subject was not flying an ILS
approach. It Is apparent that the test subject was able to very precisely control the
flight path.
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Pilot's Field of View
_=_V - [(y- -f..,) +a] >0
on Hi'I3 Z9
The amount of downward visibility (the angle FOV in the above slide) was
critical to optimum performance. In order to see the lane stripes and the bottoms
of the boxes the visual intercept angle, E, had to be positive. In fact, the Intercept
angle has to be reasonably large, 3 or 4 degrees, if the highway is to be seen a
reasonable distance ahead of the airplane. From the above formula it can be
seen that if the airplane is climbing more steeply than the HITS path, ( y
- 1' Hrrs) positive, or the angle of attack, (z, is large; the intercept angle will be
smell. In this situation, the downward visibility, FOV, must be large. Immediately
after takeoff when the airplane was climbing steeply at a low airspeed, the
downward visibility was limited. This proved to be a critical time since the test
subjects were not used to the display at all on their first run.
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11 ° Downward Field of View
This slide illustrates the view for the default value of 11° for the downward
field of view. The picture was taken on an ascending straight path, The fact that the
HITS path is ascending can be ascertained by the fact that the vanishing point of the
lane stripes is above the horizon.
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I 16 ° Downward Field of View _,
This picture was taken for same identical conditions as the previous slide
except that downward field of view has been Increased by 5° to 16 °, The lane
stripes are much more evident. The lane stripes can be aligned with the reference
guide especially in the turns.
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Results
• 100% of test subjects were able to complete IFR maneuver on first
attempt without training or practice
• Automatic control force trim Is very desirable
• Control system and display are synergistic
• Head-up display strongly preferred
• Downward field of view Is critical
• Vertical trend marks are vary helpful
• Lateral trend marks are helpful but extremely sensitive
• Reference guides are beneficial
• Turbulence and crosswinde are manageable
• Banked turn display was not helpful
Some of the results of this study are summarized in this slide. The latest
tests were the most successful to data. All of the tests subjects were able to
complete the entire maneuver on the first attempt without training or practice. The
control system and display seem to complement one another, and the novices
need to have both of them. Automatic control force trim made it possible to more
precisely control the airplane because most of the novice test subjects never used
the manual electric trim switch. The head-up display was universally preferred
over the head-down display, but the comparison was not really fair because the
head-down had poor resolution and no color. The downward field of view was
critical especially in the first climbing turn. The trend marks were very helpful to
the novices probably because of the immediate feedback they provided for pilot
Inputs. However, the lateral trend marks were overly sensitive to small Inputs. The
reference guides were also useful In helping to point the airplane in the proper
direction. Turbulence and crosswinds degraded piloting performance, but caused
no real problems. Most of the test subjects were able to track the HITS path even in
the presence of a 14 knot crosswind. They usually recognized the misalignment of
the airplane nose with HITS path, but this did not alter their basic fiying technique.
A short evaluation of a HITS with a banked roadway was made. Although it was
hoped that using the angle of the bottom of the boxes to align the reference guides
would be helpful, the banked turns were In general harder to fly than the basic
unbanked display. The apparent distortion of the boxes and the reduction of
vertical direction cues outweighed any Improvement from the Increased roll
attitude guidance.
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Parametric Uncertainty Modeling
MoUvation:
• Robust Control Theory & Tools
- Required Uncertainty Model Structure:
Separated P-A Form:
- Computational Efficiency Depends on
Dimension of A Block
Minimal P-A Model Desired:
• Practical Robust Control Applications
. p-A Model Difficult to Form for Real Parameter Variations
- No General Systematic Approach for Minimal P-A Modeling
Multidimensional Minimal Realization Problem
Problem to be Addressed In this Paper
Parametric Uncertainty Modeling (cent)
General Problem Definition:
_aJY.P_State Space Model of Uncertain System:
uj_c(p) D(p)I - y : c(p)x + D(p).
Any Element of A(p), B(p), C(p), D(p) -I_ Explicit Function* of p:
Uncertain Parameters: p = [ p_, p_.., p= ]
Pl..,. < Pl < Pl... _ Pi -- Pl. + _ -- Pi. + s,ei , I_1 < 1
Form a P-zi Uncertainty Model:
xu E,l
v
P - Constant Matrices
_ - Uncertain Parameters
A(8) : dlag( 8t]:, _lz ..... _ )
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Parametric Uncertainty Modeling (cont)
General Problem (cont):
Any Element of A(p), B(p), C(p), D(p) _ Exollcit Functlgrl* of p
*ExPlicit Functional ForrnA-
Linear Function*'
Multllinear Function
Rational Function
ExamDle:
atj(p) = Pl + P2 a.
_j(P) = Pl + PlP2a.
aU(p) = Pl + Pza. + p_p3
P_ P3 + at P4
°* Formal Solution by Morton & McAfoos (1985 ACC & CDC)
=> Many Practical Problems:
Multillnear (Rational .... )
Objective
_..Y._.QI2: Systematic Method for Obtaining a P-A Model
Given: State-Space Model of a MIMO Uncertain System
• Any Element of A(p), B(p), C(p), D(p) Is • MultillnearFunction of p:
aq(p) = Pl + Plp2ao
• The Resulting P-A Model Is Minimal (or Near Minimal), i.e.:
A(8) = dlag( _11, _212, .... _Im )
has _ for the Given State-Space Model
Extend: Multilinear Results to Rational Case
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General Solution Framework
Block Diagram Perspective:
x ) i
...... s_ ......
I
|
|
#
#
t
#
U J _e_C(po) D(p,,,)j[_"_'r'" LYJ
,.. P= J
S(P,)
S_(8)
[: ] _1__.)"_-_l_t- F..i1
- ic(p.)o_.)I - - - L, J
s(p_)
u A = 6(8) y A
General Solution Framework (cent)
Equating Given & Desired Models:
::i_ = S(po)
A(_) = diag( 8_I], 8212, .... 8ml_ )
Solution of P21, Pn, & P. Matrices:
\ t /
Unknown Matrix Elements
General Solution Requires:
= [AA(8) Bz,(8)]
[CA(IbO,(8)J
Known Matrix Elements
(Function of 8's)
Direct Matrix Inversion
( I - A(8) Pn )-I
Symbolic Matrix Inversion & Subsequent Solution
Diff_ult for Many Practical Problems
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Multilinear Solution Framework
I- _(8) ........-t A( ::-:........= SA(8) LcA(8) DACS)J
Unknown Matrix Elements Known Matrix Elements
(Multlllnser Function of 8'e)
Finite Power Series (Exact Solution):
( I - A(5) Pll )-1 = I + (A(8) Pxl) + (A(8) Pin) 2 + . . . + (A(8) Pi;) r
such that: 1(A(8) P]I) '.1 = 0 J _ Rogulrse Special Structure for Pll
whore: r - Determined by Maximum Croseterm Order in A, B, C, O
-- Uncertain Pl_:(8):ei(SL)FJnoar Term_s Llncertatn Pare mete; "Cre setJms
Note: 1.) nth Order Terms 2.) Inverse Terms
Repeated Parameters -_ Redefine Parameters
Ex.: Pl2 = P,Pi+l Ex.: I = _,
Uncertainty Modeling Procedure
To Obtain a Minimal (or Near Minimal)
P-A Uncertainty Model:
0. Determine P22 end Extract S,,(8):
[ A(p.) B(p.) ] S.(8) = [A.(§)6.(8) 1
_= S(po) = C(po) D(p.) ' [c,(s)D,(5)j
1. Define A Matrix: A(5) = dins( 81I!, _J[2..... _ )
Repeated Parameters On/y for
nth Order Uncertain Parameters
2. Determine P21 and P12 Using Linear Terms (Morton & McAfoos):
_ q
................... i_ Lc,(s)_D,(S)Jo
Known Linear Uncertain Parameter Terms Only
(No Uncertain Parameter Croseterms)
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Modeling Procedure (cont)
3. Determine P11 Using Uncertain Parameter Crossterms:
',_.::_'_ = [Aa(8) Ba(8) l
P,,(A(8)_ A(8)P,_= [SA(8)h Lc_(8)DA(8)_
= [Aa(8)Ba(8)]
Pa (A(b) _ A(8)P,2 = [Sa(8)]2 LCa(8) Da(8)_
Pa_(A(s)_ a(s)P,2 = [S#)l, [C,(S)D,(S)J.
with Nilpotency Condition Satisfied.
If P_ Cannot be Found such that ALL of the above
Equations and Condition are Satisfied:
._ Determine which Parameters Need to be Repeated
.j Hap,mr Procedure from Step 1 Augmenting A Matrix
Once I_I has been Determined,
Minlmal (or Near Minimal) p.A Model Has Been Found
Known
FIrN-Ord_
Cr_eterme
Km
lk_ond-Order
Cmlstormo
Kmn
rth-Order
=_
Example
Given Uncertain System Model:
I-_° lL°_ _i_i_B(p) = I_
I00 ]C(p) = 0 1
01_.v 1- )
0]
- V._i! 0 0
A(p) = ] 0 -V,_ 0
L 0 __- __
where: _ =
B(p) = 0 - V,_l -
o _,:_-.j
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Example (cont)
P-A Model Solution:
x]• "
Y_ = P12[:] , Pll UA
U_ = A(G) YA
where:
I-- V,E., 0 0 o.._,,,2"_ 0
/ 0 -V.E.. 0 0 V.r_.,.(1 - _)
Pz2 =/ 0 o..E..2"_ -V.L.. 0 o..E..2,_ -
l''1 "''0 0 : 0 0
L 0 0 1 , 0 0
PI2 =
P2! =
- sE,V,
0
0
0
Example (cont)
P-A Model Solution (cont):
-1 o,.E,, o 0 0 _ o
0 0 -V, V, 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 [,..
o oo o"o"o"o
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 2sl:,,,_
s[. O. 0
0 0 0
o _L._,..E..-,/_'_-,r..v,',o
o o o :,<v_-_
° '_.W" o. o,
t
0
0
s[.
.@
0
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Pli =
Example (cont)
P-A Model Solution (cont):
0 -,_. 2_- 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 _ 0
o..
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
o o_._.._/_o o o :,t._..
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
A(8) = diag [8E. 12 SE,,13 So, So,,]
Extension to Rational Case
:=)
'DAJ La21t_J
(MuItllinear Problem)
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Extension to Rational Case (cont.)
System Equations:
+ [;:::l).
( r'='lty, = [v,_.P,_.lSo.-'[_], P,,-[P,_.P_.lso.-'[p,_,j ,,
ua= &YA
where: SN'SD'-] ---- S'= [A°B°]=CoD. Pzz
= JAN. BNo] lAD. BD.1 -t
SN. [C_. DN.J ' S_'-t = LCo.Do.J
Concluding Remarks
• Multilinear Solution Framework
- Solves Multilineer Parameter Case
=_ Accomodates nth Order and Inverse Terms
. Eliminates Symbolic Matrix Inversion in Computation of P_
Computationally Tractable for Symbolic Solution
(Symbolic Algebra Tool Required)
- Can be Extended to Rational Parameter Case
==>Preliminary Results
• Systematic Procedure for (Near) Minimal p-A Modeling
- Minimality Is Relative to Given State Space Realization
A Lower Dimension P-& Model May Exist for Different Realization
. (Near) Minimality by Construction
Minlmallty may not Always be Assured
Further Work
• Evaluate Refine Generalize Procedure
. Wider Class of Problems
. Multidtrnensional System Theory
• Automate Modeling Procedure
- Mathematica/Mepla
. Output Rlas to Mstlab
• _ to HSCT Problems
- Configuration Evaluation
- Control System Analysis & Design
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Advanced robust control system analysis and design is based
on the availability of an uncertainty description which separates the
uncertain system elements from the nominal system. Although this
modeling structure is relatively straightforward to obtain for multiple
unstructured uncertainties modeled throughout the system, it is difficult
to formulate for many problems involving real parameter variations.
Furthermore, it is difficult to ensure that the uncertainty model is
formulated such that the dimension of the resulting model is minimal.
This paper presents a procedure for obtaining an uncertainty model for
real uncertain parameter problems in which the uncertain parameters
can be represented in a multilinear form. Furthermore, the pn_..edure is
formulated such that the resulting uncertainty model is minimal (or near
minimal) relative to a given state space realization of the system. The
approach is demonstrated for a multivariable third-order example
problem having four uncertain parameters.
]. lulxa.dat.fina
Advanced robust control system analysis and design is based
on the availability of an uncertainty description which separates the
uncertain system elements from the nominal system. More
specifically, the uncertain system components are contained in a block-
diagonal A matrix, which is connected to the nominal system, P(s),
such that the closed-loop uncertain system is described by a linear
fractional transformation (Lb-'T). The idea of separating the uncertain
part of a system from its nominal part in this manner, for use in robust
control system analysis and design, was ['u-stposed by John Doyle (see
[3] and [4]), and the robust control theory associated with this
structured description of uncertainty continues to be an important area
of research. A block diagram of this modeling structure can be
depicted as follows in Figure 1:
Figure 1. Block Diagram of General Uncertain System
where u contains all external inputs to the system (e.g., disturbances,
control inputs, etc.), y contains all outputs from the system (e.g.,
controlled outputs, measured outputs, etc.) and ua and YA connect the
uncertainties represented by & to the nominal system, P(s). Although
this modeling structure is relatively straightforward to obtain for
multiple unstructured uncertainties which occur throughout the system,
it is difficult to formulate for many problems involving real parameter
variations. Furthermore, it is difficult to ensure that the uncertainty
model is formulated such that the dimension of the resulting model is
minimal (i.e., the number of repeated parameters in A is minimized).
Although formulating an uncertainty model is a requirement for
utilizing the recently developed robust control analysis and design
techniques mentioned above, very little research has been reported in
the literature which addresses this problem, particularly for the real
parameter uncertainty case. Results to date primarily apply to multiple
uncertain parameters which enter the system model in a linear
functional form, although some work involving nonlinear special cases
have been worked [10]. The results for linear uncertain parameters
were first presented in [8] 0Vlorton & McAfoos, 1985) and [9]
(Morton, 1985). A later paper [10] (Steinbuch, et. al., 1991)
summarizes the general uncertainty modeling problem and the results to
date, and presents two simple scalar nonlinear uncertain parameter
examples. However, no solution to the general minimal uncertainty
modeling problem has been found. The objective of this paper is to
present an important extension to these uncertainty modehng results.
Specifically, a procedure is presented for obtaining a minimal (or near
minimal) uncertainty model (having the form of Figure 1) given the
state space realization of an uncertain system with multiple parametric
uncertainties entering the model in a multilinear functional form. It
should be noted that minimality here is relative to the given state space
realization. As discussed in [1] and [2] (Belcastro, et: al., 1989 and
1991), the dimension of the uncertainty model (i.e., the dimealsion of
the A matrix) is dependent on the state space realization of the system.
Thus, one can consider the minimality of an uncertainty model for a
particular state space realization, or one can consider the achievable
minimality of the uncertainty model irrespective of the system
realization. In this paper, we present a method of obtaining a minimal
(or near minimal) uncertainty model relative to the given state space
model of the uncertain system for multiple uncertainties entering the
model in a multilinear functional form. The muhilinear framework
significantly reduces the computational complexity Involved in
obtaining a solution, as compared to solving the problem directly for
the rational parameter case. Moreover, it can be shown that the
multilinear solution framework can actually be used to solve the
rational parameter case, as well. Thus, it provides a means of
determining an uncertainty model for many difficult problems of
practical interest.
The paper is organized in the following manner. Section 2
presents a formal problem def'mition for the general uncertain parameter
case, briefly summarizes results for the special case of linear parametric
uncertainty, and defines the problem to be addressed in this paper.
Section 3 summarizes onx results for this defined problem, and Section
4 presents an example problem which demonstrates these results.
Section 5 briefly discusses the application of the multilinear solution
framework to solve the rational uncertain parameter problem, and
concluding remarks are given in Section 6.
2. Parametric Uncertainty Modeling:
Problem Definition
2.1 General Problem Definition
Consider the state space model of an uncertain system:
= A(p) x + B(p) u, x e R n', u e R" (1 a)
y = C(p) x + D(,p) u, y _ R n, (lb)
where p represents a vector of real uncertain parameters:
P = [Pt, P2,'",Pral ¢ Rm (2)
i
It is assumed that each entry of the model presented in equation (1) is a
function of the parameters p. For the general rational case considered
in this paper, the uncertain parameters can appear in a rational
multivariate functional form within each element of the system model.
For example, as given in [10] (Steinbuch et. al., 1991), the (i_j)th entry
of the A matrix could have the form:
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Aij(p)= pt + p2 ao + p22p3 (3)
pl p3 + alp4
whereaoand atareconstants.Itshouldbe notedthatn'h-orderterms
areincludedherebecausetheycan be handledwithina multilinear
frameworkby definingn-1 additionaluncertainparameterswhichare
equaltotheparameterbeingraisedtothenthpower. For thisexample,
a new uncertainparameter,P2'= P2,couldbe definedand p22 would
then be replaced by p2P2'.
The uncertainty modeling problem consists of three
components: scaling of the uncertain parameters, extraction of the
uncertaintiesfrom thenominal system,and formulationof a linear
fractionaltransformation(LFT) (see[5],Doyle,et.al.,1991 fora
reviewof LFFs). Thesecomponentsarereviewedbelow.
Uncertainty Scaling:
Each uncertainparameterPiinP can be bounded by an upper
bound.Pmaxi,and a lowerbound,Pm_i,as follows:
Pmmi < Pi -<Pmaxi (4)
Then theparametercan be writtenin termsof some nominal value
within this range of uncertainty. One way to do this is shown below:
p_= p.o_+ _ = l_i + s__ (5)
Pmiai + Pmaxi (6)
Pn°mi = 2
- P_i U)si =P"_2
Equa_ious(4)-(7)canalsobewrineninvectorformbystackingeach
associatedparameterquantityintovectors.The 5{termsasdefinedin
equations(5)and (8)aretheuncertaintermsthatwillbe separatedinto
the A matrix of Figure I.
Uncertainty Extraction:
Using equation (5), the state space model of the uncertain
system given in (1) can be rewritten in compact form as follows:
wherez
8 = [8.82,...,_]• Rm (I0)
A(p)B(p)] S_) +SA(8) (11)S(p) = C(p) Dfp)J =
[A_o.0 B0,._)] (12a)
s_) =[c(p_) Dfp,,om)J
[ A_s(_ B,(8) ] (12b)s_(8)= cA(8) DA(_)
Separationof $(p)intonominal and uncertainparts,S(pnom) and
SA(8),respectively,resultsintheextractionof theuncertaintiesfrom
thenominalsystem.
Formulation of a Linear FractionalTransformation fLFT}:
Equation(9)can be rewritteninthe form of an upper(time
domain) LFT by defining an input vector, uA. and an output vector,
y_,, associated with the uncertain part of the system as follows:
yA = PltuA + Pl2[u x] (13)
= P21uA + P22[tl
u_ = A(8)YA (15)
A(8) = diag(SlIl, f_212..... _nlm) (16a)
A(b') • R nAxnt_ (16b)
nA = ). ri , ri = dim(10 (17)
i-I
where Pit,PI2,P21, and I>22are constantmatriceswith P22 =
S(Pnon0,and thematricesP11,PI2,and P21 arerelatedtoSA(8).The
litermsinequation(16a)representheidentitymatrixwithdimension
equaltotherepcatednessofparameter6i. For example,thesquared
uncertainparameterof equation(3),i.e.p22,results(afterscaling)in
thetermS22.Thus,thisexample would requirethatboth82and 82'=
(associatedwith theuncertainparameterP2'discussedabove)
appearin A, which means that12in equation(16a)would be a 2-
dimensionalidentitymalrix.
The objectiveoftheuncertaintymodelingproblemistofindthe
matrices Pll,Pl2, and P21 such thatthe system of equations
representedby (13)-06) isequivalentothesystemrepresentedby
equation(9).To do this.equations(13)-(15)arecombined suchthat
uA and YA areeliminated,asfollows:
i ] = [P22 + P21(I - A(8)Pll)'tA(S)P,2( x ] (18)[Y
Thus. the uncertainty modeling problem can be thought of as a muili-
dimensional (minimal) realization problem defined by the following
equation:
SA(8) = P21(I - A(8)PII) -1 A(5)PI2 (19)
where 8 represents the uncertain parameter vector defined in equation
(I0).
2.2 _ummarv of Results for Linear Parametric
Uncertainties
As indicated previously in this paper, uncertainty modeling
results have primarily focused on the special uncertainty case involving
multiple uncertain parameters that enter the system model linearly.
Results for this case were f'trstpresented by [8] ('Morton & McAfoos,
1985), and involve solving equation (19) with Pn = 0. For this case,
P21 and P12 can easily be found by expanding SA05) as a linear
combination of the _ terms, and decomposing the resulting coefficient
matrices. If any of the coefficient matrices has rank greater than one,
then the associated 8i term must be repeated in A a corresponding
number of times in order to perform the decomposition. For example,
if the coefficient marx for 8i is rank 2, then 5i must appear twice in
the A matrix. This is also discussed in [9] (Morton, 1985).
2.3 Specific Problem Definition for this Paner:
Multilinear Parametric Uncertainties
In this paper, we consider the case of multiple uncertain
parameters which enter any element of the system described in equation
(1) in a multilinear manner. It should be noted that rational multivariate
elements involving only one denominator term can be represented in a
multilinear form directly. For example,
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Atj(P) = PJ + P2_ + P22Dp_ P3
= P3+ p_ p2p3ao + _IP22
(21a)
wha_
Th_s_-I multiv._mm o_ _ _ _t_m multiple
uncertain terms in the denominator _oe_mGu in Section 2,1) could be
redet'med. For example, am _ model element represented by
equation O) could be eppmximated in • multilinesr form as follows:
Aii(p) P1 + p2 a° +p221_
= pips+a1 P4
(2O*)
= p, (pt +p2 .o + p2" m)
where:
1 C20b)
p4 = piP3 + at_
Thus, in this formulation the fourth unc_tain parameter, P4, is
dependent on the uncertain parameters Pi, I>3.and p_ This approach
therefore po._s a slight r_tHcd_n to _e general case. However, a
brief discussion of a _hn'_que for formulating the rational problem in
a way that the mul_i_ear solution framework can be used is
presented in Section 5.
2.4 Formal Problem Statement
A formal problem statement based on the above discussion can
be summarized as follows:
Given: An _ system in state space form Is in equation (1),
i.e.:
t = A(p)x+B(p)u, xeR _,ueR _
y= C(p)x+D(p)u. yeR _'
which can be rewritten u in equation (9), i.e.:
]l_md: The matrices P21,PI2, and Pll such that ",heabove systemcan
be expressed Is in equations (13-16), i.e.:
[*]YA = PIIu_, + P12 tt
u,, = A(_ yA
A(8) = diag( 6111, 52[2 ..... q_mlm)
A detailed discussion of • solution to this problem for uncertainties
which are represented within • multilinear framework, as discussed - .
above, will be presented in the next section.
3. Parametric Uncertainty Modelinf:
A Multilinear Problem Solution-
3.1 Multilinear Solution Framework
As indicated in Section 2. the solution to the uncertainty
modeling problem posed above involves finding the matrices P21, P12,
and Pit such that the SA(b') matrices given by (12) and (19) are equal,
i.e.:
I AA(8) BA(8) ]S_(_) = CA(_) Da(_)
= P_x(I-A(+)Pn)'tA(+)pi2 (22)
[Pz,,]
= [ P21y J (l- A(b')Plt) "l A(_')[ Pit= Pz2, ]
where the X_(b'), B,(b'), C,(b'), _d D_(b') terms in equation (22) ,re
formed by scaling the uncertain parameters p and extracting the
mtce_dn _ terms from the nominal system. Is discussed in Section 2,
and P21 and Pt2 _ partitioned appropriately. Thus, the matzi_
A_(b'), BA(b'), C_(_), and DA(_) are known matrix func_ of the._
pmlmete_, and the matrices P21, PI2. andPll life ttte unlmown matrix
variables for which equation (22) is solved. This s_. "on_Ls ihe
main result of the paper - namely • solution to me at_ove promem z_r
uncertainties that are represented within the multilinear framework
described in Se_tiun 2.3.
As stated above, the solution to this problem involves so/"v'.mg.
equation (22) for P21. PI2, and PII. However, the inversion ol me
quantity ( I - A(_) Pll ) in equation (22) for multiple parameter
problems can become very cumbersome because Pit is of the same
dimension as A(8), and the inversion hIs to be performed
symbolically. Moreover. each clement of Pl 1 must be detmnined such
that equation (22) is satisfied. Within the multilinear framework.
however, this quantity can be replaced by • finite series. To see this.
consider the mau'ix equation:
I.An+l =(I-A)(I+A+A2+A3+...+A a)
which can be written for any matrix A. A.tm_ing that the mmix
(I - A ) is invem_le, this equation c_m be rewriuen
([_ A)-I (I - Am'l) = I +A + A2 + A3 + ... + A n
If matrix A is structured such that A n+i = 0 (i.e., A is nilpo_t),
(I-A)*I = I+A+A2+A3+...+A n
This development is similar to the Neuman series expanskm developed
in [6] (Halmos, 1974) for • maurix A such that It A It < 1. For o_r
problem, however, A = _(b') Pit. where _(b') is a diagonal matrix and
Pll is unknown. AlthoughA(b') is norm-bounded by unity.Pll is not
norm-bounded. However, since Pi I is to be determined, requiring Pl 1
tobe structured such that:
yields.
(A(8)PtlY+I = 0
t_- _b') Pn) -_ = I + (_b') Pn) + (_<b3 Pn) 2
+ ...+ (A(_)PnY
Substituting this into equation (22) rasulls_nc
(23)
(24)
Adb') na(b')] (25)S+(8)= C+(8) D_(b')
which can be rewritten as:
Sa(8) =
P2t [A(5)P_ z+(A(_) P_ z)_+...
...(A(S)P__)']_(_)P_ (26)
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The first term on the fight side of equation (26) relxese_ts the linear
uncertain components of SA(8), end the second teem adds in the
nonlinear terms. Furthermore, since the nonlinear tams of SA(8)
mist of crossm md n_-o_.. _s (whichc_ _rep,pm_ u
cross terms), the order, r, of the highest _ m me series ot equauon
(26) is defined by the highest cross term order required to realize
SA(6). Thus, r is def'med by the order of the highest cross-term
occurring in AA(8), BA(8), CA(8), and DA(8), Le.:
r = max(OA, OB, Oc.OD) (27a)
and O A, O13, OC, and OD represent the order of the highest-order
cress-producttmn in %(8), BA(8),Ca(8), andDA(8).respectively.
That is, for a gencrsi unr,ermin mxn matrix M:
OM = max [order(mij); foralli= 1,2,.-.,m
and j = 1,2,...n ] (27b)
where the order of each mij is the order of its highest-order cross-
product term, sad cross-product team enter is defined as:
oq_le_'(,h_ _ .. •_) = i-1
for i = 1, 2, .... hA. (27C)
ThUS, the maximum value of r is rma x = ha-l, where nA is the
dimension of the A matrix and is given by equation (17). The nilpotent
requirement of equation (23) for (A(8) PI 1) can be satisfied if the
elements of Pi 1, Pij, satisfY the following structure:
I.) Fd = 0; i= 1,2 ..... nA
2.) If pi :_ 0 then for
i=l,_ .... ;I_ and j= 1,2 ..... n_:
t) p_=O;
b.) PiOI.iO1 = 0 or Pi_.,jO2 = 0 or
... or piO(nA_l).jO(nA_l) = 0 (28)
where the symbol "_" represents "modulo nA"addition [7] (Horowitz
and Sahni, 1978) over the set (I, 2..... nA), i.e.:
{ a+b if a+b_na}a_b= -nA if > _
l_a_n,x , lgb <n_
and n_ is the dimension of A (and, hence, PII) as defined in e_uation
(17). It shonld be noted that requiring Pll to satisfY the cormtUons ot
(28) does not impose a restriction _ solving the uncertainty mo_?elin.g
problem, but rather it is a mee_s ot removing unnecessary rreeaom m
determining Pll based on the uncertain system being modeled. Thus,
(28) assists in the process of solving for Pit-
Using this multilinear framework, P21 and P12 can be found
using the linear uncertain terms of SA(8), and Pll can be found using
the nonlinear terms of SA(8) such that the conditions of (28) are
saILsflod. Thus, the procedure presented in [8] (Morton & McAfoos,
1985) (and briefly described in Section 2.2) for outaining an
uncertainty model for multiple linear uncertain parameters can be used
to obtain P21 and PI2, and these matrices can be used in the second
right-hand term of equation (26) so that P11 can be determined directly
using equations (26) and (28). Details of the procedmU_ for doing this
eerepresented in Ill and [2] (Belcastro, et. at., 1989 an 1991), and an
example problem is presented in Section 4 which demonstrates these
results.
3.2 Uncertainty Modeline Procedure
Obviously, in order to reduce computational complexity in
robust control system analysis and design, it is desired to obtain an
_ty model of minimal dimension. As discussed in [1] and [2]
(Belcastro et. at., 1989 and 1991), the dimension of the uncertainty
model is dependent on the system state space realization;.'Vn.ese papers
address the problem of obtaining a state space reanzmnon ot an
uncertain single-input single-output (S.ISO? _s_em. _.'ven _ transfer
function) such that an uncertam_ m .ooe.l ot m mlmm mmenston c_.oe
determined. For practical multlvaname appncauons, nowever, u LS
usually desired to retain physical _relevance to the J)r0blem .being
considered in assigning the states o! me system, so re.at a parucul_
state space realization may be preferred. Thereto_:.[tlven.a o_)rea
state space model of an unc_tmn system, one woum m_e to _e ame to
determine • minimal uneertainty m.ode) for this parti._l, ar reali'zation -
which may or may not be an overall mmtmal uneegamty moaea tot me
system. A Im3cedu_ to obtein a minimal (or _ minimal) .un.certe_...ty
model relative to a particular state space reanzanon (uasea on me
multilinear framework presented in Section 3.2) is therefore given in
this section.
Given • state space realization of an uncertain system who_
malrix elements are m_tilinear functions of the uneegsin paramete_ o!
the system, it is desired to obtain an _inty model of the form of
Figure 1, which has a minimal (or near minimal) number of red, ted
parameters in & This can be done using the following apixoach:
1. Del'me a A mal_x of the form of equa_on (16) which has only
thosam_ _ _am_'_ n_ _.,_i"ze _e ,_-
order _n terms m the model, as mscusseo m Secuon z.t,
2. Follow the procedureglven in [8] (Morton & McAfoos, 1985)
and [9] (Morton, 1985) for the linear uncertam parameter case
to obtain P21 and PI2 using equations (22) and (26). If
problems with rank occur in defining P21 and PI2, go back to
step 1 and add a repeated parameter to A, as described in
Section 2.2.
3. Once P21 and P12 have been obtained, use the nonlinear
uncertain terms in equations (22) and (26) to obtain Pli such
that the conditions of (28) and, hence, equation (23) are
satisfied. If Pl I cannot be determined such that all of these
equations and conditions are satisfied, the dimension of A is not
large enough. If this occurs, it must be determined which
parameter must be repeated (based on the specific, problem
encountered in trying to satisfY the above equauons), arm me
process begins again at step 1 with the rvpeated parameter being
added to the A matrix. Once Pl 1 has been successfully
determined such that all equations and conditions are satisfied,
the minimal (or near minimal) uncertainty model for .the given
state space realization of the system has been determined, and
equations (13) - (16) can be used to model the uncertain system
as depicted in Figure 1.
It should be noted that the above procedure yields a minimal (or near
minimal) uncertainty model by _911struction. since the initial A matrix
def'med in step 1 is of the smallest possible dimension required to
model the given system, and additional parameters are added to this A
matrix in steps 2 and 3 only if required. An example problem
illustrating the above procedure is presented in Section 4.
4._
Consider the third-order multivariable system described in state
space form as in equation (1) by the following realization:
I -_ o 0
L_
A(p)= o _v_t o
o t..
(29a)
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{
: °1o
,00 1 °°1c_p)= 0ot oo
where the uncertain parameters Le, Lw, ou, and Ow vary over the
following hinges:
105./ s Lq < 841.t (3O.)
t0.4 < 14, < 795.5 (30b)
5.74 _ Ou _ 9.69 (30c)
3.95 < Ow _ 13.4 (30d)
The elements of equation (29) can be _ as mulfilinesr functions
of the _ pm'am_ as follows: •
I -v_ o o
^_) = o - V,-L,, o (31a)
--2, r_V_'....a
o o.L,,'V'_"
n(p) = o - v,_.(t -_) (31b)
o o,J7--2_/_-_
Ic'_)=t ooi " o
where:
r. =_, r..-- (32)
.001189 < _-_ < .009461, .0013 _ _, d .00962
The first step is to extract the uncertain 8 terms from the nominal
sy_m by scaling the unc.c_in parameters as in equation (5), as
follows:
_=_+ +.._--L.+_,.
r+,,=_. +,++,.r,:.=E,,.+_
(33)
o. = o,..+,,o.+,,.= o,..+L.
o,, = o..+so,,_. = o,,.+_o.
so that, as in equation (12):
__[A(I_B(I_]" SA(8)=[ Aa(8) B,(S) ] (34)
- tC(po)D(p,,)J' cA(_ D..(_
where:
I - v,_ 0
x(po)= 0 -vT..,
0 o,_:,_/_
B_o) = 0
0
[ ,00 ]._C(po) = 00 1
-v.-_
AA(b')= 0
0
B_(b') = o
0
o
o
I (35,)
0
- VgL..(t -_)
°-._'/'X_.
_-I°]0
(35b)
(3.Sc)
000 ]C++(°+)=
0 0
- V.'-8_, 0 (36.)
o_1-voo -_)8[. (_sb)
' O0
a.,: 2o.,.r+._+r_+,,.-_,+2r+._m;+..
--2 ----2
+ o,,.8_, + 8o.8K. O_a)
+_-m' +++,,_.+' (3",b)
,,+=2o.+r_+.._m.+r +.,y_+2-,..._
-2 ----2
+ o,,.ai:. + 8o,.,8_.. (_c)
As can be seen by the last term in equation (37) (for either aal, hal, or
bA2), r = 2 for this example problem (as defined by equation (27)).
Since SA(b')contains 2rid-order terms associated, with Lu and l.w, the 8
terms associated with these variables will have t0. _ twi.'ce_ A
Thus, the dimension of A going mto Step I of Secuon 3.2 is six. t_or a
six-dimensional A, the malrices P21 and PI2 can be detefmmea, as
d_bed in Step 2 of Section 3.2. However, it is imposm'ble to obtain
a Pl I roan'iX which satisfies all of the equations discussed m Step 3 of
Section 3.2. Moreover, it is determined in that step that the fi term
associated with Lw must be repeateda third time. Therefore, when
steps I - 3 of Section 3.2 are repealed, the resulting unce_inty model
ca_ be expressed as in equations (13) - (16) and (22), where:
A = dial_._ _ _1. _,. _ _ fie,]
= di.g[ _[7. 8_,. 8o, 8o.I 08)
[ -1 °_-L"oO 00E"oO ]P2nx= 0 0 -V, V. 0 0 0 (39*)
0 0 0 0 1 0 _-'o
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Pl2z =
Pt2u =
Pit --
P21y =[ 00
0
0
0
000000]000000
0 0
0 0
o
0 0
o 2-_L,.O.,or-.o,_ -_v.
0 0 '0
o o
o o
2s-t._ o
0 S_w
0
0
0 Pt20
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 I)53
0 0 0
0 0 0
0
s
o._/-ff
0 0 0 0
0 0p260
0 0 0P3_
o o Op,7
0 0 0P57
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
P12---_ 2"_"
P47 = OWo3_V a
PS_ = s_°_o'_x
Pyl = 2'_o
(3%)
t39c)
(39d)
(40a)
(4Oh)
_d the nominal system matrices are given above in.equ.ation (35).. It
should be noted that a certain amount of freedom crests m determining
the above matrices, so that an uncertainty model obtained for a given
uncertain system is not unique. It should also be noted that in the
above uncertainty model development, the scaling terms Spi were
incorporated into the model at the end so as m reduce the number of
symbolic terms involved in the determination of the P2I, P12, and Pll
matrices.
5. Extensinn tn Ratinnal Case
The above preced_e for solving the multilinear uncertainty
modeling problem can in fact also be used to solve the more general
mional u_mlnty moddinS problem. _ _- do.e _ _ *
nuurix fraction description of the uncertsm system, mm _tmg
the denominator matrix in • feedback loop so as m _ve. me reverie.
The numeratm"and denominator matrices are _ mullivmale
polynomial mstrk_ which cm be cor,c_tenated togetber and m.odeled
mdn8 the muRiUnesr techniques discussed above. Detm'h of this
approach will be presented in • subsequent paper.
This paper has summarized previous re_.ults in Ire'ran.etric
uncertainty modeling, and has presen_tm *no oemnns_.a!ea .an
important extension to these resolts. The extenston con•tin ox •
framework for mode."._. mul.fiple _ _ which _ be
xepresented in • mulfil_ runcuunal [orm, one .mcluaea a .l_ore
for obtaining • minimal (or near minimal) unc_amty model 1el•tire to
• given state space n,.alizadon of the uric•rain system. As "dis_xl in
the paper, the multilinem- framework can also be used to solve me .more
general rational un .ce_'. parameter case. and provides. • .mech.ant_
for signit.tcantly simpl"._ the comput_aal comp .kxtty mvo_eo m
determining an uncenmnty model for • ipven tmcertam system, lnus,
many practical problems of interest can be solved within th!s
framework. To demonstrate the results of the.pa.pe.r., an .exm'npte
problem was p_.se_ted which consisted of • muluvari .abl.¢thir_d-ordor
system with four _ parameters. A minimal tor near
minimal) tmcertainty model was de.te_, inod f_ _ _ve_.. state.space
_dization of this system, and the resulting mooet nm .a.mm.e_to_. ol
seven. Although two of tl_ uaccam _amm_ _ enterm m..tome ._v_
model as squared terms and as fractions, mey were esmty moaetea
within the muldlinear framework.
Further work being addressed in this area includes
_,al_tinS/_rminFJs_S th_ m_,_g ..Wy_._ f_ • wi_
c,lass of problems, automating the genoraliz_m mme.,img proceoure,anu
applying the procedure to practical application problems.
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Hypersonic Vehicle Control Law Development
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Airbreathing SSTO vehicle has a multi facetted mission that includes
orbital operations, as well as re-entry and descent culminating in horizontal
landing. However, the most challenging part of the operations is the ascent
to orbit. The airbreathing propulsion requires lengthy atmospheric flight that
may last as long as 30 minutes and take the vehicle half way around the
globe.
The vehicle's ascent is characterized by tight payload to orbit margins
which translate into minimum fuel to orbit as the performance criteria,
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SSTO AIRBREATHING VEHICLE ISSUES
airfrarne/propu Ision/a.erothermoelastic
interactions
lengthy flight in the atmosphere
at high altitude
changing ststi_I
stability margins uncertain flying qualities
propulsion sensitivity to
small angular changes in
large variations in static and flow path
dynamic characteristics
The lengthy atmospheric flight and the minimum fuel to orbit
performance requirement lead to a number of issues. Among these issues
are:
• Large variations in static and dynamic vehicle characteristics that result
from large and rapid mass change as well as aerodynamic heating.
• These variations lead to changing static stability margins as the
aerodynamic center of pressure moves significantly with respect to c.g..
• Furthermore, since the undersurface of the vehicle serves as the
compressing inlet and as the nozzle for the propulsion system, this vehicle
experiences unprecedented degree of airframe/propulsion/aerothermoelastic
interactions that lead to multiple and large parametric uncertainty.
• The lengthy atmospheric flight subjects the vehicle and the propulsion
system to atmospheric turbulence which can excite vehicle dynamic modes as
well as degrade propulsion performance through large density variations.
• Propulsion system itself is sensitive to small angular changes in the flow
path that may be caused by interactions or atmospheric turbulence.
• Finally, flying qualities for hypersonic flight are not yet established.
All these issues lead to narrow margins for mission success making optimal
vehicle performance absolutely essential.
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CONTROLSYSTEMPERFORMANCE
REQUIREMENTS
- TightPerformanceMarginsForReachingOrbitelSpeeds
- Closely Tracking Optimal Trajectory
. Tight Angle Of Attack Envelope - 0.5 Dog
- Atmospheric Disturbance Rejection
- Robustness To Parameter Uncertainty
In order to address these issues and enhance vehicle performance, the
control system must satisfy the following requirements. It must :
= stabilize the vehicle,
• precisely track optimal fuel trajectory,
• attenuate atmospheric disturbances,
• while minimizing control effort since even moderate elevon deflections
result in very large integrated drag penalty,
• All of these performance requirements must be satisfied in the
presence of parametric uncertainty
And, as with all piloted vehicles, the flying qualities requirements must be
met.
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ROBUST CONTROL LAW FRAMEWORK
-- --AirframelProDulsion ...., ............_._-
Nonlinear Model with Multiple /
Modelling Uncertainty
% ..,
Linearized Uncertainty Model
Robust Control System
Design & Analysis
\
Robust Stability
& Performance
Recent advances in H=//J robust control theory provide a framework for
explicitly including parametric uncertainty in control law design. The
hypersonic vehicle ascent can be characterized in this framework as follows.
• We begin with aero/propulsion nonlinear model that includes multiple
sources of uncertainty.
• This model is translated into a linearized uncertainty model illustrated
by the diagram in the middle of the slide. The linear model itself is contained
in plant P. All the uncertainty, with the physical relationship to the model
preserved, is collected in block 4. The controller K is then designed and
analyzed fop this linearized uncertainty model.
Once this process is successfully completed, the resulting control law
provides robust stability and desired performance in the presence of specified
uncertainty.
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APPLICATION EXAMPLE
• Flight condition
- 2000 p_d q trajectory
- Mach 8
• Plant - P (s)
- linear model of the vehicle
- design specifications
• Uncertainty block - A
- uncertainty in control effectiveness of elevon and fuel flow rate
• Exogenous Inputs - d
- commanded variables - velocity and altitude
- atmospheric turbulence
- sensor noise
• Performance outputs. •
- velocity and altitude error
- angle of attack
- control effector - elevon and fuel flow rate
To explore this robust controls framework further, an example
representinga numbe(of issues we dis_u__e=clha,s,be_enselected. The_vehicle
is a conical configuration following a 2000 psf dynamic pressure trajectory
and accelerating through Mach 8 at the design point. ............. _-- ........
We return to the Linearized Uncertainty Model diagram from the previous
slide to illustrate how this example fits into the framework.
The plant P contains the linear model Of the Veh|cle and the _esign
specifications, w_hich willbe discussed in moredetau33ater. All the uncertainty
in the problem is relegated to the effectiveness of elevon and fuel flow rate,
and is contained in the uncertainty block &. The physical inputs, d, into the
system include the commanded vadables, velocity and altitude, atmospheric
turbulence, and sensor noise. The performance outputs, e, are velocity and
altitude error, angle of attack, due to propulsion performance sensitivity to=
this quantity, and control effectors, both deflection and rate for elevon and
fuel flow rate.
1
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PROBLEM FORMULATION
• Applicability and effectiveness of H-/I_ controller
- Performance
- Stability
- Changing flight conditions
- Changing vehicle characteristics
• Performance metric
- Velocity and altitude
• 5 % steady state error
• 10 % 9vershoot
• 40 sec time constant
- Angle of attack
• limit to 0.5 deg peak-to-peak deflection
- Elevon
• limit deflections to 2 deg
We are interested in establishing how effective is each technique, that is
H= and p, in explicitly dealing with changing vehicle characteristics and flight
conditions while providing performance and stability.
Performance on the global level refers to achieving minimum fuel to orbit.
On the more immediate design level it encompasses a metdc such as
illustrated on this slide. The time domain response specifications, limits on
the deflection and rate of the control effectors, and atmospheric turbulence
attenuation are all serve as performance specifications.
It is important to point out that unlike other optimal robust control
methods, H= based design results in a controller for the worse case input
combination.
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DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
• Time domain specs translated into frequency domain
- steady state error, % overshoot, time constant --> transfer function
• Disturbance attenuation -> low frequency transfer function gain
• Rate and position limits on actuators --> transfer function
• Allowable uncertainty
. % parameter variation
. frequency dependent transfer function
I like to spend a moment discussing how we fit design specifications
discussed few slides back into the H= context. To fully exploit H= capabilities,
design specifications must reflect the desired performance as closely as
possible. Given the specifications on the time domain response, steady state
error, percent overshoot, and time constant, translate directly into a transfer
function that is utilized in H= context. The same can be said about
performance specifications on alleviating atmospheric turbulence and limiting
rate and position of actuators.
The allowable uncertainty in the system is also specified in frequency
domain as a percent of nominal. It is either a constant across all frequency or
varies depending on type of uncertainty.
At this juncture, we would like to examine how all this relates to a
standard block diagram.
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SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM
_m'b . + Vm p
_e
t K (s) ,_...__ Vehe
The three block general structure that you may recall from previous slides
is expanded into this block diagram for our example. The dashed boxes,
primarily on the right side of the diagram, represent the performance
specifications. The dotted boxes, on the left, represent the uncertainty. The
20 percent uncertainty that was just discussed is expressed by the matrix WA
and the diagonal structure of A reflects that each actuator effectiveness is
independent of the other.
Now with problem formulated we design a controller which is analyzed in
the following slides.
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H= CONTROLLER FREQUENCY ANALYSIS
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• Nominal Performance
- performance of the nominal plant model
• Robust Stability
- stability in the presence of allowable uncertainty
• Robust Performance
- performance inthe presence of allowable uncertainty
The first to be analyzed is the H_ controller. Very briefly to provide you
with a point of reference. 1 delineates the boundary between successfully
passing a given test vs. failing it. We are interested in three metrics for this
controller. The first is nominal performance which tells us whether the desired
performance has been achieved under ideal conditions, in other words, we
have no uncertainty in our system. As you can see from this plot, nominal
performance is less than 1, therefore satisfying our desired performance
requirements.
But since no realistic system model is ideal, we are really interested in its
behavior in the presence of uncertainty. For this example it constitutes 20
percent control effectiveness uncertainty. The initial interest is in stability.
This controller violates robust stability criteria around 4 rad/sec. As
expected, the level of desired performance in the presence of this uncertainty
is also not achieved.
At this point, we have two options - to relax the uncertainty and
performance specifications or to see if p controller can provide the desired
robust performance.
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/./CONTROLLER FREQUENCY ANALYSIS
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Control system satisfies performance requirements in the
presence of 20 % control effectiveness uncertainty
The p controller designed to handle 20 percent control effector
uncertainty satisfies all three metrics. The level of desired performance in the
presence of specified uncertainty is achieved with some margin to spare. We
would like to see how much uncertainty can be tolerated and still satisfy
robust performance.
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p CONTROLLER FREQUENCY ANALYSIS
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Control system satisfies performance requirements upto
40 % uncertainty in the control effectiveness
The maximum level is achieved at 40 percent uncertainty. In fact, this p
controller satisfied robust performance for up to 40 percent uncertainty in
control effectiveness as indicated in this plot.
No analysis is complete without looking at the actual time histories. So to
validate and to augment conclusions from frequency analysis, a sample of
time responses is presented.
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{NOMINAL ELEVON RESPONSE
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I like to point out that in all time responses you will see, the vehicle is
commanded to simultaneously increase velocity and altitude while being
subjected to moderate atmospheric turbulence.
The first plot is elevon response for both H= and/_ controllers for an ideal
system, i.e. no uncertainty present. Note that for both, initial deflection is
less than one degree. Important fact is that both responses are very similar,
indicating that improved robustness is achieved at a small loss in ideal
performance as measured by the total deflection.
Introducing ?0 percent uncertainty into the system drives H= controller
unstable, which leaves us with/_ controller response to consider.
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WORST CASE PERFORMANCE ELEVON RESPONSE
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If we look at worst case while the desired performance is still achieved, we
get this plot. Recall that our performance specifications were still satisfied for
40 percent uncertainty. The amplitude of the response is dependent on the
positive or negative uncertainty in the control effectiveness. In the worse
case scenario when the actual effectiveness is 40 percent less than ideal, the
elevon deflection is still less than 2 degrees which was the limit.
Well how does this behavior impact other performance variables of
interest.
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ALPHA NOMINAL AND WORST CASE RESPONSE
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The commanded change in altitude which is facilitated by elevon deflection
is unaffected by the uncertainty. In fact, it is faster and more precise for the
/J controller than for the ideal H- one. But this performance improvement in
altitude does have an adverse effect on another variable of importance - angle
of attack.
The/s controller angle of attack peak is somewhat higher than that of the
H- controller, though both responses are well within the specified limit of 0.5
degree. The uncertainty again has very small effect on the p controller
response
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CONCLUSIONS
- Vehicle characteristics and control system requirements translate
explicitly into H= domain specifications
H. controller suffers performance degradation with introduction of control
effectiveness uncertainty
i_.synthesls results in an improved robust performance over H. controller
So what have we learned from this initial application of H== and p to an
airbreathing SSTO vehicle. The bottom line is that W framework provides a
systematic approach to include parametric uncertainty in design and to
explore tradeoffs between performance and uncertainty robustness. This
initial application of p synthesis and analysis techniques to an airbreathing
SSTO shows much promise.
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ON-LINE EVALUATION OF MULTILOOP DIGITAL
CONTROLLER PERFORMANCE
Carol D. Wlesernan
NASA Langley Research Canter
NASA LaRC Workshop on Guidance, .Navigation,
Controls, and Dynamlcs of Atmospher(c Flight
NASA Langley Research Center
March 18 - 19, 1993
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The purpose of this presentation is to inform the Guidance and Control community of
capabilities which were developed by the Aeroservoelasticity Branch to evaluate the
performance of multivariable control laws, on-line, during wind-tunnel testing. The
capabilities are generic enough to be useful for all kinds of on-line analyses involving
multivariable control in experimental testing. Consequently, it was decided to present this
material at this workshop even though it has been presented elsewhere.
I want to acknowledge the other participants in the development of these capabilities.
Theywere:
Sheri Hoadley and Vivek Mukhopadyay of NASA Langley Research Center and
Tony Pototzky and Sandra McGraw of Lockheed Engineering and Sciences
Company
The capabilities are summarized for our application in the bottom figure. Our test
involved a wind-tunnel model and two computers, the first was a digital controller where
data acquisition was performed and then the data was transfered via eithemet to another
computer where the on-line analyses were performed. I will be tell more about this on the
next chart
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BACKGROUND
AFW Controller Performance
Active Flexible Wing (AFW)
Analysis During Test
- Safety
. Efficient Use of Test "lima
Digital Controller
System
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SUN-2
On-Line
Analysis
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First, I want to provide you with some background for why we developed these
analysis capabilities. One major objective of the Active Flexible Wing Program was
to verify control law design methodologies by testing flutter suppression control laws
in conjunction with rolling maneuver control laws. These are summarized in the
middle box which represents the digital controller. FSS is flutter suppression. There
were 3 roll control laws, any one of which could be operating at a time in
conjunction with Flutter Suppression. These three control laws were Roll Trim
System, Rolling Maneuver Load Alleviation and Roll Rate Tracking System.
The AFW had multiple control surfaces as well as multiple sensors, thus allowing
for multivariable control laws.
In order to protect the model and tunnel from unnecessary damage and to make
optimum use of limited wind-tunnel test time, it was essential to be able to evaluate
the controller performance, on-line, during the wind tunnel test.
To provide this capability, necessary data was acquired b.y the digital controller
and immediately sent to another computer for on-line analysis via ethernet.
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ESSENTIAL ON-LINE ANALYSIS REQUIREMENTS
• BEFORE AND DURING TESTING VERIFY
- CONTROL LAWS
• BEFORE CLOSING LOOP PREDICT
- IF CONTROL LAW WILL DESTABILIZE
SYSTEM
- STABILITY MARGINS
• AFTER CLOSING LOOP DETERMINE
- STABILITY MARGINS
- CONTROL SURFACE ACTIVITY
- OPEN-LOOP FLUTTER BOUNDARY
(G)
Controller
09
Specifically, there were three essential requirements. First, it was necessary to verify the
correct execution of control laws both before and during testing. The diagram to the fight
depicts the controller/plant system in which the AFW plant is depicted by the rectangle labeled
G and the Controller is depicted by the rectangle labeled H.
y are the outputs of the plant which correspond to accelerometer measurements and in some
cases strain gauge measurements.
x are the control law outputs or the commands to the control surfaces which are sent to the
model.
u are the excitations which can be added to the control law commands or to the sensors.
The second requirement was that during open-loop testing in which the control law
commands are not sent to the model, it was essential to predict, before closing the loop, whether
a control law would destabilize the system and what the margin of stability would be once the
loop Was closed. If the control law was predicted to destabilize the system or the margin of
stability was predicted to be unsatisfactory, the loop on the control law would not be closed thus
preventing the model and the wind-tunnel from damage.
The third requirement was that during closed-loop testing in which the control law
commands are sent to the model, it was essential to evaluate the performance of the control law
in order to guide the wind-tunnel test engineers in determining whether testing of that control
law could continue to other test conditions. To do this, measures of stability margins and
control surface activity were needed. It was also necessary to determine if the closed-loop
system was above the open-loop flutter boundary.
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"ON-LINE ANALYSIS CAPABIUTIES
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These three requirements were met with the development for four major areas of
analyses capabilities depicted in this figure. They were:
first, control law verification by which correct execution of control laws could be
assessed using both time and frequency domain analyses,
second, controller performance evaluation in both the time and frequency domain
through which controller performance could be determined; performance was
evaluated both open and closed-loop and both below and above the flutter boundary.
third, open-loop plant determination, and
fourth, open-loop flutter boundary predictions.
These last two analysis capabilities are performed using frequency domain
techniques only and are by-products of frequency domain CPE.
All capabilities are for multi-variable or multi-loop control systems. Let me
emphasize that the capabilites available are applicable to both stable and unstable
plants as long as the overall system is stable, that is to say if we are testing open-loop
the open-loop system must be stable, if closed-loop the closed-loop system must be
stable. The capabilities were met by the software developed which will be described
on the following slide
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ON-LINE ANALYSIS SOFTWARE
• DATA INTERFACE PROGRAMS
• TIME HISTORY PLOTS
• RiMS CALCULATIONS
• FOURIER ANALYSIS
• MATRIX OPERATIONS
• ASSOCIATED PLOTS
c Fortran Matlab script
The following software modules were developed to support the analyses and are
available for use by others:
• Data interface programs, coded in C, converted binary test data (from AID
converters) to scaled and formatted data for use in Fourier Analysis codes and
MATLAB, for plotting or other calculations. Additional data interface programs
written in c converted the output of the Fourier analysis package to maflab
format.
• i_IATLAB script files for plotting time history and frequency domain data.
• MATLAB script files for calculating RMS of time history data, and also plotting
the RMS as a function of dynamic pressure
• Fourier Analysis Package, coded in Fortran, which calculates transfer functions
of any of the outputs to the excitation. This software uses an array processor and
has many capabilities of windowing and overlap averaging.
• MATLAB script files which perform all matrix operations needed to calculate
stability margins and determine open-loop plant stability, as well as determine the
plant transfer matrix from the open- or closed-loop system transfer matrices.
• MATLAB script files to generate all associated plots.
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ON-UNE ANALYSIS CAPABILITIES
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I • Time Domain i
L • Frequency Domaln .) --
• DATA INTERFACE PROGRAMS
• TIME HISTORY PLOTS
• RMS CALCULATIONS
• FOURIER ANALYSIS
• MATRIX OPERATIONS
• ASSOCIATED PLOTS
In this presentation, I am only going to elaborate on the
frequency-domain controller performance and plant determination
capabilities which use the data interface programs, the Fourier analysis
package, and the MATLAB script files which performed required matrix
operations and generated associated plots.
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FREQUENCY DOMAIN CPE PROCEDURES
• Input Excitetlon, u, into each Control
Surface
• Perform Fast Fourier Transforms of u, x,
and y Controller
• Compute Power and Cross Spectra (H)
• Compute Transfer Functions
• Construct Plant (G). Controller (H), end Return-difference Metrlces (I+HG,
and I+GH)
Compute Singular Values for Evaluating Robustness to Multlpllcetlve and
Additive Uncertainties
Compute Determinants for Plant Stability Evaluation
The following slide outlines the procedure to evaluate controller performance of a
multi-loop controller in the frequency domain.
An excitation is input to one control surface at a time. The time responses of each
output of the plant (accelerometers and strain gauges used by the controller) and
controller commands are measured. The transfer functions of these outputs and
commands with respect to the excitation are calculated by performing Fast Fourier
transforms of u,x, and y and computing the power and cross spectra. The next and
each control surface is excited in turn and the transfer functions are calculated for
these signals. The transfer functions are then combined into transfer matrices. The
Plant (G), Controller (I-I) and the return-difference matrices are constructed or
computed. The singular values are computed in order to evaluate the robustness to
multiplicative at the plant input and output points and additive uncertainties. The
determinants are also computed to be used for evaluating plant stability.
The evaluation of the performance of multlvariable controllers using excitations
into the sensors instead of the control surface has also been developed and is available
to handle the case of the overdetermined problem.
The following slide shows an example of actual results obtained during the
wind-tunnel test.
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CONTROLLER PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
FREQUENCY-DOMAIN FLUTTER SUPPRESSION
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This slide is an example of the plot output from the CPE Analysis package. This is an
actual plot of results that could be seen in the tunnel control room within about a minute
from the completing the required data acquisition and could then be printed on a
laserprinter in the control room. This data was used to aid in determining if we would go to
the next test condition.
The top two plots are minimum singular values of the return-difference matrices. These
provide measures of robustness to multiplicative uncertainties at both the plant input and
plant output points. The closer the curve comes to zero, the closer the system is to being
unstable. The minimum singular values are related to combined gain and phase margins
for a multivariable system.
The dashed lines at the bottom of the plots display requir._.levels of stability, which_
allow a quick assessment of the stability margins due to multiplicative errors in me plant
inputs or plant outputs.
The lower left depicts the margin of stability to an additive plant uncertainty. The lower
fight indicates whether the open-loop plant is stable or not. For these particular plots for a
stable closed-loop system, the open-loop plant is unstable as indicated by an encirclement
of the critical point at the origin which can be seen when the plot is magnified. The
capability of enlarging this determinant plot to better identify encirclements was also
available.
In all cases, the stability margins are the actual margins not conservative estimates
because they are based on the actual plant. When performing open-loop analyses, if the
method predicts that the closed-loop system is unstable, it is unstable.
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ON-LINE ANALYSIS CAPABILITIES
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EVALUATION DETERMINATION
• Time Domain
• Frequency Domain
• DATA INTERFACE PROGRAMS
• TIME HISTORY PLOTS
• RMS CALCULATIONS
• FOURIER ANALYSIS
• MATRIX OPERATIONS
• ASSOCIATED PLOTS
Another capability that I wanted to elaborate on in this presentation was the
determination of the open-loop plant. This capability also involved the data interface
programs, the Fourier Analysis package, the matrix operations and associated plot
routines.
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PLANT DETERMINATION
Plant
Gee
Gec G
System System
Open-Loop Closed-Loop
c_=Y_
_c - Y._
Gcl = Y_
Gee = Yee
G_ = ([ I - X_T]-Iy T)T
Ge¢ = ([I- XCCT]'WeCT)T
Gee = Yce+ GccXce
Gee = Yee + GecXce
* All matrices functions of (o
Part of the plant determination was a by-product of the CPE codes. This part is
denoted as Gcc in the plant transfer matrix, G. Here the subscript c refers to the
control surfaces actuated by the control laws and sensors Used by the specified control
law. The other control surfaces are denoted by a subscript e, for external. All of the
control surfaces both used by the control l_aw __d tho_ cxtem_ to the cQntr0! law
were excited one at a time. The transfer functions of the outputs y and the control law
commands x with respect to the excitation were calculated. The rest of the plant
transfer matrix was then obtained using the equations in the lower right where the
capital X and Y refer to transfer matrices of the control law outputs and plants with
respect to the excitations.
When the system is open-loop, ie when the control law commands are not sent to
the model, the equations are shown in the first column.
When the system is closed loop, the commands are sent to the model. The
equations to obtain the entire plant transfer matrix are shown in the second column.
The transfer function calculations and matrix operations required to obtain the
entire plant transfer matrix are also available in the on-line analysis package. The
capital letters correspond to transfer matrices.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
ON-LINE ANALYSIS CAPABILITIES FOR MULTI-VARIABLE
CONTROL
• Developed
• Available
WHICH PERFORM DURING TESTING:
• Control Law Verification
• Control Law Performance Evaluation
• Open.loop Plant Determination
• Stability Boundary (Flutter) Prediction
The capability to evaluate the performance of multivariable control
laws on-line during experimentation has been developed and is available.
These capabilities perform during testing, control law verification,
evaluation of performance of the control laws, determination of the
open-loop plant and stability boundary prediction which in our
application was flutter.
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
• Presentations/Publications
American Control Conference, 1990
4th Workshop on comp. control of Flex. Aerospace Systems, 1990
Guidance end control conference, 1990
Aerospace Flutter and Dynamics Council Meeting, 1991
Dynamic Specialist Conference, 1992
DSP Exposition end Symposium, 1992
Joumal of Guidance, Control end Dynamics, 1992
FUTURE: ACAD Press Chapter, NASA Tech Brief, Journal of
Aircraft
• Spacecraft Dynamics Branch - Large Space Structures Appllcatlon
• NASA Dryden Research Facility - X29 Flight Test
There is no users manual for the software but both the theory and results for
different aspects of the on-line analysis capabilities have been documented and
presented at a variety of conferences over a period of 3 years from 1990-1992. These
documents and the software are available to anoyne interested. The software has been
provided to the Spacecraft Dynamics Branch for use in a large space structures
application and the theory and equations were used by Dryden Flight Research
Facility to support the X-29 flight test.
If you would like to obtain the software or more information, rll give you my
business card.
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Fuzzy Logic Helicopter Control
By
Captain Gregory W. Walker
NASA Langley Research Center
Aeroffight DynamicsDireclorate
U.S. Army Aviation Troop Command
Hampton,VA 23665-5225
Presented at the
First Annual LaRc Workshop on Guidance, Navigation, Controls, and
Dynamics for Atmospheric Flight
H.J.E. Reid Conference Center
March 18-19 1993
NASA / US Army
SLIDE 1: This work is
an outgrowth of a project
that is being jointly
developed by the U S
Army Aviation Troop
Command's Aeroflight
Dynamics Directorate
and the NASA Langley
Research Center
OUTLINE OF PRESENTATION
• An Overview Of The Free Flight Rotorcrafl Program
• Why This Program Is Looking At Fuzzy Logic Control
• Professor Sugeno's (Tokyo Institute of Technology)
"Fuzzy Control of Unmanned Helicopters" Project
• Current Status
SLIDE 2: There Is
cooperating work going
on between this project
and Professor Sugeno.
NASA nor the Army has
.Sugeno under any
contract or grant, the
cooperation is merely an
exchange of ideas and
flight data.
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IPROGRAM OBJECTIVE I
Evaluate the use of wind-tunnel rotor systems on powered free-flying
helicopter models to supplement full-scale flight testing.
• Reduce direct operating costs
• Elimination of manned-flight safety issues
• Reduced turn-around time
SLIDE 3: The program
that this fuzzy logic work
grew out of is the "Free
Flight Rotorcraft
Research Vehicle
(FFRRV) Project'. This Is
the objective of the
FFRRV project, not
specifically the "Fuzzy
Logic"work.
I THE TOOLKIT I
Although motivated by maneuverability, agility, and detectability concerns,
the free-flight rotorcraft test technique is being developed as a general
research tool to supplement wind tunnel and simulation studies.
I WIND TUNNEL TESTS t "_ l ANALYSIS
CORRELATION I PILOTED SIMULATION I CORRELATION
I $ I
I OU-SCA E ',O ,TESTSI
OPERATIONAL READINESS
FREE-FLIGHT TESTS
SLIDE 4: The FFRRV
rOjectwillnot supplant
II scale flight testing,
merely supplement it.
The fixed wing
community has had the
ability to do dynamic
studies at model scale for
ears, we are trying to
ring such a capability to
rotorcralt.
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Data Acquisition and
Processing System
ROTORCRAFT FREE-FLIGHT TEST TECHNIQUE
Manned Digital Flight Control System
Ground Station
SLIDE 5: This slide
depicts the test
technique we are using
to evaluate rotorcraft
aerodynamics with
FFRRV. The pilotsits in
a ground based cockpit
but perceives to be in the
model via telepresence.
The vehicle safety pilot
has overall authority to
interrupt the control
system and terminate
any experiment.
[ MANEUVERS,., INCLUDED IN AACT-III PROGRA M I
SLIDE 6: We want to
look at aerodynamics in
the "non-linear"world
typical of air-to-air
combat or nap-of-earlh
flying, This slide shows
examples of
maneuvering that
characterize advanced
combat rotorcraft. The
researchers challenge is
to quantifywhat makes a
rotorcraft configuration
more or less capable of
such aggressive
maneuvering.
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_OUTLINE OF PRESENTATION i
• An Overview Of The Free Flight Rotorcraft Program
• Why This Program is Looking At Fuzzy Logic Control_
• Professor Sugeno's (Tokyo Institute of Technology)
"Fuzzy Control of Unmanned Helicopters" Project
• Current Status
SLIDE 7:
I TRADITIONAL APPROACH I
Model The Aircraft _ Build _ A Stabilizer Of The System
Attributes Of This Approach
• Non-linear dynamics -> often linearlzed for simplicity
• Requires a detailed knowledge of the physical system
• Overall performance directly related to the models accuracy
Strategy
I Propose a model for the I / Design a set If control laws which /
aircraft response. I _ have the potential to achieve the
(Linear, Non-linear, ...) I I I desired performance. I I
Discover the coefficients Tune the control system I
L | ol the model for the _ gains to meet the I-_ specific configuration. I performance requirements.
| (System Identification, /
Analytical analysis, ...)
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SLIDE 8: This is a "road
map" to a traditional
approach to developing a
flightcontrol system.
These attributes are
typical o! model following
controlsystems.
------_-___,;:__
; COMPLETE CONFIGURATIONS
I ANTI-TORQUE CONCEPTS
SLIDE 9: This slide
shows how we intend to
use FFRRV. These
changes to the aircralt
affect the dynamical
model that a traditional
control system approach
requires. Some of these
changes may require
refining the models
coeffic|ents while other
changes will force us to
begin at the lop, that of.
defining the
mathematical model all
over.
I THE SYSTEM
AIRCRAFT /
PILOT
SLIDE 10: The system I
am working with and
trying to regulate has two
portions: the aircraft and
the pilot (where ever
he/she resides). Instead
of modeling the ever-
changing aircraft I am
modeling an adaptive
pilot.
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PILOT MODELING
Model A Pilot _ Build'_-A Synthetic Pilot To Fly The System
Attributes Of This Approach
• Capable of learning and adapting to the dynamics of a new aircraft
• Able to absorb large amounts of sensory and historical information
• Reaclionary not predictive
A Strategy Using Fuzzy Logic
I_m,oi:__rt_r::U_dO,,.eI _'1 c:,.e:;::,4.;.u:.Orm
c°'e'uen°es'--' I "°luatme"t ' }
I I
values for the rules (pilot / (l_onr/o.line learP_nin-' I| interviews) l' W/
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,-J-_-- ""_FFIJlt V
SLIDE 11: Good pilot
modeling should
incorporate these
attributes. This strategy
is the approach
Professor Sugeno at
Tokyo Institute of
Technology has used to
attack this problem.
[OUTLINE OF PRESENTATION I
• An Overview Of The Free Flight Rotorcrafl Program
• Why This Program Is Looking At Fuzzy Logic Control
. Professor Sugeno's (Tokyo Institute of Technology)
"Fuzzy, Control of Uric_mannedHelico,,_ter.s=Proj_ctJI
• Current Status
SLIDE 12:
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U_m_nned Hericopler _or Se_ Rescue
./7
, (
(
SLIDE 13: This mission
is Professor Sugeno's
carrot. To get to this
point he is developing
and demonstrating
portionsof the system
using smaller prototyping
projects.
Remote ControlL of Heticopter
by Ord I.str=ctio.s
Fly
. HOVel"
_'.__ _ ?'
_-
( __-_....... r, ,
L"_d ./
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SLIDE 14: Professor
Sugeno has had this kind
of high level control of
both a real-time non-
linear helicopter
simulator and a free
flying Industrial model
helicopter, The oral
instructions incorporated
to date in his project are:
Hover
Takeoff
Land
Turn left/right
(pedal turn)
Fly left/right
Fly
forward/backward
Climb
Coordinated turn
left/right
Automatic A_oYot_tlo_ Entry
/
E_tlne F_il=re
A..'t.orotat;o-. E_vy
SLIDE 15: This
project's intention is to
matntain constant rotor
speed during decent so
the pilotcan easily judge
when to flare and land
smoothly.
This maneuver is
one of the firsta student
)oilOtlearns. However,
wl weather and the
complexity of finding a
real place to land make
the task much more
challenging. This
controller is aimed at
reducing the pilotswork
load in such cases by
allowing the pilot to focus
on finding a suitable
landing zone while
requiring the controller to
keep a known amount of
energy stored in the
rotor.
Linguistic Rules
Example For Hovering
1) If the body rolls, then control the lateral cyclic in reverse.
2) If the body pitches, then control the longitudinal cyclic in
reverse.
3) If the nose turns, then control the tail rotor collective in reverse.
4) If the body moves sideways, then control the lateral cyclic In
reverse.
5) If the body moves back and forth, then control the longitudinal
cyclic in reverse.
6) If the body moves up or down, then control the main rotor
collective in reverse.
SLIDE 16: The rule
base for Professor
Sugeno's controllers is
based on linguistic
statements like these.
The power of such a
fuzzy logic controller
comes from firingall the
rules in parallel. This
strategy allows
decomposing the
problem into smaller
more manageable blocks
but does not loose the
interdependencies and
cross coupling required
to operate such a
coupled system as a
helicopter.
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Hierarchical Modular System
Pllot(
De Jires_
, b l night II , ,
Trim _-uver
I I. :
1 _ _-_ Forward-flighl block , _. _._-
-p .f o11 , 
[co,,4°°"1c'°"'lC'°'°°Lr
by M. Sugeno
SLIDE 17: At first
lance Professor
ugeno's controller
appears like a simple
gain scheduling
controller. There are
some significant
differences: First, the
lower level blocks are
autonomous fuzzy logic
controllers that can only
perform their select
mission. Secondly, the
"gain scheduler" is not
simply a mode switcher
but is another fuzzy logic
engine which blends the
lower level blocks
together to achieve a
more abstract desire
described by the pilot.
Lower Level Modules
Stabilizer Blocks I Climb/Descend
I Forward/Backward
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SLIDE 18: All the lower
level stabilizer blocks
have similar structure but
each one is a unique
multi-input/multi-output
closed loop controller.
The rule base and the
fuzzy variable sets are
different for each of
these lower level blocks.
IOUTLINE OF PRESENTATION i
• An Overview Of The Free Flight Rotorcraft Program
• Why This Program Is Looking At Fuzzy Logic Control
• Professor Sugeno's (Tokyo Institute of Technology)
"Fuzzy Control of Unmanned Helicopters" Project
I._"Current Status _
SLIDE 19: In addition to
building up the research
vehicle the Free Flight
Project is currently
prototyping various
systems using
commercial and
industrial model
helicopters. This
prototyping incudes:
video check out,
telemetry, sensor fusion
including gps, and
control strategies.
Tokyo Institute of
Technology's work is
ongoing and is currently
focused on adding more
flight capabgities to their
industrialmodel. Some
of these enhancements
are: more aggressive
flying, telemetry, gps.
CONCLUDING REMARKS ]
• A control system using fuzzy logic to model a pilot can provide
stability to a helicopter.
• Prototyping efforts to demonstrate this are ongoing here at LaRC and
in Japan.
• The design and use of such a controller requires a new focus.
SLIDE 20: The third
bullet is the key. To really
understand why fuzzy
controller are proving
successful requires a
new focus on the
problem. These fuzzy
controllers model pilot
response, not aircraft
dynamics.
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Introduction
The Aircraft Digital Flight Control Technical Review was initiated by two pilot induced
oscillation (PIO) incidents in the spring and summer of 1992. Maj Gen Franklin (PEO) wondered why
the Air Force development process for digital flight control systems was not preventing PIO problems.
Consequently, a technical review team was formed to examine the development process and determine
why PIO problems continued to occur. The team was also to identify the "best practices" used in the
various programs they looked at.
The charter of the team was to focus on the PlO problem, assess the current development
process, and document the "best practices'. A multi-agency, multi-disciplinary team was established
with members from Air Force Material Command/Engineering (AFMC/EN), Wright Laboratory/Flight
Dynamics Directorate (WL/FIG), Aeronautical Systems Center/Engineering (ASC/EN) (both engineers
and managers were represented), and Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC) (both engineers and pilots
were represented). The team conducted the review in July and August of 1992 and prepared the final
report and briefing for Gen Yates, the AFMC commander, in August and September 1992.
The team reviewed all major USAF aircraft programs with digital flight controls, specifically,
the F-15E, F-16C/D, F-22, F-111, C-17, and B-2. The team interviewed contra_or, System Program
Office (SPO), and Combined Test Force (CTF) personnel on these programs. The team also went to
NAS Patuxent River to interview USN personnel about the F/A-18 program. The team also reviewed
experimental USAF and NASA systems w_thdigital flight control systems: the X-29, X-31, F-15
STOL and Maneuver Technology Demonstrator (SMTD), and the Variable In-Flight Stability Test
Aircraft (VISTA). The team also discussed the problem with other experts in the field, including
Ralph Smith and personnel from Calspan. The following are the major conclusions and
recommendations of that review.
Findings: Digital Mechanization
First of all, a review of aircraft that have experienced PlO problems in the past indicates that
PlO is not a problem caused by _ mechanization per se. PlOs have been encountered with all
kinds of control system mechanizations. Mechanical, hydromechanical, electromechanical, and analog
electronic systems have all encountered PlOs in the past. Table 1, from Reference 1, shows several
PlO problems that have occurred in the past.
However, digital electronic flight control systems have allowed us to break the space, weight,
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and power barriers that effectively limited the flight control complexity that could be achieved with
other control system mechanizations. With digital flight mechanization we can tailor the flight control
system for a far wider variety of flight conditions and flight tasks than was possible before. This
added complexity adds some additional risk that may require a more disciplined, more structured
process to manage in the development process.
Findings: Development Process
All of the programs we looked at used pretty much the same development process. A simple
schematic of that process is shown in Figure 1. This process is inherently iterative. Each step is
intended to better idendf_ the system and reevaluate the system based on the latest identification.
When problems are encountered the design should be modified, re-identified and reevaluated. When
problems are overcome the process moves on to the next step. This process is intended to reduce risk
as the uncertainty decreases. Our conclusions about the process were that the process had the right
steps, but the execution varied from program to program.
In some programs, the twin constraints of cost and schedule sometimes drove the process to
run "open-loop" when flying qualities problems (including possible PIO problems) were encountered.
For example, if a design did not meet the quantitative requirements in the specification and the
necessary fix significantly impacted cost or schedule, some programs discounted the applicability of the
requirements and decided to proceed with simulation to see if the problems existed. If problems were
encountered in simulation and the necessary fix significantly impacted cost or schedule, some programs
discounted the fidelity of the simulator and decided to proceed with flight test to see if the problems
existed.
Findings: PlO
Figure 2 shows a simplified schematic of the pilot-vehicle system. The pilot can be viewed as
a feedback system that closes the outer-loop around the airframe-sensor-flight control system. The
feedback path for the pilot is a multi-channel path that includes the pilot's visual cues (outside and
inside the cockpit), motion cues, aural cues, tactile cues (force and displacement) from his controllers,
and others. A PIO occurs when this outer loop becomes dynamically unstable or neutrally stable. In
the most general sense, a PlO is the result of a disharmony between the pilot's action and the expected
aircraft reaction. This occurs when one or more of these feedback cues provide confusing or even
conflicting information to the pilot and his gain is high enough to drive the outer-loop system unstable.
PlO susceptibility is when the aircraft possesses certain characteristics that make it prone to get into a
PlO in flight conditions and tasks in which it must frequently fly. The typical causes of PlO
susceptibility are well known: high stick sensitivity, excessive system phase lag, large system
nonlinearities, lightly damped response modes, unstable response modes, coupled response modes, etc.
Each of these problems causes some kind of disharmony in one or more of the pilot's feedback
channels.
However, the presence of such characteristics does not mean that the aircraft will PIO all the
time. There are other factors involved as well. First of all, a PlO is more likely to occur when the
pilot is performing a "high gain" task, that is, he is trying hard to minimize an error in aircraft attitude
or rate. Such "high gain" tasks include precision landing, carrier landing, aerial refuelling
(particularly probe-and-drogne), LAPES, close formation flying, target tracking, etc. A PIO is more
likely to occur in these kinds of tasks than in tasks where the pilot is only loosely monitoring aircraft
attitude or rate and making occasional corrections.
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The pilot is a factor in the probability of a PIO occurence because a pilot can learn to avoid
PlOs in a specific airplane by learning the tasks and the conditions in which that airplane is PIO prone,
and learning to avoid it by lowering his gain in those tasks and conditions. Thus a PIO is less likely
with a pilot who is experienced with the airplane's PIO tendencies and has learned the appropriate
technique to avoid it. PlO is more likely with a pilot who is unfamiliar with the airplane or is unaware
of its PIO tendencies. The fact that the pilot is a factor in a PIO should not be interpreted to mean that
the pilot is at fault. PIO susceptibility is a design flaw because the aircraft is supposed to be designed
such that a pilot can command the necessary degree of precision to do the task without fear of driving
the outer loop unstable. An aircraft can and should be designed such that it is not PIO prone in tasks
or conditions in which it must commonly operate. The team struggled with the perception that such a
design might be impractical from a cost, weight or performance perspective until a very high
performance front-line fighter was considered that had never had a PIO and was clearly in the "good"
handling qualities regime. This aircraft had set the standard in cost, weight and performance. It was
not designed specifically for PlO but careful attention had been paid during it's design to the
characteristics that cause good handling qualities.
Sometimes a PlO is initiated by a discrete event, commonly called a "trigger event'. A trigger
event is not necessary for a PIO to occur, nor will the identical trigger event initiate a PIO every time.
This is because the trigger event is not the cause of a PIO, it is only a catalyst. A trigger event could
be something related to the aircraft such as a discontinuity in the control system (e.g. a sudden failure
or a large discontinuity in the control law gain schedule), or it could be something totally unrelated to
the aircraft such as a large, abrupt atmosperic disturbance or a pilot distraction. In a PIO prone
aircraft, the trigger event will initiate the PIO by causing the pilot to make abrupt corrections, and the
PIO tendencies (due to whatever factors) will provide the "confusion" that sustains the PIO. If the
aircraft is not PIO prone to begin with, the trigger event will probably not cause a PIO because the
pilot can apply sudden corrections without becoming "confused'.
Of all of these factors, only the aircraft susceptibility and certain trigger events are within the
control of the designer. Mission requirements may demand that certain "high gain" tasks be done.
The aircraR will be flown by pilots with a wide range of experience (the only way to gain experience
with an aircraft is to start learning without any). Certain trigger events are random events with a high
probability that they will happen to someone sometime in the aircraft's service life. In order to design
an aircraft that is not Pie prone the designer must control those well-known factors that cause Pie
susceptibility. The difficult question for the designer is "What values of these factors provide the
appropriate level of Pie resistanceT"
The reason that this is a difficult question is that, like all sciences that involve the human
element, flying qualities issues, including PIe susceptibility, have the characteristics of a "soft"
science. That is, since a human being's appraisal is the measure of merit, it is very subjective in
nature, and highly variable depending on what human being is doing the evaluating. This variability
exists in both the research end, where you are trying to develop criteria to address the problem, and on
the verification end, where you are trying to prove that your delivered product is satisfactory. Thus,
there is not necessarily an absolute answer, but instead a certain probability based on evaluation by a
number of human beings.
The nature of the problem is illustrated in Figure 3. Cooper-Harper pilot ratings are the most
common quantitative measure used in flying qualities evaluations. For a typical handling qualities
experiment, the correlation curve of a parameter that correlated with Cooper-Harper ratings would
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typicallylooksomethinglikethatshowninFigure 3. At the "good" end of the curve, there is a
certain point up to which, in a typical experiment, all of the pilots will agree that the aircral_ is good,
and the diversity of Cooper-Harper ratings will be small. At the "bad=end of the curve, there is a
certain point beyond which all of the pilots will agree that the aircraft is bad, and the diversity of
Cooper-Harper ratings will be small. Between these two points is an area where it is more difficult to
say precisely how bad the aircraft is because the diversity of pilot ratings will be much greater at any
point in this region than at the ends (References 2 and 3). Consequently, the objective, open-loop
requirements derived from handling qualities research must be considered inferential in nature. That
is, meeting them will provide a high probability of having good handling qualities, but it does not
guarantee good handling qualities.
Findings: Flying qualities specifications
The quantitative PIO criteria available in the current flying qualities specification, M_-STD-
1797, and from other sources, are based largely on data generated in experiments conducted on
ground-based and in-flight simulators in the 1960s and 1970s. The review team found that of all the
available criteria, no one criteria seems to be universally accepted by the community at large. In the
flying qualities specifications, most of the quantitative PIO requirements resided in paragraphs that
were intended to assure good overall flying qualities, not just to preclude PIO. For example, in MIL-
STD-1797 requirements on phase lag in the pitch response reside in paragraph 4.2.1.2 Short-term
Pitch Response. In the specifications, paragraphs intended explicitly to preclude PIO problems have
been largely qualitative in nature ('there shall be no tendency for PIO'). Finally, the verification
requirements in MIL-STD-1797 do not specifically call for testing for PIO characteristics. The lack of
a strong tie between the requirements and the verification at each stage of the process has led some
programs to defer critical actions at a time when small changes could have precluded a much more
significant change later on.
Findings: Flight Test Phase
The final test of the flying qualities and the PIO tendencies of an aircraft is in the flight test
phase. The problem with waiting until the flight test phase to determine the degree of PIO
susceptibility is that by this point in the development the number of realistic options to resolve
problems is dramatically reduced, and design changes at this stage have a greater impact on cost and
schedule than at earlier stages. Often a cheaper and easier solution at this stage is to train the pilots to
avoid the PIO if they can. Consequently, a system with a PIO tendency sometimes does not get fixed
unless the pilots cannot find a technique to avoid the PIO or it prevents mission accomplishment.
Conclusions
As a result of these findings, the Review Team concluded that the process, as currently
implemented, had the the following flaws." ___ ....
1) The available criteria and analysis methods are inferential in nature, they lack universal
acceptance, and the current test techniques are not rigorous for PlO problems.
2) Because of this, the current process lacks firm go/no-go criteria at each step in the process
for the manager to assess the risk of PIO and decide whether to proceed or whether further iteration is
necessary.
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3)Consequently,withregardto flying qualities in general and Pie in particular, the
development process tends to be driven "open-loop" instead of as an iterative process.
4) Finally, the decisionof what is goodenoughis typically left until the flight testphase,
where manyoptionsthat were availablein previousdevelopmentphasesare nowprecludedby costand
scheduleconstraints, andchangesare madeonly if thepilotscannotbe trained to avoid the PIO or the
task cannotbe modified and retain it's military utility.
Recommendations
The Review Team made the following recommendations tO resolve these problems in the
process.
First, establish an Integrity Approach for flight control similar in nature to those established
for structures and propulsion. The intent of this program would be to change the paradigm from one
of "proceed unless a PIe problem is proven to exist" to one of "proceed only whena PIe problem is
proven not to exist'. This would be done through establishment of firm go/no-go criteria for each step
in the development process. At the design stage it would consist of improved flying qualities criteria.
However, since these would still be inferential in nature, further "gates" would be established at other
steps in the process. Rigorous demonstration maneuvers, such as Handling Qualities During Tracking
(HQDT) would be required in early stages of the development process, such as ground simulation. In-
flight simulation would be recommended, perhaps even required if results were inconclusive in the
earlier stages. Finally, the verification of adequate PIe resistance would not just be compliance with
the inferential requirements, but also satisfactory handling qualities in the demonstration maneuvers
during flight test. With the requirements and verification agreed to between the Air Force and the
contractor, this process provides a relevant measure of the capability of the aircraft to be operated by
the vast majority of the pilot corps.
The second recommendation was to establish a Flying Qualities Working Group in each SPO
that has an aircraft under development. The initial purpose of this group is to conduct an assessement
of the system and attempt to achieve the appropriate balance between design, pilot-training and military
utility. This working group consists of engineers from the SPO, the contractor, the laboratories, and
the Flight Test Center, and the test p!lots from the contractor and the Flight Test Center. The purpose
of the Flying Qualities Working Groul_ is to monitor the progress of the flying qualities of the design
through the development stages, help resolve problems, and insure that potential problems are
communicated to all the agencies involved.
The third recommendation was to enhance the flying qualities research program to improve the
criteria and analysis methods available. The objective is to resolve the conflicts between existing
criteria, develop a more comprehensive analysis method, and, hopefully, reduce the region of
uncertainty in the present predictive methodology. Another objective would be to develop criteria and
analysis methods for new flight regimes (such as high angle of attack) and unconventional response
modes (such as direct lit_).
The fourth recommendation was to incorporate the "Best Practices" into a new tool being
developed for the SPO engineer called the Air Force Acquisition Model (AFAM). The Review Team
identified 22 "Best Practices'. Space limitations preclude listing all of them here, but they are
summarized below:
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1)In the requirements definition stage, use quantitative PIO requirements in the specifications,
with specific verification requirements.
2) In the design stage, use multiple analysis methods and criteria to assess the flying qualities
of the design.
3) Keep the needs of flight test in mind during the design. For example, include a means to
change control system gains during the flight test phase in anticipation of the need to adjust them in
order to resolve problems.
4) Ground test with hardware in the loop to identify system characteristics.
Use full-up ground simulation and in-flight simulation to assess handling qualities and PIO
tendencies and use well-defined "high gain" pilot-in-the-loop tasks.
6) In the flight test stage, use well-defined "high gain" pilot-in-the-loop handling qualities
testing (HQDT, etc.) as part of the envelope expansion process.
On 5 Feb 1993, the findings and recommendations of the Review Team were briefed to the
Commander of Air Force Materiel Command. He has directed that AFMC implement the
recommendations.
As a result of these and previous briefings to the senior leadership of the Air Force,
the "best practices" are being included in the AFAM for use in current and future Air Force programs.
The SPO's either have or are now forming the working groups and conducting assessments to be
reviewed by the Program Director. The Air Force Science and Technology program funding for
flying qualities has been increased by over 100%. Finally, the Commander of Aeronautical Systems
Center through the Directorate of Engineering is planning to release a draft Integrity Program standard
by the end of 1993. The focus of the Air Force on the total system requirements for affordable,
capable and sustainable aircraft that meet the users needs has been improved by the contributions of all
of the team members.
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FIGURE 2. Simplified Schematic of Pllot-Vehicle System
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OUTLINE
A broad research program to identify maneuvering requirements for
advanced fighters and the corresponding design criteria to aid in
making critical design tradeoffs is being conducted under the NASA
High-Angle-of-Attack Technology Program (HATP). As part of this
activity, NASA and the U.$. Navy are conducting cooperative research
to develop high-angle-of-attack control margin requirements. This
paper will summarize the status of this program. Following some
background information, the simulation study conducted to develop a
set of preliminary guidelines for nose-down pitch control is reviewed
and the results of some very limited flight tests are described.
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CONTROLEFFEC'FIVEN_S REQUIREMENTS FOR
MULTI-AXIS RELAXED STABILITY COMBAT AIRCRAFT
A well-defined set of criteria exists and has been used for the design
of combat aircraft for performance considerations. These criteria
address the use of concepts such as relaxed stability in pitch and yaw
and reduced control surface size to enhance performance
characteristics. However, detailed, validated design criteria to define
minimum maneuvering requirements, particularly for flight at low
speeds and high angles of attack, do not currently exist. These
criteria are needed to aid in making the critical design tradeoffs
between performance and maneuvering requirements, which often
result in conflicting design characteristics. The use of advanced
propulsive and aerodynamic control effectors will aid in achieving
the control moments to meet enhanced maneuvering requirements;
however, these control concepts cannot be utilized most effectively
for making design tradeoffs until design criteria for maneuvering are
determined.
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KEY DESIGN ISSUE
The first element in the development of control margin requirements
is nose-down pitch control at high angles of attack. The key design
issue is the level of nose-down pitching moment required for tactical
maneuvering and for safety of flight. Guidelines are needed to help
the designer determine that, for his particular airplane, the Cm
characteristics illustrated by curve 1 are unacceptable whereas the
curve 2 characteristics are desirable.
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SCOPE OF ACTIVITY
A cooperative program was formed by NASA and the Navy to
address this design issue and is often referred to by the acronym
HANG (high-angle-of-attack nose-down guidelines). This chart shows
the overall outline of the activity. The first step involved analysis
and a simulation study which were used to develop a set of
preliminary guidelines. Flight testing for validation of these .
guidelines has been initiated. The final output of this work will be a
set of flight-validated design criteria and specifications for flight test
demonstration.
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APPROACH TO DEVELOPMENT OF PRELIMINARY GUIDELINES
The set of preliminary guidelines was developed in two steps. The
first involved analysis of information from previous simulation and
flight tests of relaxed static stability aircraft to correlate aircraft
response in recoveries to available nose-down aerodynamic pitching
moment. The next step comprised a more detailed systematic study
on the Langley Differential Maneuvering Simulator.
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PRELIMINARY GUIDELINE BASED ON EXISTING AIRCRAF'F
A key parameter for the definition of required nose-down pitching
moment is the value of Cm at the minimum point (Cm*), as illustrated
in the figure. Determination of the smallest value of Cm* that is
acceptable from a pitch recovery point of view is important in
making critical configuration design tradeoffs. Because Cm can be
related to a first-order definition of pitch acceleration by using the
aircraft inertia and geometry information, these characteristics were
examined for some existing aircraft and correlated with the known
high-a nose-down capabilities of these aircraft. The results were
used to generate the plot shown which defines a preliminary
guideline for Cm* based only on the airplane mass and geometry
characteristics. For a given configuration, the designer needs only to
calculate the value of (Iy/Sc) and use the chart to determine the
minimum levels of Cm* required for "satisfactory" and
"unsatisfactory" nose-down control characteristics. Although this
result provides a useful, easy-to-apply guideline, particularly during
very preliminary design studies, it was felt that a more
comprehensive criterion that applies to more than just one point on
the Cm curve is needed. As a result, a systematic, parametric study
using piloted simulation was conducted as the first step in
developing such a design guide.
3O5
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DIFFERENTIAL MANEUVERING SIMULATOR
The Langley Differential Maneuvering Simulator (DMS) was used for
the simulation study. As illustrated in the drawing, the DMS is a
domed facility with extensive state-of-the-art features that make it a
very effective tool for air combat research and high-angle-of-attack
flight dynamics studies. These features include a visual scene
produced by a computer-generated imaging system, programmable
displays and force-feel systems, and artificial "g" cues. A key aspect
of the subject simulation study was the systematic variation of the
key parameters which define the nose-down pitching moment
capability. The parametric variations were anchored to an existing
comprehensive F-18 math model, and a specific evaluation
methodology was developed to determine the relative merits of the
pitch response as the parametric variations were made.
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN GUIDELINE
The results of the simulation evaluation showed clearly that the
pilots were evaluating the short-term pitch response. A simple
pushover maneuver starting from l g stabilized trim at high angles of
attack to recover to low angles of attack was used as the primary
evaluation maneuver. It was determined that two primary figures of
merit were needed because the pilots said that they judged two
response characteristics during the recovery: (1) the pitch
acceleration almost immediately following the forward stick input
and (2) the pitch rate buildup over the initial part of the recovery.
The two figures of merit that best correlated the pilots' ratings and
comments with the airplane response were the maximum pitch
acceleration achieved within one second of the initiation of forward
stick movement and the pitch rate at two seconds into the recovery.
The pilot ratings covered a range of values that indicated good to
poor response. Confidence levels are shown about the mean value
for several pilot ratings. The pitch acceleration results generally
agree well with the preliminary guideline discussed earlier that was
based on previous flight and simulation experience and with the
results from other related work. The current results have also been
checked using piloted simulations of several relaxed static stability
configurations besides the F-18, and full-scale flight validation has
been initiated.
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FLIGHT TESTS
The objectives of the flight tests are to validate and refine the test
methodology used in the development of the guidelines and the
numerical guideline values. A two-phase flight program is being
conducted. Phase I, a very limited study to validate the test
methodology using a Navy F-18 and the NASA HARV, has been
completed. The second phase, which is in progress, is a much more
detailed study to validate the guideline values, using the HARV with
thrust vectoring controls to provide a wide range of nose-down pitch
response.
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NATC FLIGHT TEST RESULTS
Flight tests of a Navy F-18 were conducted at the Patuxent River
Naval Air Test Center. Two Navy pilots performed and rated 32
pushover maneuvers. The center of gravity was varied using a fuel-
transfer e.g. control system. The flight program was very successful
in achieving its primary objective which was the verification of the
fundamental simulation methodology and validation of the key
figures of merit (_1and q). As a very limited, preliminary check of
the guidelines developed in the simulation study, the results from
flight for the maneuvers with the most linear pitch acceleration
response (similar to the simulation responses) were compared with
the simulation data shown earlier. The plot shows fairly good
correlation for the 6,max in 1 second metric. A comparison of the
flight results with the preliminary guideline values for the initial
pitch acceleration response shows good agreement between flight
and simulation.
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NATC FLIGHT TEST RESULTS
Similarly, the correlation for the pitch rate in 2 seconds metric was
also fairly good. Again, it should be noted that this flight data base is
very small so that no conclusions can be drawn based on this data
alone. Definitive refinement and validation of the guidelines will be
accomplished in the second phase of the flight test program which is
currently in progress.
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SUMMARY OF FLIGHT TEST RESULTS TO DATE
The limited amount of flight testing that was completed in the first
phase of these tests satisfied the primary objective which was to
validate the simulation study methodology by confirming the
suitability of the pushover as the primary evaluation maneuver and
the utility of the rating scale. These preliminary flight tests also
provided much information that has been very valuable in the
preparation for further tests. The results verified that the pilots'
opinions of the recoveries are based on the short-term pitch
response, and good agreement for the numerical response values was
obtained between the individual pilots' simulation and flight results
for maneuvers in which the character of the response was
comparable.
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TOTAL Cm REQUIREMENT
A method for designing the Cm versus angle of attack curve was
developed using the preliminary guideline values. The overall
design process is accomplished in four steps, the first three of which
require separate calculations of the Cm required at each angle of
attack. The first step, which satisfies the requirements for the
pushover maneuver, is described in a previous publication on this
work. The second and third steps involve the calculation of Cm
values based on the nose-down pitch control power needed to oppose
the inertia coupling generated during commanded roll maneuvers
and uncommanded roll/yaw motions. The final step is to select the
largest value of Cm computed for any of the first three steps at each
angle of attack.
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SUMMARYAND PLANS
In summary, the research activity described in this paper has
resulted in the development of preliminary nose-down pitch control
guidelines. The appropriate study methodologies were developed
and validated by limited flight test programs and extensive
simulation results have been obtained from which the guidelines
were derived. There is still much work to be done to reach the final
goal of a complete set of fully-validated design criteria and
specifications for demonstrating in flight that the criteria have been
met. The analysis of existing data will continue, but the main
activity will be to complete experiments in progress using the HARV
with thrust vectoring, primarily to validate the numerical guidelines.
Using the HARV with thrust vectoring controls enables the evaluation
of a wide range of nose-down response. The capability to vary the
level of pitch vectoring that is obtained for forward stick inputs
means that the character and the level of the pitch response during
recoveries from high angles of attack can be specified. A systematic
parametric variation of nose-down response is being made and a
large number and variety of maneuvers including the pushover
maneuver are being performed, rated, and analyzed. In addition, a
complementary effort is underway to develop similar design
guidelines for the roll/yaw axes.
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ROBUST, NONLINEAR, HIGIt ANGLE-OF-ATTACK CONTROL DESIGN
FOR A SUPERMANEUVERABLE VEHICLE
Richard J. Adamst, James M. Buffington*, and Siva S. Bandat
WL/FIGC Bldg 146
2210 Eighth St. Ste 21
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433-7531
Tel: (513) 255-8678, Facsimile: (513) 476-4000
adams@falcon.flight.wpa fb .af.mil
ABSTRACT
High angle-of-attack flight control laws are developed for a
supermaneuverable fighter aircraft. The methods of dynamic inversion and
structured singular value synthesis are combined into an approach which addresses
both the nonlinearity and robustness problems of flight at extreme operating
conditions. The primary purpose of the dynamic inversion control elements is to
linearize the vehicle response across the flight envelope. Structured singular value
synthesis is used to design a dynamic controller which provides robust tracking to
pilot commands. The resulting control system achieves desired flying qualities and
guarantees a large margin of robustness to uncertainties for high angle-of-attack
flight conditions. The results of linear simulation and structured singular value
stability analysis are presented to demonstrate satisfaction of the design criteria.
High fidelity nonlinear simulation results show that the combined dynamic
inversion/structured singular value synthesis control law achieves a high level of
performance in a realistic environment. :
t Stability and Control Engineer
* Aerospace Engineer
Aerospace Engineer
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INTRODUCTION
Supermaneuverablity is defined as the ability to maneuver an aircraft up to
and beyond the stall angle-of-attack. Some tactical payoffs of high angle-of-attack
maneuvering include superior survivability, confusion of adversary pilots, and the
ability to increase first-shot opportunities 1. Additional control power in the form of
forebody vortex flow control and thrust vectoring can allow fighter aircraft to
operate in the post-stall flight regime. Therefore, advanced control law design
techniques must be found for robust high angle-of-attack stability augmentation
and maneuvering. The resulting controllers must provide for the integration of both
conventional and unconventional control effectors.
Modern robust multivariable design methods provide an efficient means of
developing linear controllers for aircraft. Since the flight control problem is
inherently multivariable, and the linear aircraft model has associated uncertainties,
robust multivariable methods are a good choice for flight control design when
nonlinearities are not too severe. In a Flight Dynamics Directorate contracted
effort2, 3, a robust H_ controller within an inner/outer loop framework was designed
for a supermaneuverable aircraft at a single flight condition, and robust
performance was demonstrated for a Herbst-like maneuver. A robust controller for
this same vehicle was designed by Sparks 4 for a single flight condition using _t-
synthesis in a model-following framework to simultaneously incorporate flying
qualities specifications and account for structured uncertainty. A recent Wright
Laboratory technical report 5 describes the design of a _-synthesis controller for a
supermaneuverable vehicle that is integrated into an inner/outer loop control
structure to provide full-envelope robust stability and performance for angles-of-
attack up to 25 degrees.
Traditionally, flight control law development for low to moderate angle-of-
attack flight regimes has been accomplished using linear design methods on
linearized models of the aircraft. However, the advantages of supermaneuverability
dictate that future air combat will venture into high angle-of-attack, nonlinear
flight regions. Purely linear controllers are not able to effectively control
supermaneuverable aircraft for more than very limited flight envelopes. This
limitation has motivated a number of researchers to explore nonlinear techniques
such as dynamic inversion. 13ugajski and Enns 6 have used nonlinear dynamic
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inversion to control the HARV aircraft across a wide, high angle-of-attack flight
envelope. Huang 7 has used a dynamic inversion approach to develop high angle-of-
attack control laws for the X-29.
High angle-of-attack maneuvering is still a relatively new area in flight
controls. Venturing into the regions of post-stall flight can and should elicit serious
questions about safety issues such as control effector saturation and departure
susceptibility. Different methods have been successfully demonstrated that assist
in preventing the destabilizing effects of control saturations. In an approach used
by Bugajski and Enns e, loop bandwidths are reduced so that a scaled projection of
the desired control vector is achieved and the control surfaces lie on the boundary of
an achievable subspace. A method of allocating control effectors such that the
maximum possible moment is generated within a constrained set of achievable
values has been suggested by Durham 8. Another approach introduces thrust
vectoring controls when saturations occur in aerodynamic surfaces 5.
The main contribution of the work presented in this paper is the integration
of some the most promising approaches described above into a detailed design
approach for achieving robust high angle-of-attack flight control designs. The most
notable advancement is the integration of dynamic inversion and structured
singular value synthesis. Linearization of the vehicle dynamics is accomplished
through a nonlinear dynamic inversion scheme. A robust compensator is designed
around the linearized plant using _-synthesis in a model-following framework. The
_-synthesis design satisfies flying qualities requirements and robustness goals
throughout the design etivelope. A control allocation scheme is used which uses the
pseudo-inverse of the controldistribution matrix to allocate controls based on body
axis rotational acceleration commands. A method known as daisy-chaining is used
to generate thrust vectoring commands when aerodynamic control effector
saturation occurs. Adverse control power saturation effects are minimized by
scaling lateral commands based on an achievable control vector. Control effector
pri0ritization is implemented through a daisy-chain technique that limits lateral
control power demands that compete with longitudinal power requirements.
In the following sections, a description of a modified F-18 aircraft model is
given followed by the definition of design requirements. A brief theoretical
background is presented on nonlinear dynamic inversion and _-synthesis. The
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controller architecture and design is described followed by the control allocation
scheme and departure resistance logic. Finally, linear robustness analysis results
and the results of a high fidelity nonlinear simulation of a supermaneuver are
presented.
AIRCRAFT MODEL
The aircraft model described in this paper is based upon a modified version of
the F-18 aircraft. The vehicle is a twin engine fighter aircraft with a moderately
swept wing, twin canted vertical tails, and a large leading edge root extension. The
aircraft model is augmented with two dimensional thrust vectoring nozzles that
provide pitch and yaw moments when deflected symmetrically and a roll moment
when deflected asymmetrically. The aerodynamic control inputs to the aircraft
dynamics are the elevators, the ailerons, the rudders, and the leading and trailing
edge flaps. The aerodynamic surfaces are useful at normal flight conditions, where
there is adequate aerodynamic control surface effectiveness. The thrust vectoring
inputs are useful at high angle-of-attack, low dynamic pressure operating
conditions, where the traditional aerodynamic control effectiveness is inadequate.
The pilot inputs include a control stick and rudder pedals.
A nonlinear simulation model of this aircraft exists as modular FORTRAN
code. The model consists of separate modules describing the atmosphere, nonlinear
equations of motion, aerodynamics, engines, thrust vectoring nozzles, variable
geometry inlets, sensors, and actuators which include rate and position limits. The
high-fidelity model was t developed as part of a previous effort which gives more
detail than that presented here 9. There are five pairs of aerodynamic surfaces:
three pairs for active control and two pairs scheduled for optimum performance.
The ailerons, rudders, and elevators are used for stability augmentation and flight
path manipulation. The leading and tr-_ing edge flaps are sc_uled to maximize
airframe performance across the flight envelope. The aerodynamic data are
contained in tabular format and linear interpolation is used for traditional force and
n_oment aerodynamic coefficient build-up. Thrust vectoring-induced aerodynamic
effects are added to static and dynamic baseline aerodynamic coefficients to obtain
total aerodynamic coefficients.
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The dynamics of this vehicle can be described by the following set of first
order nonlinear differential equations 6,10. The first three equations describe the
rotational dynamics of the aircraft in the body axis.
1
{] ---7"-[maero + mthrust+ pr(Iz - Ix) + Ixz(r2 - p2) ] (I)
ly
,xzlx•,xz]1[iz/ae,-o + Ithrust + pqIxz + qr(Iy - Iz) 1/naero + nthrust - qrIxz + pq(Ix - Iy)J (2)
q, p, and r are the body axis pitch, roll, and yaw rates respectively. Ix, ly, Iz, and
Ixz are the moments of inertia. The m, l, and n terms are the aerodynamic add
thrust moment contributions to the rotational equations of motion.
The next three equations describe the evolution of aircraft motion with
respect to its velocity vector.
costt cost •
= q - (pcosc_ + r sina) tan_ - cos_ _" sintl _
(3)
= psina - rcosa - sintty + costlcosy_ (4)
cosa sina
= cos_ p + _ r + tan_ cosp 7 + [sinT+ tan_ sinttcost]Z (6)
a, _, and p are the angle-of-attack,sideslipangle,and rollangle about the velocity
vector.
The last three equations describe the orientationof the velocityvector with
respect to inertialspace.
costl cos_ sintl cost 1 (6)
:_= _ L - mV Y " "-'v--g+ m-V Fthrust¥
1
1 [ sinp L + cos_ cosp Y ] + _ Fthrust X
Z = mV cosy
(7)
. D I
V = -m" g sin? + sin_ Y + m Fti_rustV
(8)
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y is the flight path angle, _ is the ground track angle, and V is the velocity. The
Fthrust terms are the linear contributions of vehicle thrust to the aircraft equations
of motion, resolved into the respective vectors. L, D, and Y are lift, drag, and side
force, respectively. The parameter m is vehicle mass, and g is gravitational
acceleration.
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Flying qualities are the primary measures of performance for a manual flight
control system. For conventional flight, specifications for flying qualities can be
found in MIL-STD-1797All. While these requirements are not valid for high angle-
of-attack flight, enough guidance is given to provide a basis for extrapolation. A
rigorous study of new flying qualities measures is beyond the scope of this paper.
The following high-a requirements are defined here only as baselines for this design
study.
Requirements for the short period mode include constraints on the frequency
and damping of a low order fit of the transfer function between pilot inputs and
aircraft pitch response. Appropriate forms for this low order transfer function and
methods for deriving the low order fit are described in MIL-STD-1797A. Short
period frequency, _Osp , should be a function of equivalent airspeed, Veq. An
appropriate guideline for short period frequency is:
Vea (ft/s)
COsp (rad/s) = 1.0 x 100 (9)
Therefore, the desired pitch response speed to pilot commands should increase with
equivalent airspeed. At flight conditions above 30 degrees angle-of-attack, short
period damping should be at the high end of the military §tan_dard's level 1 and 2
requirements. For these conditions, the acceptable range for _sp is between 0.7
and 2.0.
The primary roll subsidence mode flying quality parameter is roll mode time
constant, T R. The roll mode time constant is found from a first order fit of the
transfer function between pilot input and roll rate response. Past experience with
fighter aircraft has shown that desired values for T R are a function of angle-of-
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attack. MIL-STD-1797A level 2 requirements are used as a baseline range of
acceptable roll mode time constants. The target values used in this study are: T R =
0.30 at a = 0 deg, T R = 0.75 at a = 30 deg, and T R = 1.40 at ¢x= 60 deg.
The desired directional response to pilot inputs can be derived from
requirements on the Dutch roll mode. Dutch roll frequency, coD, and damping, _V,
can be derived from a second order fit of the transfer function between pilot input
and sideslip response. Because of the danger of departure susceptibility at high
angles-of-attack, the Dutch roll damping is required to be greater than 0.8. The
Dutch roll frequency requirement is taken directly form MIL-STD-1797A, cod >--1.0
rad/s.
DYNAMIC INVERSION
The purpose of dynamic inversion is to develop a feedback control law that
linearizes the plant response to commands. In general the nonlinear aircraft
dynamics can take the form
: x = f(x,u), y = Cx (10)
where x is an n-dimensional state vector, u is an m-dimensional input vector, C is a
p×n matrix, and y is a p-dimensional vector of output variables. A transformation
is necessary to put the equations in a form from which the inverse dynamics can be
constructed. Each controlled output, Yi, is differentiated until an input term from u
appears 12. Only m outputs can be controlled independently by the m available
inputs, therefore p must equal m. As shown by Lane and Stenge113, the output
equations may now be written in the form,
I ylldl}1
yIdl = y2ld2l h(x) + G(x)u
ypldp] .]
(11)
where yildi ] represents the dith derivative of the output Yi. The inverse dynamics
control law can be written as
u = G(x) .I(v - h(x)) (12)
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h(x) represents the nonlinear output dynamics and G(x) represents the nonlinear
control distribution. The parameter v represents the desired linear dynamics of the
closed loop system. With the inverse dynamics control law implemented, the closed
loop system now has the form,
yld] = V (13)
P
Ifthe system isobservable and E di = n, then allof the closed loop poles may be
i=I
P
placed. If E di < n, then closed loop stabilitycannot be proven. In thiscase the
if!
unobserved dynamics or the internal dynamics of dynamic inversion must be
checked at localoperating pointsto insure stability13.
STRUCTURED SINGULAR VALUE SYNTHESIS
The structured singular value (p) framework provides a unifying measure which
can be used to simultaneously address stability and performance robustness
specificationsl4,15. If tl is less than unity for a properly scaled system, then the
specifications are met. It is desirable to be able to address these multiple objectives
directly within a design method. _-synthesis provides for the direct incorporation of
robust stability and performance goals into a design by combining Hoo design with
structured singular value analysis 16,17. The p-synthesis problem is described by the
attempt to find a controller that minimizes an upper bound on the structured
singular value,
rain inf sup _(DM(K)D'I). (14)
K DeD ¢o
M(K) isthe weighted closedloop transferfunctionshown in Fig. I.
One approach to this problem is the DK-iteration; it calls for alternately
minimizing sup _(DM(K)D -1)for either K or D while holding the other constant.
First the controllersynthesis problem issolved using Hoo design on the nominal
design model, Gw. p-analysisisthen performed on the closedloop transferfunction
M(K), producing values of the D scalingmatrices at each frequency. The resulting
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frequency response data are fitwith an invertible,stable,minimum phase transfer
function which becomes part of the nominal synthesis structure. With D fixed,the
controllersynthesis problem is again solved by performing an H_ design on the
augmented system. The DK-iterations are continued untila satisfactorycontroller
isfound or a minimum isreached. Fig.2 shows a flow diagram forthe DK-iteration.
The resulting controller order is the order of the design plant and weighting
matrices, in addition to the order of the D-scale transfer function fits.With each
iteration, the D-scale frequency response data from the previous iteration is
combined with the current values,and then the transferfunction fitisperformed on
the combined data. This approach avoids a built-inincrease in controllerorder that
would resultifat each iterationnew D-scalefittransfer functionswere augmen{ed
into the synthesis model from the previous step. It is important to note that the
DK-iteration is not guaranteed to converge to a global minimum, but practical
experience has shown that the method works well fora broad classofproblems 17.
CONTROL LAW DEVELOPMENT
Dynamic inversion and structured singular value synthesis are combined to
achieve robust manual control for high angle-of-attack flight. The controller
structure isshown in Fig.3. Pilotpitchstickinputs command a pitch rate,qref,roll
stickinputs command a stabilityaxis rollrate,Pref,and pedal inputs command a
sideslip,_ref-The followingsectionsdescribeeach element of the controldesign.
Fast Inversion
The aerodynamic and thrust induced moments in eqs. (1) and (2) determine
the classical linear stability and control characteristics of the aircraft. These terms
may be expanded into derivative form.
1
maer° - [CmaV (I + _ Cmq q + C,nsZ
laero -- [ CI_ V _ + _ C/p p + Clr r + C/SDT 8DT
+ C/SA 5A + Ct_ 8R ]½pVS[, (16)
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naero = [CnpV_+ bC,p p + _ C,_r r +
]½pVS (17)
mthrust -- [ CmSPT V 8PTV] (18)
/thrust - [ C/SRTV 8RTV ÷ Cls_,rv 8YTV] (19)
[ CnSRTV _RTV ÷ CnSyTV 8YTV ]?lthrust --
where S is the wing area, _ is the mean aerodynamic chord, and b is the wing span.
8E is the symmetric elevator position, 8DT is the asymmetric elevator position, r_ is
the aileron position, 8R is the rudder position, 8PTV is the symmetric pitch thrust
vectoring nozzle position, 8RTV is the asymmetric pitch (roll) thrust vectoring nozzle
position, and 8YTV is the yaw thrust vectoring nozzle position. The derivatives in
eqs. (15-20) can be represented in dimensional form where:
Mq = -:%_C- 1vl - -'-::--_'ma.8 (21)
41y mq, a,8- 21y • _ _
(20)
, pV2Sb
* pVSb2 Clp,r Lp,8= 21x Cl_,8Lp,r= 41x
(22)
pVSb 2 , pV2_I_
Np,r = 41z Clip,r, Np,8 = 2iz CnIt.8
,.Lp,p,r, 8 = (L_,p,r, 8 + Ixz , IzlzI x Np,p,r, 8 ) (IzI x - Ixz 2)
_z . l_I_N_,p,r,8= (N_,p,r,8+ Lp,p,r,8)(Izlx -Ixz2)
(23)
(24)
(25)
2
Za,8= 2m Cza,8 (26)
pv s
Y_,8= 2m CY[3,8 (27)
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K
The rotational equations of motion can now be written as a combination of linear
and nonlinear contributions.
io,,o:lV ]= M a 0 0 Mq +
qr o NI3N p 0 N_JLqr
[ IT It 1[Ix 0 -Ixz " pqIxz + qr(Iy - Iz) 0 LSDT LSA LSR 8DT0 Iy 0 pr(IZ- Ix)+ Ixz(r 2 p2) + MSE 0 0 0
" 8A J0 NSD v N8 A N8 R
-Ixz 0 Iz - qrIxz + pq(Ix - Iy) 8R
+ MSPTV 0 0 8RTVI (28)
0 NSRTV NSYTV 8YTVJ
At this point, it is assumed that a generalized control scheme has been implemented
in the form of a control selector, described later in this paper. Eq. (28) can be
rewritten in terms of the generalized controls: roll, pitch, and yaw acceleration
commands.
E°'"°'rl[ l¢_ = M a 0 0 Mq 0 +
; o N,N_ o _JtqrJ
0 Iy pr(Iz- Ix)+ Ixz(r 2 - p2) + 0 1 0 c
-Ixz 0 Iz _JL qrIxz + pq(Ix - Iy) 0 0 1 rej
(29)
The first step in control law development is the implementation of a dynamic
inversion loop that replaces the existing rotational aircraft dynamics with some set
of desired dynamics. This step is called the fast inversion.
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!°l[ [d,,] [o= qdes " Ma
rdes 0
L'L'0 ]0 0 Mq
N_ Np 0 NrJ q
r
[i.o,-iI.q,...q.,.I,10 Iy 0 pr(Iz- Ix)+ Ixz(r2 - p2) (30)
-Ixz 0 Iz - qrlxz + pq(Ix - ly)
Eq. (30) is the application of the dynamic inversion step in eq. (12) to the outputs p,
q, and r. The stability derivatives and inertial properties in eq. (30) are found
through linear interpolation of values stored in a tabular database. The desired
dynamics contain a set of linear stability derivatives that provide satisfactory modal
frequency and damping characteristics.
I l_des] [ 0 L'[3L'p 0
Cldes = M' a 0 0 M'q
rdes 0 N'[_N'p 0
L.I[-]o[IooI[,. i, ÷o_o _._IN'r q
r 00 1 rc__
(31)
Structured Singular Value Synthesis
The fast inversion control law provides equalization of the dominant
dynamics across the flight envelope. This equalization effectively eliminates the
requirement for gain scheduling. A robust controller may now be designed around
the linearizing fast inversion loop to provide command tracking performance.
Robust tracking of body axis rotational rate commands is achieved with a
tt-synthesis controller. The structured singular value of two uncertainty and one
performance block is minimized using a DK-iteration. As shown in Fig, 4, three
frequency dependent weights are chosen to balance performance and robustness
c6nsiderations.
The design plant is defined by G* = C*(sI - A*)-IB *. A* is the system
dynamics matrix at some flight condition which is considered to be central to the
flight envelope in terms of modal frequencies and damping. B* is the normalized
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control effectivenessmatrix in eq. (29). C* produces the outputs a, _, p, q, and r.
The fast inversion block represents the body axis rate inversions shown in eq. (30).
Wac t defines the uncertainty at the actuator input, W s defines the
uncertainty at the sensor output, and Wp weights the error between the
complementary sensitivity function of the closed loop system and an ideal model of
the system response. The actuator and sensor uncertainty models are taken from
Haiges, et al. TM. Wp is chosen such that the closed loop system follows the ideal
model closely at frequencies below 10 racYs. The ideal model represents the desired
transfer function between body axis rate commands and roll, pitch, and yaw 'rate
responses. For this problem it is defined as
-- m
P
Pc
Ideal q
Model = qc =
3
-- 0 0
s+3
3
0 s+3 0
3
L. 0 0 s+'--3
(32)
A successful _t-synthesis design will achieve this first order tracking response to
body axis rotational rate commands. The diagonal structure of the ideal model will
also force the response to be decoupled in roll, pitch, and yaw.
Slow Inversion
Because only three generalized Controls are available, the first step in
dynamic inversion ignores the dynamics associated with angle-of-attack and
sideslip. These internal dynamics can be accounted for in a second application of
dynamic inversion to these slower state dynamics. A simple unitary transformation
can be made to translate stability axisrate commands into the body axis rate
commands that are available to the _-synthesis controller.
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qe = T1
r c
I cosa 0 sin(x 1
T 1 = 0 1 0 (33)
sina 0 -cos(x
Notice that qc isequal to ac. Eqs. (3)and (4)can be rewritten with these stability
axisrate commands.
cos, • cosy •
= q -(p cosa + rsina )tan[_ - c--0_s_T- sinp c--0_s_X+ C_c (34)
i
= psina - rcosa -sintty + costlcosTx + _c (35)
If sufficientfrequency separation exists between the body axis rate command
responses and a contributiontothe _ and _ equations,then thatcontributioncan be
canceled by a slow inversion loop.The inversioncontrollaw for ac includesonly the
nonlinear effectof gravitationalaccelerationdue to vehicleorientation. The other
terms in the a equation are eitherconsidered negligibleor too fastto be controlled.
, coso cost
_c = qc " g (36)
V cos_
The inversion control law for the sideslip equation includes the nonlinear term
representing gravity induced sideslip due to non-zero roll angle. Again all other
,terms are considered negligible or too fast to control.
[_c K_ (_ref-_ ) " siml costg
= V
(37)
The addition ofa sideslipfeedback term to thisequation provides sideslipcommand
tracking and increased turn coordination. The gain KB is selected to pro_dea
second order response that satisfiesthe frequency and damping requirements for
the Dutch rollmode. Assume that the closed loop system exactly matches the
desiredfirstorder response in eq.(32). Then itcan be assumed that
q
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___ . 3 and _-- = 3
_ (s + 3) _c s (s + 3)
(38)
With the addition of the sideslip feedback gain K_t, the simplified transfer function
from _c to _ can be written as
3
s (s+3) 3 K_
_ref (1 + K6 3 s 2 + 3s + 3K_
s (s+3----))
(39)
A value of 0.5 is selected for K{3, so the sideslip response to commands should be
second order with a frequency of 1.2 rad/s and a damping of 1.2.
Command Shaping
The desired flying qualities for the pitch and roll axis are achieved through
the use of prefilters. By scheduling these prefilters, the response to pilot inputs can
be shaped appropriately with flight condition. As described earlier, the desired roll
response is first order with a time constant that is a function of angle-of-attack.
With the _t-synthesis compensator implemented, we can assume that the stability
axis roll rate transfer function is:
3 (40)
•(s + 3)
so the response with a first order prefilter with gain K_ is:
. u
_ref _1c (S + 3) (s + K_) (s 2 + (3+K_)s + 3K_) (41)
A schedule for the roll prefilter gain that achieves the desired equivalent system
response with angle-of-attack is:
K_ = 3.65 - 0.0433 a and min(K_) = 0.5. (42)
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The desired pitch response to pilot inputs is second order with a short period
frequency that is a function of equivalent airspeed. The transfer function
representing the pitch response to pilot commands is:
3 (43)
" _s+3)
The pitch response with a first order prefilter with gain Kq is:
q " ffi [qPF] -q'; 3Kq = 3Kqqref q¢ = (s + 3) (s + Kq) (s 2 + (3+Kq)s + 3Kq) (44)
The prefilter gain, Kq, is scheduled to provide the desired level of damping and
increase in short period frequency with equivalent airspeed.
CONTROL LIMITING AND PRIORITIZATION
The control selector, sometimes referred to as pseudo-controls, has two functions.
The first is to normalize control effectiveness by transforming generalized rotational
rate commands into actuator position commands. The second is to take advantage
of available control redundancy by allowing for control redistribution without
changing the linear closed loop performance. The basic idea of the control selector is
in redefining the control contribution to the state equation (28,29),
B_i = B*5* (46)
B and 8 are the actual control effectiveness matrix and control vector. B* and 8* are
the generalized control effectiveness matrix and control vector. The actual control
can now be defined in terms of the generalized control,
8 = TS* (47)
The transformation, T, is the control selector. It is defined simply by
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T ---N(BN)#B *
(48)
The operation ( )# is a pseudo-inverse and N is a matrix that may be used to
combine controls or emphasize/de-emphasize a control channel in the case of
redundant effectors. Because the B matrix in eq. (48) is a function of flight
condition and aircraft state, the control selector is a function of parameters such as
Mach number, altitude, angle-of-attack, and engine power level angle.
The generalized and actual controls for the supermaneuverable vehicle are
given by
8*= _¢,
8E
5DT
8A
8R
5pTv
5RTV
LSYTV-
(49)
Consider the followingpartitioningofthe controleffectorvectoras shown in eq.(28)
[ 1 8DT 8tvec ffi18RTV I
_aero , where _aero - 8A '
5 = LStvec J LS_j_lw_,.J
8R
(50)
resulting in
I °Baero = M08E N8DT NsA NSR
B tvec 0 LSRTV LSYTV 1
= MSPTV 0 0
0 NSRTV NSYTV
(51)
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With the above partitions, eq. (46) is written as:
[ 5aer°][Baero Btvec]LStvecJ = B*5*, where 100]
B* = 0 1 0 (52)
00 1
A daisy-chain method is used to generate thrust vector commands. Thrust
vectoring is used only when the aerodynamic surfaces are not able to generate the
necessary forces and moments required for commanded maneuvers. Therefore, the
computation of aerodynamic control commands is independent of thrust vectoring
control commands. The control selector is defined by
5aero= Taero 5* 5tvec= Ttvec 5* (53)
and
Taero = Naero(BaeroNaero)# Ttvec = Ntvec(BtvecNtvec)# (54)
where Naero and Ntvec are used to weight the redundant controleffectors.Since the
ailerons contribute more to the roll acceleration and the firstpriority of the
horizontal tailshould be pitch control,the differentialhorizontal tailcommand is
reduced by weighting the command to be a quarter of the other aerodynamic
commands. There is no redundancy for the thrust vectoring controleffectors,and
thus, the weighting matrices become
Naero I 0] "!5 0 0 ]' = 0 0 01 0 Ntvec=[ 01 0 0]0 1 (55)
Computation of the control selector eq. (53) depends on flight condition.
Therefore, the elements of Baero and Btvec are found using linear interpolation of
stored table values.
Nonlinear elements, such as position and rate limits, are required to
implement the daisy-chain. Fig. 5 shows the structure of the nonlinear control
C
selector. A limited aerodynamic surface command (Saero) is generated from a
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rotational accelerationcommand(8*) via the aerodynamic control selector(Taero),
the aerodynamic surface limits, and command scaling logic. An achievable
aerodynamic rotational acceleration vector (SavaiI) is computed from the limited
aerodynamicsurfacecommandusing the control distribution (Baero).The difference
of the commanded and achievable rotational acceleration vectors (es*) is
transformed to a thrust vector command (5_vec)using the thrust vector control
selector(Ttvec)and commandprioritization logic.
The command scaling logic limits the acceleration command in the event of
control effector saturation. The lateral/directional generalized control command
that is generated by the control system can be thought of as a vector. This concept
is illustrated in Fig. 6. When saturation occurs in one axis, the resulting control
vector loses both the magnitude and the direction of the desired control. By scaling
the command vector in both axis, an achievable control vector can be realized that
preserves the direction of the desired command and holds the limiting controls on
their limits. A block diagram of the command scaling logic is shown in Fig. 7. The
figure shows that the scaled vector is the product of the commanded vector and the
minimum ratio of available and commanded acceleration, 8*scaled - 8* x sat. The
scaling parameter, sat, is always less than or equal to unity. It can be argued that
when saturations occur, control bandwidth is too high. An interpretation can be
made that this scaling logic acts to reduce the control bandwidth in the event of
control power saturation 6.
The command prioritization logic limits the amount of commanded
differential pitch (roll) thrust vectoring. By using models of rate and position
limiters within a daisy-chain, roll thrust vectoring is commanded only When the
thrust vectoring nozzles are not saturated due to symmetric pitch thrust vectoring
commands. For co'remanded rolls at high angles-of-attack, it can be interpreted that
rolls commands correspond to performance and pitch commands correspond to
stability. Therefore, the pitch thrust vectoring command, and thus stability, has top
priority.
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ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS
A range of flight conditions must be selected for the purpose of linear
analysis. Table 1 describesthe seven conditions that span a broad range of Mach
numbers, altitudes, and angles-of-attack. Linearized models of the vehicle
dynamics at these points are used for robustness analysis.
Table i Flight Conditions for Linear Analysis
I- Flight Mach Altitude Angle-of-Attack Equivaient Airspeed
Condition (ft) (de_) (ft/s)
1 0.2 10,000 30 109.7
2 0.2 10,000 45 109.7
3 0.2 10,000 60 109.7
4 0.2 30,000 75 72.09
5 0.4 30,000 50 144.2
6 0.6 30,000 20 216.3
7 0.6 30,000 30 216.3
The linear analysis models at each of these test conditions include high order
actuator models, vehicle dynamics, and control elements shown in Fig. 3.
The robustness of the closed loop system is tested to simultaneous structured
and unstructured uncertainties. The structured uncertainties consist of
perturbations in aerodynamic stability and control derivatives. They are shown in
Table 2. The structured uncertainties are presented in additive form because
uncertainty percentages can vary greatly with flight condition, especially when the
nominal value of a parameter, approaches zero. The values shown in parentheses in
Table 2 are the uncertainty percentages at flight condition 1. These are presented to
show the relative degree of uncertainty in the different coefficients. Uncertainties
in thrust vectoring are not included because the control distribution logic dictates
that those effectors are only used at conditions where linear analysis is no longer
appropriate. The dimensional form of these uncertainties can be found using eqs.
(21-27).
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Table 2 Structured Uncertainty Levels
stability derivatives control derivatives
ACza = 0.150 (20%)
ACy_ = 0.0150 (12%)
AClp = 0.0030 (10%)
AC/p = 0.3000 (66%)
AC/r = 0.1000 (31%)
ACma = 0.150 (40%)
ACmq = 6.0000 (86%)
ACn_ = 0.0030 (10%)
ACnp = 0.1250 (140%)
ACnr = 0.0750 (24%)
ACzsE = 0.0100 (21%)
ACysR = 0.0016 (10%)
AC/sDT --0.0015 (2%)
AC/_DA = 0.0010 (2%)
AC/sR = 0.0010 (40%)
ACm6E = 0.0200 (5%)
ACnSDT -- 0.0015 (6%)
ACnSDA = 0.0015 (6%)
ACnsR - 0.0020 (5%)
Unstructured uncertaintiesinclude uncertain actuator and sensor dynamics. Fig.8
shows the levels of multiplicative uncertainty that must be tolerated for each
actuator and sensor channel. The quantities were derived as part of the work
presented by Haiges, et al.18 The same level of unstructured uncertainty is
assumed forallofthe aerodynamic controleffectors.
The resultsofstructured singular value analysis indicatethat the closedloop
system is robust to the levelsof uncertainty considered. Fig. 9 shows the upper
bounds for the structured singular values at each ofthe lineartestpoints. The fact
that these bounds are less than unity at all frequencies provides a sufficient
condition for robust stability.The peak in the lateral/directionalbounds at 2-3
rad/sec indicatesthat Dutch rollmode isthe most sensitiveto plant uncertainties.
NONLINEAR RESULTS
In order to test the nonlinear performance of the flight control system, batch
simulations are run on a high fidelity six degree-of-freedom simulation of the
supermaneuverable vehicle_ A challenging supermaneuver that tests the
performance of the control laws and the control distribution logic is a very high
angle-of-attack velocity vector roll. Fig. 10 shows such a maneuver where the
aircraft is pitched up to 80 degrees angle-of-attack and then rolled 180 degrees
about the velocity vector. This supermaneuver creates a rapid 180 degrees change
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in heading angle. The solid arrows represent the aircraft's velocity vector. Fig. 11
shows the time histories for this maneuver. Actuator positions are given in terms of
left and right tail (_rL, 8TR), left and right aileron (SAL, 8AR), rudder (SR), left and
right pitch thrust vectoring (SPTVL, _FrVR), and yaw thrust vectoring (SyTv). The
left and right convention is used in place of symmetric and asymmetric so that
control effector saturations are properly represented.
The 180 degree change in roll and heading angle is achieved by holding a 30
deg/sec stability axis roll rate command for six seconds. The performance of the
dynamic inversion/ti-synthesis control system is demonstrated by the smooth, well
damped stability axis roll rate response and the excellent turn coordination at 80
degrees angle-of-attack. Less than 2 degrees of sideslip is generated during the
supermaneuver. Notice that all of the aerodynamic surfaces saturate during this
maneuver, forcing the control distribution, scaling, and prioritization logic to be
activated. Command scaling comes into effect due to rate saturations in yaw thrust
vectoring at the application and removal of the stability axis roll rate command.
The pitch thrust vectoring prioritization logic is activated when symmetrical
horizontal tail saturates, causing a requirement for symmetrical pitch thrust
vectoring.
CONCLUSIONS
High angle-of-attack control laws have been developed for a
supermaneuverable vehicle with thrust vectoring capability. The methods of
dynamic inversion and structured singular value synthesis are successfully
integrated into a design approach which achieves desired performance and
robustness levels. An advanced generalized controls approach is demonstrated for
the'allocation of redundant aerodynamic and thrust vectoring effectors. Command
scaling and prioritization are implemented to minimize the destabilizing effects of
saturations during demanding supermaneuvers. The design goals are achieved
across a broad range of airspeeds, altitudes, and angles-of-attack. High fidelity
sirhulations show that the nonlinear aspects of the control laws perform well in a
highly dynamic, nonlinear environment.
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X-31 AERODYNAMIC
3HARACTERISTICS DETERMINED
FROM FLIGHT DATA
ALEX KOKOLIOS
JOINT INSTITUTE FORTHE ADVANCEMENTOF FLIGHT SCIENCES
AIRCRAFT GUIDANCEAND CONTROLS BRANCH
NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
Abstract
The lateral aerodynamic characteristics of the X-31 were determined at angles
of attack ranging from 20 to 45 degrees. Estimates of the lateral stability and
control parameters were obtained by applying two parameter estimation
techniques, linear regression and the extended Kalman filter, to flight test data.
An attempt to apply maximum likelihood to extract parameters from the flight
data was also made but failed for reasons given within. An overview of the
System Identification process is given, including a listing of the more
. important properties of all three estimation techniques that were applied to the
data. A comparison is given of results obtained from flight test data and wind
tunnel data for four important lateral parameters. Finally, future research to be
conducted in this area is discussed.
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f SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
I,EXPERIMENT i
FLIGHT DATA
DATA COMPATIBILITY CHECK
CORRECTED DATA
MODEL IDENTIFICATION
MODEL ;
[ MODEL VERIFICATION t
i
I
Overview of System Identification
System Identification is a complex process involving several steps. It begins
with the experiment, or flight test, which yields the flight data. The flight data
must then be subjected to a data compatibility check to check for the presence
of any scale factor or bias errors. Once any such errors have been found and
accounted for, the process known as model identification may then be applied
to the corrected data. More will be said about this process later, as it is in itself
a complex process. Once a model has been determined, it must then be
verified either by comparing tile estimates to results obtained from other
experiments, or by the application of other estimation techniques to the same
set of data. When a model has been verified, it may then be used to update the
data-base or simulator or to refine tile existing control laws of tile aircraft.
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MODEL IDENTIFICATION
The Process ol Model Identification can be separated Into two distinct
steps:
(1) Model Structure Determinatlon; and
(2) Parameter Estimation.
The Model Identification Process
The identification of a particular model can be broken down into two separate
steps: that of determining the structure of the model; and that of estimating the
parameters in this particular model. In the case of aircraft aerodynamic analysis
the parameters are often the stability and control parameters as is the case in the
present study.
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f MODEL STRUCTURE
DETERMINATION
The Model Structure is determined through the use of Stepwise
Regression, a generalization of linear regression, as follows:
a) An adequate model is determined from postulated terms
(the postulated terms may Include linear as well as nonlinear
terms);
b) The parameters associated with the selected terms are
estimated, using the Least Squares method, by minimizing
the following cost function: ]Ca i -Co i=t
Illll Ill _
Model Structure Determination
For this particular study, the structure of the model was determined through
the use of a technique known as stepwise regression, a generalization of
linear regression which works as follows. First, an adequate model is
determined by choosing the so-called regressors from a pool of postulated
terms. These postulated terms may include the states and inputs, as well as
any combinations of the two. Thus, the regressors may be linear or
nonlinear. Once these regressors have been chosen, the parameters
associated with these regressors are estimated using a Least Squares method,
which minimizes the given cost function. The cost function minimizes the
sum of squares of the difference between the measured aerodynamic force or
moment coefficient, Cab and the model-predicted coefficienb given by the
remaining expression within the parentheses (x represents the chosen
regressor and 0 the associated parameter to which an estimate is sought; 0o
estimates the steady state value of the coefficient). Note that this summation
is carried out over N, the number of data points collected during the
maneuver.
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PARAMETER ESTIMATION
Three different Parameter Estimation Techniques were applied to the
X-31:
1. Least Squares Method, in the form of Stepwise Regression
2. Maximum Likelihood Mefhod
3. Extended Kalman Filter Method
The Parameter Estimation Process
Three different parameter estimation techniques were applied to the X-3I
drop model for this particular study: the least squares method in the form of
stepwise regression (as discussed in the previous slide); the maximum
likelihood method; and the extended Kalman filter method. Results
obtained by applying the least squares and extended Kalman filter methods
to X-31 drop model flight test data will be presented. First, however, some
of the important properties of each of these techniques is discussed. Also, an
explanation is given as to why the application of maximum likelihood to
flight test did not yield any results.
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LINEAR REGRESSION
Has several desirable properties, In that it Is:
- A Simple Linear Estimation Problem
- Applied to each Aerodynamic Coefficient separately
(thus keeping the number of unknowns small)
- Can be applied to an unstable systemwithout difficulty
However,
- Parameter Estimates are blased
Linear Regression Estimation
Parameter estimation throtlgh linear regression has several desirable
properties. First, linear regression is a simple, linear estimation problem. The
regression is applied to each aerodynamic force or moment coefficient
individually, thereby keeping the number of unknowns in each equation
small. Finally, linear 2egression can be applied to an unstable system without
any difficulties. The drawback to using linear regression however, is that the
estimates obtained with this technique are, in general, biased. Thus, tile
motivation exists to apply a second estimation technique to tile flight test
data, one that yields unbiased estimates of the parameters. Two such methods
are maximum likelihood, and the extended Kahnan filter. Generally, the
estimates obtained from linear regression are used as the initializations for the
second estimation technique.
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{'rMAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD METHOD
- OpUmlzes Parameter EsUmales by tiffing Outputs predicted by the Model
to the measured Outputs
- In the absence of process noise an Output Error Method, but with
continual Update of the Measurement Noise Covarlance Matrix
C°stFunctl°n:lJ = _'_i=1[zi-Yi(0)]T r_l[ziy'i(°)] 1
- Parameter Estimates are unbiased
Nonlinear Estimation Technique (thus requiring Iteratlve approach)
- Requires Integration of the Aircraft Equations of Motion (will cause
_= problems If aircraft Is unstable)
Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Maximum likelihood optimizes parameter estimates by fitting the model-predicted
outputs to the measured outputs. In the absence of any process noise, it is an output
error method but more general because it continually updates the measurement
noise covariance matrix. In the given cost function, zi represents the measurement, yi
the prediction (which is a function of 0, the parameters to which an estimate is
sought), and R represents the measurement noise covaHance matrix. As in the case
of the least squares cost function, the maximum likelihood cost function sums over
N, the number of data points collected during the maneuver. The estimates obtained
in this manner are unbiased. Note that maximum likelihood is a nonlinear
estimation technique and thus requires an iterative approach such as the
Newton-Raphson method. The difficulty in applying the maximum likelihood
method lies in the fact that it requires integration of the aircraft equations of motion,
which will cause problems if the aircraft is unstable. Since the X-31 is open-loop
laterally unstable at high angles of attack, application of the maximum likelihhod
method to X-31 flight data failed to producereasonable estimates. Thus, another
estimation technique had to be found.
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EXTENDED KALMAN FILTER
- A Nonlinear Estimation Problem, with the aircraft model defined as:
Ix(t) = f [x(t), u(t)] + w(t) ] [w(t) ~ N (0, Q(t)) I
[z i =hi [x(ti), u(ti)] +v i t L vt N (0, Ri) J
Note that x contains the states as well as the parameters (i.e., the
stability and control derivatives).
- Given the model of the aircraft as described above, form an algorithm
for calculating the minimum variance estimate of x(t) :
I.e., minimize:
1 ....
The Extended Kalman Filter
A second method that was used to refine the parameter estimates obtained
through linear regression was the extended Kalman Filter. The extended
Kalman filter, like maximum likelihood, is also a nonlinear estimation
problem, with the aircraft model defined as shown above. The time
derivative of the state is assumed to be a function of the states and inputs plus
a process noise term, w(t), assumed to be of normal distribution with zero
mean and variance given by Q(t). Similarly, the measured output is assumed
to be some function of the states and inputs plus a measuremnt noise term, vi,
also assumed to be of normal distribution with zero mean and variance given
by Ri. It should be noted that x may contain the states as well as the
parameters (i.e., the state vector is augmented with the stability and control
parameters to which estimates are sought). Given the model as described
above, the extended Kalman filter cost function is formed by determining the
minimum variance estimate of tile state. Here, x represents the true value of
the state, _ the estimate, and E{ } represents the expected value operator.
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 DIAGRAM OF THE KALMAN FILTER
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Timing Diagram of the Kahnan Filter
A timing diagram of the extended Kalman filter is shown, illustrating how
an estimate is obtained. Basically, a two-step process is carried out at each
• • , A . . .
data point. Gwen that an eshmate x H(+) is known at hme t i-1. The
estimate is then propagated to the next time ti by simply integrating the
• . . . • jl. .
equahons of motton across one hme step. This eshmate, _J(-), is then
updated by the extended Kalman filter equations, which take into account
the new measurement, zi as well as information about the assumed statistics
of the measurement and process noise terms. The updated estimate is
denoted by _i (+), the (+) indicating it is the value of the estimate after the
update has been carried out (similarly, a (-) indicates the value of an
estimate prior to an update). It is this update step which stabilizes the
integration scheme where maximum likelihood failed. Note that the
updated value of the estimate will always lie between the predicted value
and the measured value.
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f THE X-31 DROP MODEL
- Delta wing, canard configuration Intended to serve as a high-alpha
test vehicle
- Unpowered, 27% dynamlcaliy-scaled model of the full-scale aircraft.
- Laterally Unstable In high angle-of-attack flight regime.
Application to the X-31 Drop Model
An isometric of the X-31 drop model is shown above. The X-31 is a delta wing,
canard configured aircraft intended to demonstrate enhanced maneuverability
at high angles of attack. The drop model, currently undergoing flight testing at
the Plum Tree test site, is a 27% dynamically-scaled model of the full-scale
aircraft. The X-31 is known to be laterally unstable at high angles of attack.
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R(R_ESULTSOF A TYPICAL MANEUVER_
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State Estimation
An algorithm using the extended Kalman filter method was applied to X-31 drop
model flight test data. The results of the application to one maneuver is shown
above. The plots show the time history of four lateral states, including the
sideslip angle, the roll-rate, the yaw-rate, and the bank-angle, during a lateral
maneuver. The solid lines represent the measured data and the dashed lines
represent the estimates as obtained using the extended Kalman filter algorithm.
As seen, the algorithm predicts the states very accurately, with the exception of
the roll-rate. The exact reason why the algorithm is able to predict all the states
accurately with the excePtion of the roll-rate is not yet fully understood.
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=PARAMETER ESTIMATION RESULTS  f
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Parameter Estimation
The above plots show the results for the parameter estimation as obtained by
applying the extended Kalman filter algorithm to the same maneuver
discussed in the previot.ls slide. Shown are the estimates for the dihedral
effect, the roll-damping, the aileron effectiveness, and the rudder
effectiveness. The solid lines represent the estimates while the accompanying
dotted lines represent the standard errors associated with those estimates.
The estimates were initialized at the values obtained from applying linear
regression to the same maneuver. As seen from the plots, all four estimates
return to values that are close to the initial values, indicating that the
extended Kalman filter estimates are in close agreement with the linear
regression estimates.
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COMPARISON OF RESULTS
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Comparison of Results
Shown are the comparison of the estimates obtained for the dihedral effect and the
roll-damping as obtained from wind tunnel data and from the application of linear
regression and extended Kalman filter methods to flight test data. Notice first that
the estimates obtained using linear regression and the extended Kalman filter
algorithm agree well with each other for the flight regime under study. The
apparent scatter in the estimates may be attributed to the fact that each estimate was
obtained from a different maneuver and it ispossible that the estimates are sensitive
to the particular maneuver. It appears, however, that there are some significant
differences between estimates obtained from wind tunnel data and those obtained
from flight data. Several comments may be made about this. First, the estimates
obtained from wind tunnel data were obtained from static wind tunnel testing and
thus were not subject to the dynamic effects encountered during the flight tests.
Thus, the estimates obtained from flight data can be said to embody the dynamics of
the aircraft, whereas those obtained from wind tunnel data do not. In addition, for
the case of the roll-damping, the wind tunnel estimates are known to be extremely
sensitive to the oscillation amplitude as well as the canard setting of the model
during the wind tunnel testing. Further investigations to fully explain these
differences are currently underway.
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COMPARISON OF RESULTS
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Comparison of Results
Similar plots shown in the previous slide are shown in this slide for the aileron
effectiveness and rudder effectiveness. Note again that the estimates obtained
from flight data through linear regression and extended Kalman filter methods
are in good agreement with each other. Note also that estimates obtained from
wind tunnel data seem to be in better agreement for the two control derivatives
than for the previous two stability derivatives. A systematic difference is seen
between flight data estimates and wind tunnel estimates for the aileron
effectiveness. Preliminary results obtained from X-31 full-scale flight tests seem
to favor the estimates obtained from flight data. All estimates seem to be in
good agreement for the rudder effectiveness. Note that both the rudder and the
aileron have decreased effectiveness with increasing angle of attack, as would
be expected. ".....
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FUTURE WORK
Future Research will likely Include the following:
- Comparison of Wind Tunnel, Drop Model, and Full Scale Aircraft
Results.
- Explanation of possible differences In results using various
Experiments and/or Estimation Techniques.
- Extension of research to longitudinal data.
Future Research
Future research to be conducted in this area will likely include a comparison of wind
tunnel, drop model, and full-scale aircraft results. An attempt will be made to
explain any differences that may appear in the results obtained using these various
experiments and estimation techniques. And finally, an extension of this research
will be made to determine the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of the X-3].
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f Nonlinear Aerodynamic Modelina
usinq
Multivariate Orthoqonal Functions
%
by
Eugene A. Morell|
Lockheed Engineerlng and Sciences Co.
Aircraft Guldance and Control Branch
NASA Langley Research Center
March 19, 1993
Complete details can be found in:
Morelll, E.A., Nonlinear Aerodynamic Modeling uslng
Multivariate Orthogonal Functions, AIAA paper 93-3636,
Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference,
Monterey, CA, August 1993.
The problem to be addressed in this work
is that of modeling nondimensional force
and moment aerodynamic coefficents over
the entire subsonic envelope. The particular
application discussed here is the Z force
coefficient for the F-18 High Angle of Attack
Research Vehicle (HARV).
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f
System Identification for Aircraft
I A priori knowledge:
Rigid Body Dynamics
Ae ody amics
High Fidelity 1
Mathematical /
Description |
" of the |
Aircraft DynamicsJ
Wind Tunnel Data
Flight Test Data
In general for high fidelity math models
of aircraft dynamics, some a priori knowledge
is combined with experimental data. The
experimental data generally supplies the
information on the aerodynamics particular
to the aircraft under study.
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ff Aircraft Eauations of Motion
For_
Equ_ions
m
q'SCx + T
U =-QW+RV+gx+ m
V =-RU + PW +g3,+ _S C_vm
[SCz
W =-PV +QU +gz+ m
J
Shown here are the three nonlinear
equations of motion for translational motion
of an aircraft. Moment equations are
omitted for simplicity, but the same
discussion can be applied to them as well.
The objective is to find a model for the
aerodynamic coefficients, like Cz,
in terms of the aircraft states and
outputs and their derivatives, and the controls.
This would allow prediction of dynamic
behavior when such models are substituted
into the equations above, along with a model
for the thrust.
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f
I
Aerodynamic Modelinq
Cz=Cz (&M, _, _ _, _, _r)
_ Qc
where _-_ , _=
[_'z= CO + Cl (X+ C2 M + c3 (_" + c4_+ cs _ + c6 an+ c7 _[
%
+csa +c9(z2_ +...?
III IIIII II III
Key Ouestlons:
• What terms should be included ?
• What are the parameter values ?
• When Is a given expansion valid ?
Part of the a priori knowledge is the
functional dependence shown on the
first line of this slide. Using this information,
a polynomial model is postulated which is
analogous to a truncated multivariable
Maclaurin series expansion for Cz. This
approach gives rise to the three questions
posed at the bottom of the slide.
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_Aerodynamic Coefficient Expansion
[Crz=CO+CIO_+c2M+c3(_'+C4_+C$_s+C6_n+C7_fl+C80[M+C90_2 _
Usually difficult to accurately estimate parameters
In this exDansion from exoerlmental data because:
* Experimental data does not contain sufficient Information
• Control system or the experiment correlates the regressors
* The model structure Is In question
Assumincl now that the number of terms to
be included'has been determined somehow
(perhaps using stepwise regression), and the
range of validity of this expansion has also
been determined, there remain further
difficulties in accurately estimating the
parameter values (the c's) in the model. These
difficulties are listed on this slide.
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fAerodynamic Coefficient Expansion
in Terms of Orthoqonal Functions
whore In general
• Pd=P.,(_ M, Q,_,Ss.f).,8r) for i = I, 2, ...,n
• _T_=0 for i ;_ j
P,iT C z the I th term in the model
• a l = _T--_- _ depends only on Cz and P_i
If instead of ordinary pOlynomials in the
expansion for Cz, orthogonal polynomials with
the properties shown on this slide were used,
the difficulties in accurately estimating the
model parameters disappear. This is because
the computation of the value of the model
parameter for term i depends only on the
measured data (Cz) and orthogonal function i.
This follows from the expansion
for Cz in terms of orthogonal polynomials
and the properties of orthogonal polynomials.
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f Model Structure Determination
• Minimum predicted square error Is the criterion for which
orthogonal functions should be Included in the model :
where
N
o_= -,T_.(c,_- cz)_ ; c. =
J
The orthogonal functions to
be included in the model can be
determined in a straightforward way
using the predicted square error (PSE)
criterion, where n is the number of
terms in the model and N is the number
of data points. Since each term in the
orthogonal function expansion is
independent of all the others, the decision
of whether or not to ,nclude each individual
orthogonal function term.can be made
basedon whether or not ,ts tncluston
reduces PSE. This can be done for each term
seqt]entially and without regard to any
other terms already in the model.
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F_rV _lynomial Models
IC==al _1 +a2 _ +... +anPsa I
It is Dossible to :
• Generate orthogonal functions based on the data using
a tachnlque similar to Gram-Schmidt orthogonallzatlon
• Determine the orthogonal function expansion by
decrease In fit error vs. additional terms
• Decompose each orthogonal function without ambiguity
In term= of ordinary polynomlaLg, e.g.
=bl a+bz M +b3
• Arrive at an ordinary polynomial model with
adequate structure and accurately estimated parameters
Details of how to generate multivariate
orthogonal functions based on the data
can be found in the reference given on the
first slide. In that reference, it is also shown
that each orthogonal function can be
decomposed precisely into an expansion in
terms of ordinary polynomials. Once the model
structure determination is done in terms of
orthogonal functions, the expansions for
each included orthogonal function in terms
of ordinary polynomials is substituted and
common terms are combined, resulting finally
in an ordinary polynomial model with
adequate model structure and accurately
estimated model parameters
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f Full Envelope Expansion
for the F-18 HARV
from Wind Tunnel Data
%
{_z " C l + C2ff, + C3ff2 + ¢4_s + C50'3 + ¢6ff'_ + C7ff.28s + csM
+ ( C9 + ClOff, + Cll M + C120[ 2 + CI30LM + CI4(X2M
+ ClSa 3 + c16¢Z 4 + c17 Ge3M + cls(z4M )
+ ( c19 + c20ff. + ¢21M + c22 GL'2
+ c23ff, M + c24¢x2M + ¢2sM 2 + c26ff. 3 )
+ (c27 + c2sCX) 8n + ((:29 + c30(X + c31M ) 8r
i _4.0deg< _t<9Odeg _l
/ 02_M<09 I
F24"Odeg< _< 10.5 de t
i- 3.0 deg < 5a < 33.0 deg I
Th!s is the result of using the
techntque developed hereto model the Z
aerodynamtc force coefftctent for the
F-18 HARV over the entire subsontc
flight envelope, based on a wtnd tunnel
database.
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Flight Test Maneuver
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A prediction case for the polynomial model
is shown here, using independent variable
time histories taken from flight data. The
prediction is excellent, with slight error in the
time period from 13 to 23 seconds. This was
traced to the fact that the wind tunnel database
zeroed certain components of the
Z force coefficient when angle of attack
exceeded 40 degrees, because of lack of data.
The polynomial model, on the other
hand, extrapolated reasonably, as shown on
the lower right plot.
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Features of the Model
• Large tables of aerodynamic data reduced to
• roll number of parameters
• Smooth Mrodynamic functions and partial derivatives
• Better Insight on the aerodynamic functional dependence
• Potential for automated simulator updates
• One model for the entire flight envelope
J
Along with the improved accuracy
of model parameters and excellent
prediction capability inherent in
the modeling approach discussed here,
this slide outlines the some features
of nonlinear aerodynamic models
generated with this technique,
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f Conclusion
IAcc°mplishment I
• Developed and demonstrated s full envelope
nonllnear aerodynamlc modellng technlque
[Applications I
• Flight Simulators
• Global Stability and Control Analysis
• Dynamic Analysis
• High Angle of Attack Control Design
The fact that the aerodynamic model
for a full subsonic envelope can be
made compact and smoothly
differentiable while retaining excellent
predictive capability has potential
utility in a wide range of activities.
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33d¢ Clun
responses; In pa_cular, transonic aerodynamic responses, such as those compumu using _u cooes, wm oe moceieo.
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OUTLINE
• Motivation and Approach
• Volterra Theory of Nonlinear Systems
• CAP-TSD Code
• Application to a CFD Model
(NACA 0012 rectangular wing)
• Concluding Remarks
Oud_n¢Chart
Thepresentationbeginswithabriefdescriptionofthemo(/vafionandapproachthathasbeentakenfor thismscm_h.Thiswigbe
followed bya descriptionof theVoltm'mTheoryof NonlinearSystemsand theCAP-TSD code whichis an aeroelasdc,transonicCFD
prescn ina/ly, some concluding remarkswill be made.
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MOTIVATION FOR RESEARCH
Modern Control Theory (time domain)
Current
Approach
I Time-domainApproximateAerodynam,cs
_ RFAs
Linear
Frequency-
Domain Aero
Future
Approaches
I Nonlinear IAerodynamics
/ • Transonic
CFD behavior
• High alpha
Motiwuim ForP_srch
of,.=='._.=.crdomm =,_,=r.cs _..h. =o,,=.oDt=J_., =).,!= _=t_._==omu_F - .___...._.. --,'ol
.... model of the nne_ _ neratm wmcn= men amcname _= u_ .w.,mu.,y_.., v,.,,,appmocunmnom,a ume-.dommn .... =_tmtmcs . _. .............. ._ .._ ,.,.... ,.
asthe linearities created by trmtsottic trows ano mgn mpna mouons, b,mny c¢mese comp,cx v¢.-- .:-..: --- .-;- .... ., --_-; ..... .
CFD _ but _ m, currently, no pracuca] method for using the infofmauon generated by (]FD coaes m mooern ¢ontmt meory
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BASIC APPROACH
• To model unsteady nonlinear aerodynamic responses
as a Volterra nonlinear system
commands
from
control
system
Linear
Structure
Nonlinear ' __Aero
sensor
data
to
control
system
Approach
An approach tha¢ addresses the problem mentioned in the previous chart is to model the unsteady nonlinear aerodynamic system as a
Voherra nonlinear system. This system can then be coupled with a _, ustmlly a line_. _ but this is not a hazd _
for the methodology. This e_oelastic system can then be treated as the plant for which conuol laws can be designed and/or evahmled.
But what exacdy is a Voll_-ra nonlinear system ?
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VOLTERRA THEORY OF NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
Volterra Series
t
y(t) = fhl(t-'c) u(1:)d'c
0
+
tt
fj" h2s(t-_l,t-_ 2) u(_1) u('_2) d_1 d_2
00
t t
_..j'hns(t-_'l,...,t-1; n) U(_I)...U(_" n) dl;1...dl; n + ...
0 0
• Assumes system is causal and time invariant
• Symmetric higher-order kernels: h2s(t1,t2)=h2s(t2,tl)
• Higher-order kernels are measure of nonlinearity
• Theory also referred to as the Volterra-Wiener Theory
Voltent Theory of Nonlinear Systems,Volterr= Sei¢= .
The basicpromiseof theVolterra theo_ of .no_...._slenu is dmt the_ of =non_.. ,_nn, Y(t), d_p = __
input, u(t), can be predicted by an infinite series of multidimensional convoluta3n mtegnds. This ts tmown as me vole:era sea'gs.
convolution integral has a kernel associated with that particular order. That is, the first inte .grid, also referred,to as .the first-ord_, integr_.
has the standani one-dimensional kernel or unit impulse response. The second integnu, o¢ tl_ secoml-ot'e_ ¢onvomuon, _ me sec_ta-
order ken_l which is a two-dimensional unit impulse response, and so on. This particular formulation Msumes that the system is causal
and lime invariant. The higher-ocde¢ kernels, of ordca"two and above, am symmetric. These .k_..Is am also amea._¢ of=nonl."=m==¢__'="ty.
This can be clearly seen when the high_-o_er kernels are =¢o and the response of the =ysmna ts tmear, t nemtore, when me ragner-
order kmaels are non-zero valued, they represent a deviation fz_n linear mspome oy a nonlinear response. Dee to the contributions of
Norlx_ Wiener, the theory is also referred to as the Volterra-Wkmer theecy of nonlinear systems.
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VOLTERRA THEORY OF NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
Volterra Series
For a "weakly" nonlinear system,
y(t) = j'hl(t-1:) u('c) d'c +
0
tt
SJ"h2s(t-'cl't-'c2) U(_l) u('c2) d'Cl d'c2
O0
• Many physical systems accurately modeled as weakly
nonlinear
• The basic problem is one of kernel identification
Weakly Nonlinear Systems
The assumption of a weakly nonlinear system can be made in on_ to simplify the present analysis. This assumption simply states
that kernels of on_ duee and above are negligible and the n_:_onse of the sys, em can be modeled using only second-onler
nonlinearities. The¢ exist many physical syslems that have been accm-a_y modeled as weakly nonlinear in the fields of b'.mto_.,
chemism/, and robotics. The basic pmblera, d_en, is one of kernel idendficadon. If the first- and second-order kernels can be idendfsed,
then the response of the nonlinear sys_m to arbimury inputs can be compumd.
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VOLTERRA THEORY OF NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
Kernel Definition and Identification
Yl (_' I
..e_j-- _ t
II I
_T,f_
Y2 ; ._ "v--" t
I I
I I
Y12I', , t
I I
t1 t2
h2s = (1/2) (Y12-Y2-Y1)
h2s = f(t,T)
• For a linear system, second- (and higher-) order
kernels are identically zero
• Nature of nonlinear kernels depends on the nature
of the system being investigated
Kcm_l Definition and Iden_
• , . , • , . . • . . . "o ,
='.._=_'= =_ "_;__=_.,==_'?__'P2_...._.,..., =_;_=;_,_=..,=..r=;_;£-_.__=,y,==,,== =.=,,__ =y._,_,=d
noIt]inl_lt iio it _ am tit t =u= u_==., .. =_ r . •- " -
is idendcau z_o me pl¢ oK lup_po_um. - =m= u== _-=, • . . .
.7 _/ pnn_ ......... f t_ .nnnnear s dvvcnds m the system being L,weSUga_d and no
]illcari._ OCal1_lffiur_,_n_nolL_. XllClaltmll, us_;ua_ra_u_, ............. kclltCl --
=m=_l_o_ c= bemade=---'pdorime==_ ¢ompumdonftl_ ken_L
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VOLTERRA THEORY OF NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
State-Space Realization
• Linear
• Nonlinear
x=Ax +Bu :
y = Cx
T
and h(t) = C [ exp(,_=]-B
(Bilinear State Equation)
= Ax + Nxu + Bu
y = Cx
=
and h(tl,t2) = C[exp(At2)(N)exp(Atl)]B
• If kernels are known, th_.;nA, B.C,, and N mati;ices
can be computed.
Su_-Sp_cc Rea_=_
A Irulypowerfu)characte_'isdcoftheYohen.atheo_ofnord/nearsystemsisshown indds chsrl.It b well known the _r _lmem-
syszcmdescribedasshown herethattheunitimpulseresponseof thatsystemisdefinedasshown. H'd_eunitiml_L_-'_-_
o,_ra nommear systemwl)e¢me second_ kernelisdefinedasshown. Thexefo_.,ifthe_x_-mcY=r_cn_el ofa sysc,m can be
ide.nd_ed,d_ A, B,C and N mau-iceso(a bilinearstaw.spacequadoncanbe w.ali_ Th/sislhenano,linear,stal=-space_
ofthenonlinear_esdy aerodynamic syszm.
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CAP-TSD CODE
• Computational Aeroelasticity Program - Transonic
Small Disturbance
• Uses time-accurate, approximate factorization
finite-difference algorithm
• Applicable to realistic configurations
CAP-TSD Code
The _ cod= usedfor thisre_.arch is the CAP-TSD cod=. C_. -TSD is an m:xo_ym that stan¢_,for C_n...pum_onal Aeroe.lasticiw a
Program- Transonic Small Disturbance. The code solves the _Hl_.Ir, _._. -f_uency traason_ small 00_._ ¢quL_4tsBr_t_
t/me-accurate, approximate faction algorithm developed by Dr. Jack Bafina and a team from the Unsteady AeroOynanltcs
The code is applicable mre, aliffc configurations.
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APPLICATION TO A CFD MODEL
• Theory -- Continuous systems --unit impulse function
CFD codes -- Discrete systems -- unit pulse function
(example in paper and Ref. 23)
unit pulse function u(t) = 1.0 for t = tO
0.0 for t _ tO
Unsteady Aerodynamic System
input-- downwash function
output -- lift or moment response
Application to a _ Model
The Volterra theory discussed thus fat addresses continuous systems for which the unit impulse function is defined. CFD codes,
however, are discrete systems. Tben_fo_, the unit pulse function, which is Ihe discrete equivalent o_ the unit impulse input for continons
systems, should be used. The unit pulsefunction is defined u having a value of unity at one point in dm¢ and being _ero at all other
rimes. The unsteady aenxlynamic sys_-m is defined as having the downwash function as the input and !i_ moment, or any other force
as its ontpu1. Definition of the input and output depends on the sys_'_n to be invcs_gau:d.
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APPLICATION TO CAP-TSD
Downwash function in CAP-TSD for any modeshape
tO
f(x,y,t)+ = dz + + Al(t ) d¢(x,y)
dx dx
+ A2(t)(Lr_f) _)(x,Y)
Apply unit pulse to A 1(t) and A2(t)
• Exponential pulse capability (NOT unit pulse)
p(t) = 80 exp(-w (t-tc) 2)
15(t)=- 2w(t _ tc)P t
For arbitrary pitching motion, tc
Al(t) = p(t) and A2(t) = I_(t)
AptdicadoetoCAP-TSD
• - . ° " • • • ° .
mid the A2 tettlt _nuI tile t_ttal mouott. A Umt PtU_ l" aPPum't _ _ = m_- _._t" .'W'_ ..... __-_ -L2,.._. _ J.:..a..k_._
----- -- bili rc_ to as tl}c c pulse capavtuqr win,.,.. _s,tm,,_
•.... k. ,.....f,,,.,_ with th_ unit muse intxIL llte CXl)OtlenbaJ pulse capaoulty IS oc_ ._ _tuw. m._ ,u= ,=.u ._;
="" .......... --_--- _ "-- -° t flalCtioa.
m#aced withthep(t) functim andthe A2 termts t'ePlaced wtth therate'4ff_ _ _ )
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RESULTS FOR NACA0012 RECTANGULAR WING
Computational Model
• NACA0012 rectangular wing with pitch and plunge
degrees of freedom
• Semi-span model (panel AR=2.0)
• Grid dimensions: 140 x 40 x 92
Computational Model
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RESULTS FOR NACA0012 RECTANGULAR WING
Analysis
• Lift-coefficient response due to pitch about the
mid-chord
• All responses at M = 0.8
• Nonlinear responses about a converged steady-state
solution
Alll_ySLq ,.
The ttsults that will be IXttmnted con_st of lift coefficient due to a pitching modon about tim mid-chord of the wing. All results art
fro" • Math number of 0.8, for which a shock exists so that differences between the linear (flat plate) and nonlinear (thickness) solutions
sl_mld be noticeable.A]] _ CAP-TSD solutionswere computed about a converged stcady-tute solution.
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CL
0.0
LINEAR (FLAT PLATE) UNIT PULSE RESPONSE IN LIFT
DUE TO FIRST COMPONENT OF PITCHING MOTION
-0.5
0 1 2
chord lengths of travel
Lin¢_ (flat plate) Unit Pulse Response in Lift Due eo_ Component of Pitching Modon
This h the unit pu]s¢ response in lift due to the tint component of the pitching modon, or the downwash. The reRx_rtse i¢ stable, or
square imegrable, u would be expected.
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CL
LINEAR (FLAT PLATE) UNIT PULSE RESPONSE IN LIFT
DUE TO SECOND COMPONENT OF PITCHING MOTION
0 1 2
chord lengths of travel
Linmu" (flaU plato) Unit Pul_ Response in Lift Duc m Second Compon_t o_ pi¢_g _
• xlmm: m¢llraoJe, m omex m vatmal¢ mlz ii_-_.jeRsponses iile Leoc¢o umt pill= 1_, im _ pllcmng _ w=
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LOW FREQUENCY PITCHING MOTION
3.0
deg,
deg/s
2.0
1.0
0.0
-1.0
-2.0
-3.0
0
\ /\/
1 2 3 4 5
chord lengths of travel
t,ow_ PighingMo_
Thisis ._epichinjimofion .l_wltsge_tatecL Ito0fpb__ .ofa .lx_itivepitchupto3d¢ ._andth_beckdo_w0_ The
_g m_-ot_mlgc ct molaonm ttso prc_tm, tins m_._. was men pxoceLcod through the CAP-TSD code to obtain the
_,._._,_ur._p_ ,0m_...'_ _..g_s mo.¢_._ .co_._ _th the_ _t p_ _p_t md_ r_-_-ch_ of
pncma8 meuon wu c:onvommawua me mcona mm pulsewjponse l_esentecl. These two ceavoluuom were then added to oimdn the
toed linear convolution p,,.sFonm.
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LIFT DUE TO LOW FREQUENCY PITCHING MOTION
C L
----EEF-- CAP-TSD flat plate (6000s,4Omillion,1 day)
linear convolution (10s,2OOk,15s)
3.0
0 1 52 3 4
chord lengths of travel
LifeDu¢toLowFr_uencyPhchL,tSl_k_oQ
This is • compadstm of the CAP-TSD flat plate solution and the linear convolution solution for the low frequency pitching tnmice.
As eJmbe teen, the compadsoe is excellent yielding identictl responses m plotting accuracy. It is important to note the savings in cost
that was obtained by ..rain._ _ ctmvoiution pmmdure..The .C_-TSD sotutice cost 6000 clm.second& rcqui_d 40 million words o(
memory.,, and _ available the next day. The coevohmon soluuon cost 10 Clmseconds, required 200 thousand worth of mentory, and
was available m 15 second_ F,or linear testdts this is, ¢_cour_, ¢fminimtlimlmgtance since linear problems amttadily _ _ _
etYtciem means than a complex _"D code. The implicatim, however, is thar similar ¢mt uwinp may be sob/eyed for nonIinel
solutions, h shoeld alsobe mentioned that the cost of computing the Oltit lXiISe IeS]_ should be added tothe I)taJ cost oir the
convolution solution, lint that cost wu only 2400 Clm seconds. The t_d benefit to be obtained fn_ the Voltura, m"c(mvoluti_
apprmch,however,isthatoncetheunitpulseresponses(orkernels)anneavailable,thesame keme/scan beusedtoim:di_then_ponse
tood_ inpu=.
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HIGH FREQUENCY PITCHING MOTION
deg,
deg/s
6.0
3.0
0.0
-3.0
pitch (deg)
pitch rate (deg/s)
-6.0 I I - I I r
0 1 2 3 4 5
chord lengths of travel
Forexample,if theinputis nowa highfn_lucncyinputsuchass_wn_mtheclum,convolutionof d_ inputwith_ corresponding
unitpulseresponsesyield=....
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LIFT DUE TO HIGH FREQUENCY PITCHING MOTION
C L
5.0
4.0
CAP-TSD flat plate (6000s,4Omillion,lday)
_linear convolution (10s,200k,15s)
3.0
2.0
1.0
-1.0
0 1 2 3 4 5
chord lengths of travel
_'_ D_ to_ r-mqaeecyPisc_ _k_oe
... this result Again, the cem_ between the CAP-TSD fiat plme solution and the linem"coevolutioe is excellem. Although the
cost of d_ CAP-TSD solution is once again the same u thai of the p_viom Iow-ftequeacy result, the co_ of the convolution is as
shownonthech_ Thecoa _ d_ Irzz_ compuuttJcewss peidinit_d_8ridisno(l_id qjB.
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FIRST-ORDER UNIT PULSE RESPONSE IN LIFT
DUE TO FIRST COMPONENT OF PITCHING MOTION
1.0
C L
0.5
0.0
-0.5
0 1 2
chord lengths of travel
Fwst-Order Unit Pulg Response Due to Wwst Component of Pitching Motion
Investipfion of the nonlinear responses begins with the computationof the fiz=-order kernel. It is intportant to realize that the first-
order kernel is the linear portion of the nonlinear response which is not, _n genera], equivalent to the purely _t_qxJ_u_. $_ in
this chart is the fu_-order unit pulse response due to the furst component of the pia:hing motion. Although this response has a similar
characteristic to the pmely linem" unit pulse response shown previously, when plotted to_t_r noticeable diffe_nces are noticeable.
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C L
0.1
FIRST-ORDER UNIT PULSE RESPONSE IN LIFT
DUE TO SECOND COMPONENT OF PITCHING MOTION
0.1
0.0
-0.0
-0.1
0 1
chord lengths of travel
I
2
Fi_t-OnJ_r Unit Pulse Response Doe to Second Componcm of PitchingMoron
This isthe first-on:_ unit pu]se _du¢ to the seccagl component of the pitching mo6ctt. Again, a similar _ to the
linear, or flat plate, mslxmse but it is different.
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LIFT DUE TO FORCED HARMONIC PITCHING MOTIONS
C L
2.50 -
2.00-
1.50-
1.00-
0.50 -
0.00
-0.50 -
-1.00
0.00
Real
[]
[] CAP-TSD flat plate
O /'.: First-order convolution
C) CAP-TSD w/thickness
t
!
Imaginary
|
I
0.25
I I I
0.50 0.75 1.00
reduced frequency
LiftResponsesDuetoForcedHarmonicPitchingMcsions
Thefirst-czderkernelwas evalua=edusing forcedharmonicpkchingmotionsat threereducedfrequenciesof mo(ion andcompmred
withCAP-TSD f_tplateandCAP-TSDwiththicknessresults.Thedataindicateshathefirst-orderkernelprcd_tsdTeCAP-TSD =
nonlinear(with d_ickness)result atthe high fiequency. This comparisonis degradedas reducedfrequencyis loweredwhich is to be
expected since the tnnsordcnonlinearitiesbecome morndominantas frequencyis reduced. This indicatesaneedforthe second-<ruler
kernelresponses.Ofinteeestisonceagainthecostsavings.Thethreefn'st-orderesponseswen_generatedinabouthalfanhour
whereastheCAP-TSD resultslas=dseveraldaysandcostsignificandymoreinCPU andmemory.
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SECOND-ORDER (NONLINEAR) UNIT PULSE RESPONSE IN LIFT
DUE TO FIRST COMPONENT OF PITCHING MOTION
0.0030
CL
0.0020
0.0010
-0.0000
-0.0010
-0.0020
-0.003O I I
0.0 0.5 1.0
chord lengths of travel
Sec(md-On_rNonline=rUnitPulseResponseDue soFustComlxment ofl_td_g Mo_oa
Shown h=reisthefirstz=m ofthesecond_ ken_l,orunitpulsex_ponse,due m the first componentofthepitchingmoron.
Norathenoc/ceablydiffenmtcharacteristicc¢thisresponseascompanxltothetwo previouslyshown n_slxmses.A totaloffourte_n=of
the seceud-order_ wae computedfor thelXeSmt tna]ysis.
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LIFT DUE TO LOW FREQUENCY PITCHING MOTION
C L
CAP-TSD fiat plate
_ CAP-TSD w/thickness1st order convolution
lst+2nd order convolution
-0.5
0 1 2 3 4 5
chord lengths of travel
Li_ Due to Low _ncy PichingMotion
Shown here is a comparison of the responses obtained for dm low frequency pitching motion: dmCAP-TSD fiat plato mludoa, die
CAP-TSD with thicknesssolution, the fn3t_ convolution,and the summationof the first- and second-ruder comvoludons, h b
_r_tthatd_ .pum.ly".lit'mar=s_. _, d_..CAP-TSD flat plate response, is Suite different from tim CAP-TSD with Wdcknessn_qxmse.
I" -orocrsolu.m_,howcwr, al,.u_a_e'1Itovcrshoo?.theCAP-TSD nonlinearsolun_ (withthickness),isan improvementoverthe
mearncsponse. Imslsmostnotaommmclal_panocmemsponscs. Thcaddidonotd_second-ord_-msprovid_therccessary
differencetothefirst-on_solutiontoaccuratelypredicthepeakoftheCAP-TSD nonlinearsoludon,withv_ryslight_s near
d1¢ hltm" part of the n_sponses.
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ADVANTAGES OF METHODOLOGY
• CFD code used initially to define kernels
• Once kernels are defined, CFD code NOT USED
AGAIN
• Linear and nonlinear responses computed using
simple convolution subroutine (negligible cost)
Kernels can be used to generate linear and nonlinear
state-space matrices that define the unsteady
response of the aerodynamic system
Advam_es of Me_x_osy
The sdvanmges of the medlodok_y axe as follows. Fh'st, d_¢CFD code is used initially Jo define the necessary kernels. Once the
kcn_ls are de_mcd, the CFD code need not be used _ This is whcn_thepotcn6al for significant cost savinp becomesobvious.
Sccovd, once the ire'avis ire defined, _ and nonlinear m ._ptm_ can be compu .ted using fimplc oa_._ufi .on mU_up_gligibic
computational cost Fmally, _ the kernels, linear and nonlinear sume-space m_s can be lpmermeo tam oenne me y
response of the aerodynamic syslmn.
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CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT (PLANS)
• Second-order kernel d{ffinition, application, limitations
DAVINCI (Definition of Aerodynamic Volterra
Integrals for Nonlinear Control Interactions) Team
formed with Aeroservoelasticity Branch
(Mukhophadyay, Wieseman)
• System realization, bilinear equations
• Apply methodology to Euler/Navier-Stokes code(s)
co.tin=d o¢,_om_t ('R_)
C"mttm efforts ate aimed at additional second_ kernel definition and validation, applications, and limitations. The DAVINCI
(Definition of Aen3dymamic Volterta Integrals for Nonlinear Control Interactions) Team has been formed with Dr. Vivek Mukhophadyay ......
and Carol Wieaermm otlhe same branch. Additional work isbeing performed in understanding the system realization issues forb_inear
systems and bilinear equations. It b alto planned to apply kernel identification techniques to higher-level fluid dynamics equations such
as the Euler and Naviet-Stokm equmions.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Linear and nonlinear discrete aerodynamic unit pulse
response functions (kernels) defined for arbitrary
frequencies
• Linear (flat-plate) results • excellent
Nonlinear results
- First-order term provides "linearized" result
- Second-order term provides nonlinear effect
- Additional validation/development underway
• Cost savings (CPU, memory and turnaround time)
Concluding Rcmm-]lc=
In conclusion, linear and nonlinear disc_te am'odynamic unit pulse response functions (km'neis) _ defined for mbimu_
f_quencie=. Thefactth_tthe_efun_omeJ6stis_fs_gni_cancemitre_sentsana_q_hdi_-e_nt_d_ Lin_r, iar
tim pime, results we_ excellem m comparmoo with the CAP-TSD fl_ pla= gee-mum msmm. The Unm_ vaUOateme use mum
=ran providesthe "linearized" n_mh and the seccmd-csderumn capturesthenonlincmreffect. "llm_ m,or courm,
methodoloty. As was shown, the cost savingsis ngnificam for the casesshown, which would maxe _._eucooespmcucm
p_fimUmy==bym =riddesign.
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Model Description
Propulsion Sensitivities
Impact on Flight Dynamics
Concluding Remarks
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Motivation and Objectives
Nozzle
• Assess magnitudes of propulsive force and moment
perturbations
• Examine Impact on longitudinal flight dynamics
MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVES
The desire to achieve orbit-on-demand access to space with rapid turn-around capability and aircraft-
like processing operations has given rise to numerous hypersonic aerospace plane design concepts which
would take off horizontally from a conventional runway and employ air-breathing scramjet propulsion
systems for acceleration to orbital speeds. Most of these air-breathing hypersonic vehicle concepts
incorporate an elongated fuselage forebody to act as the aerodynamic compression surface for a scramjet
combustor module. This type of airframe-integrated scramjet propulsion system tends to be highly
sensitive to inlet conditions and angle-of-attack perturbations. Furthermore, the basic configuration of the
fu_lage, with its elongated and tapered forebody, produces relatively low frequency elastic modes which
will cause perturbations in the combustor inlet conditions due to the oscillation of the forcbody
compression surface. The flexibility of the forebody compression surface, together with sensitivity of
_rlmj_t propulsion systems to inlet conditions, creates the potential for an unprecedented form of
zeroelastic-propulsive interaction in which deflections of the vehicle fuselage give rise to propulsion
transients, producing force and moment variations that may adversely impact the longitudinal fligh!
dynamics end/or excite the elastic modes. These propulsive force and moment variations may have an
al_reciable impact on the performance, guidance, and control of a hypersonic aerospace plane. The
objectives of this research are (I) to quantify the magnitudes of propulsive force and moment
perturbations resulting from elastic deformation of a representative hypersonic vehicle, and (2) to assess
¢h¢ potential impact of these perturbations on the vehicle's longitudinal flight dynamics.
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Vehicle Geometry
70 °
ng wlng
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VEHICLE GEOMETRY
A three-view finite element representation of the vehicle concept used in this modeling effort is shown
in the figure. It is a hypersonic lifting body with underslung engine nacelles, very similar in configuration
to the proposed X-30 research vehicle. The vehicle length is 150 ft. The wingspan is 60 It, with a wing
sweep angle of 70 degrees. Vertical fins project from the upper surface of the aft fuselage near the wing
root. The configuration is equipped with all-moving wing control effectors. At hypersonic .,_peeds, the
lower surface of the elongated fuselage forebody acts as a compression wedge for the scramjet combustor
unit, and the lower surface of the aft portion of the vehicle acts as a nozzle. The weight of the vehicle used
in this study was 300,000 lb. The configuration was analyzed at two hypersonic flight conditions: Mach 6
at 75,000 feet and Mach l0 at 95,000 feet, representing two points along a typical ascent trajectory. The
dynamic pressures at these two flight conditions are |,840 psf and 2,010 psf, respectively.
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Aeroelastic Model
2.g Hz 3.8 FIx 5.5 Hz 5.7 Hz
7.7 HZ 8.g Hz 10.9 Hz
• 2 Rigid Body Modes, 7 Elastic Modes, 3rd Order Actuator
• General form of model: ]_= [A] x + [B] u
y : [el x
/ fuselage deflectlons )
x : Y = _angle of attack I
u = Icontrol command }
rigid body states
elastic states
actuator states
AEROELASTIC MODEl.
The aeroelastic state-space model used in this study is a longitudinal approximation. The model
includes seven symmetric bending modes and two rigid body modes. The rigid body degrees of freedom
are pitch and vertical translation (plunge). No translational degree of freedom along the vehicle's
longitudinal axis is included. The general form of this aeroelastic model is shown in equations (I) and (2).
,.[A]x +[B]u (t)
y : [C] x (2)
The state vector, x, contains a total of 2l elements; two for each of the nine second-order dynamic
modes, and three states for an actuator model associated with the all-moving wing. The input vector, u,
corresponds to the all-moving wing control command. The output vector, y, includes the rigid body angle
of attack and pitch rate, as well as displacements, slopes, and accelerations at various locations throughout
the fuselage and wing.
Numerical values for the matrices [A], [B], and [C] appearing in equations (I) and (2) were generated
using the Interaction of Structures, Aerodynamics, and Controls code, ISAC. Second-order piston theory
was used to model the unsteady aerodynamic effects at the two selected hypersonic flight conditions. The
shapes and in-vacuo frequencies of the seven elastic modes are shown in the figure. Mode shapes which
strongly impact the fuselage geometry are of particular importance, since they are likely to have the
greatest influence on the propulsion system. The in-vacuo frequencies of the elastic modes are relatively
low and closely spaced.
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Propulsion Model
1800 1533 646 47 0
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Combustor
• Undersurface geometry analyzed by SRGULL
2-d forebody and nozzle
• Assumptions: 1-d combustor
no unsteady propulsion aerodynamics
• General form of mOdel: FN = f(81, 82, 83, it)
M
PROPULSION MODEL
The propulsion model was developed using the SRGULL code for hypersonic pmpu|sion systems. The
SRGULL code uses a two-dimensional inviscid Forebody and inlet analysis, and a one-dimensional
combustor analysis to address the entire propulsion system flowpath shown in the figure. A variable grid
is used to analyze the vehicle nose-to-tail stream tube control volume, determining mass capture, forebody
and inlet drag, and combustor and nozzle performance. The nose-to-tail propulsion flowpath consists of
lhe undersurface Of the fuselage forebody, the combustor module, and the undersurface of the fuselage
afterbody (serving as the nozzle). Using SRGULL, a database was produced which allows the
interpolation of propulsive axial and normal force and pitching moment perturbations resulting from a
given structural deflection at a given angle of attack.
To produce the propulsive force and moment database, the SRGULL code was first run at both flight
conditions (Much 6 and Mach |0) for the undeflected vehicle geometry over an angle-of-attack range from
-I to 3 degrees in one-degree increments. Structural deflections were then generated at selected stations
along the fuselage centerline by calculating the RMS elastic responses to a Von Karman spectra turbulence
input. Three stations along the fuselage centerlin¢, designated as 81,82, and 83 in the figure were chosen
to parameterize a set of perturbation geometries. The three stations are located 47 inches, 646 inches, and
1,533 inches back from the nose of the vehicle. The RMS deflections were then used to produce a
collection of 27 perturbation geometries consisting of tic set of all possible combinations of the upward,
zero, and downward deflection positions at each of the three selected fuselage stations, assuming that the
combustor section was Hgid. Each of the perturbation geometries was then analyzed using SRGULL over
the angle-of-attack range from -! to 3 degrees at both Much Numhers to produce a database of axial force,
normal force, and pitching moment perturbations as a function 04"fuselage deflections and angle of attack.
The data was then combined into a 4-dimensional imerpolat|on table using angle of attack and the
deflections at the three fuselage stations as the independent variables. Cut_e fits to the data were used to
increa.se the number of breakpoints in the interpolation table. In this way, a database was pnxluced which
could he used to estimate the propulsive fore¢,_ and moments for any deflected geometry by inteff_olating
fwm lhe table based on angle of attack and the deflections at the dwee selected fuselage statiom.
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Propulsive Force and Moment Data
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PROPULSIVE FORCE AND MOMENT DATA
The force and momenl database produced using SRGULL is plotted against angle of attacE in the
figure. The solid symbols represent the data for t_e Undeflected vehicle geom-etry at Mach Numbers of 6
and 10. The brackets about each symbol indicate the range of variation in axial force, normal force, or
moment that resulted from the analysis of the 27 perturbation geometries: .........
,+
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Simulation Layout
Control
Deflection
Aeroelastic Model
7 Elastic Modes
£ --[A] x + [B] u
y [C] x
Propulsion Model
-j:;:,;,o,J
on___ I from SRGULLIIII11
O_o = 1.5 dog
- A Axial Force
- A Normal Force
- A Moment
• Removed rigid body modes from aeroelastlc model
• Excited elastic modes with control doublet
• Examined magnitudes of elastically-induced
propulsive perturbations
SIMULATION LAYOUT
In order to ascertain the approximate magnitudes of elastic deflections and resulting propulsive
perturbations which can he expected in responseto a typical control input, a simulation was constructed
incorporating the aeroelastic and propulsion models in the general structure shown in the figure, In this
simulation, the aeroelastic model is driven by control surface deflections to yield an oulput vector, y,
consisting of angle-of-attack perturbations and elastic deflections which are then fed into the propulsive
inlerpolation database to produce time histories of the resulting force and moment perturbations. The
rigid body dynamics of the aeroelastic model are unstable at both flight conditions and were removed so
that these time histories could he produced in the absence of the divergent rigid body motion. The time
histories were generated using the propulsive force and moment interpolation database at an angle of attack
of 1.5 degrees. This angle of attack did not change during the time histories, since the angle-of-attack
perturbations did not occur in the absence of the rigid body modes. Therefore, the propulsive
perturbations produced by the control doublet are entirely the result of elastic fuselage deformations and
not of angle-of-attack variations. Also, the perturbations do not include the aerodynamic lift, drag, or
moment acting on the control surface itself. The responses do not represent worst case perturbations, but
rather are intended to provide insight into the magnitude of the propulsion system sensitivity to elastic
deformation of the vehicle.
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PERTURBATION TIME HISTORIES
Time histories of the elastic deflections at the first station along the fuselage cenlerline designated as 81
(47 from Ihe nose of the vehicle) are shown in the figure for the Mach 6 and Mach l0 flight conditions.
The doublet was initiated 0.5 seconds inlo the run. The largest fuselage deflections reach about 2.4 inches
at this fuselage station. These deflections appear to represent relatively minor distortions of the
aerodynamic compression surface of the integrated airframe-propulsion system. The deflections did not
produce appreciable accelerations at the pilot station.
Time histories of the propulsive force and moment perturbations resulting from the elastic deflections
are also shown. The largest normal force perturbations range from 6,390 lbs for the Mach 6 case to 7,580
Ibs for Mach l0 case.
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pERTURBATION TIME HISTORIES (continued)
The largest axial force perturbations range from 1,770 Ibs to 1,410 lbs, and the pitching moment
perturbations range from 6.32 x 105 ft-lbs to 3.60 x 105 ft-lbs in the Mach 6 and Mach 10 cases,
respectively. The maximum normal force perturbations represent approximately 2 percent variations
from nominal and would produce vertical acceleration transients of about 0.02 g's for a vehicle weighing
300,000 lb. 1'he maximum axial force perturbations represent approximately 4 percent variations from
nominal avidwould prodnce longitudinal acceleration transientsof less than 0.01 g's for a vehicle weighing
300,000 lb. The maxinmm moment perturbations, however, represent greater than 10 percent variations
from the nominal trim moment and may require substantial control deflections to maintain stabletrimmed
flight. It is important to remember that these force and moment perturbations are due solely to propulsion
systemsensitivity to elastic deflections. They do not include the effect of angle-of-attack perturbations on
[he propulsion model. The large pitching moment variation is due mainly to the aerodynamiccontribution
of the forebody. Maintaining trim in presence of the large pitching moment perturbations may reqmre
exce_¢ive control activity in hypersonic flight, which could translate into a substantialdrag increment when
integrated over the duration of a mission, implying reduced fuel efficiency and decreasedpayload capacity.
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Simulation Layout
Aeroelastic Model
Control IPItch,Plunge, 7 Elastic Modes
,.put I [ u /
|y--Ec]x _AM)
Linearized Propulsion
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Propulsive Perturbations
° Examine Impact of propulsive perturbations on aeroelastic model.
• Equates to augmenting the stability matrix:
i=[A]x +[B]u + [B'][P][C]x , or
*=[A+A']x+[B]u where A':[B'][P][C]
• Propulsive force and moment perturbations treated as
"virtual inputs" applied at cg.
SIMULATION LAYOUT
11re simulation was used to assess the impact of the propulsive perturbations on the dynamics of the
combined aeroclastic-propulsive system. This was accomplished by feeding the propulsive force and
moment perturbations back into the aeroelastic model as indicated by the dashed line in the figure. As
shown in the figure, this simply equates to augmenting the stability matrix with the effect of lhe linearized
propulsion sensitivitie,s. The model contains a further approximation in that the propulsive force and
moment perturbations are applied al the cg, rather than being distributed over the aft nozzle area and cowl
stnlcture of the vehicle. Application of forces and moments to the aeroelastic model at the cg produces
acceptable results regarding the impact of the propulsive perlurbations on the vehicle's rigid body
dynamics (piich and plunge), but should not be used to assess the impact of propulsive perturbations on Ihe
elastic modes. In order to achieve the latter, it would be necessary to apply the propulsive perturbation
loads to the structure using an appropriate load distribution function.
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Impact on Rigid Body Modes
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• Illustrates Impact on rigid body modes due to augmenting
stability matrix with propulsion system sensitivities.
• Propulsion Iinearlzation conditions: (Xo = 1.5 deg, _0 = 0
• Final position of eigenvalues was strongly dependent
upon Iinearization conditions of propulsion model.
IMPACT ON RIGID BODY MODES
The figure illustrates the effect of the propulsive perturbations on the rigid body dynamics for the
Mach 6 and Mach l0 flight conditions. The roots labeled "A" in the figure represent the statically unstable
pitch and plunge modes when the propulsive perturbations are not being fed into the aeroelastic model.
When the propulsive perturbations are fed into the aeroelastic model, two of the poles associated with the
rigid body modes are observed to couple, producing a new oscillatory mode. The frequency of the
unstable pole associated with the pitch mode is also observed to vary. The final position of the rigid body
roots is indicated by the points labeled "B" in the figure. The Mach 10 case exhibits a slightly greater
variation in the frequency of the unstable root of the pitch mode.
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Eigenvalue Dispersion Caused by Varying
Linearization Conditions
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• Varied C(o and q_)0used to linearize propulsion sensitivities.
• Illustrates range of possible dynamic characteristics due to
nonlinear propulsion database.
• Can be viewed as uncertainty associated with rigid
body flight dynamics.
EIGENVALUE DISPERSIONS
It was found that the final position of the poles of the augmented stability matrix varied depending on
the angle of attack and nominal fuselage deflections about which the propulsion model was linearized.
This variation is a direct result of nonlinearities in the propulsive force and moment database. The
nonlinearities introduce uncertainty into the system regarding the position of the rigid body poles, because
the pole locations vary as the structure deforms and as angle of attack varies. In order to chart the pole
variation resulting from nonlinearities in the propulsive force and moment database the propulsion
linearization conditions were varied and corresponding eigenvalues of the augmented stability matrix were
plotted. The angle of attack was varied over the range of -I to 3 degrees, and nominal fuselage
deflections were simultaneously varied according to the deflection time history shown in the previous
figures. The resulting eigenvalue dispersions are shown in this figure. The variation of linearization *
conditions caused a wide range of dynamic characteristics to be observed at both flight conditions. This
variation in dynamic characteristics due to the propulsion nonlinearities may be viewed as uncertainty
associated wilh the rigid body modes.
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Future Research
Robust Control Law
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Propulsive Perturbations
• Improve integration of aeroelastic/propulsion models.
• Investigate control solutions for robust performance
in the presence of ASPE interactions,
FUTURE WORK
Additional research i_ needed to refine the integration of the aeroelaslic and propulsive models. Future
work will also involve the formulation of uncertainty bounds on the various elements of the stability
matrix resulting from the feedback of the propulsive perturbations into the aeroelastic model. These
uncerlainty bound_ could then be u_ed to synthesize a robust rigid body controller.
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Concluding Remarks
• Quantified propulsion sensitivities to angle-of-
attack and fuselage elasticity.
• Elastically-induced propulsive perturbations did
not cause excessive accelerations.
• Propulsive moment perturbations may require
excessive control deflection to maintain stable
trimmed flight.
• Propulsion sensitivities significantly alter rigid
body flight dynamics.
• Nonlinearities in propulsion sensitivities may be
viewed as uncertainty in rigid body dynamics.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A study has been conducted to investigate the impact of aeroelastic-propulsive interactions on the
longitudinal flight dynamics of an air-breathing hypersonic vehicle. A model was developed based on a
finite element representation of a hypersonic configuration at two flight conditions of Mach 6 and Mach
10. The modeW included rigid body pitch and plunge modes and seven elastic modes, as welt as propulsion
system sensitivities to angle-of-attack variations and structural deflections. The model was incorporated
into a simulation to produce time histories of propulsion force and moment perturbations in response to
elastic deflections. The force and moment perturbations were then fed back into the aeroelastic model to
allow their impact on the dynamics of the combined aeroelastic-propulsive system to be assessed.
The propulsion model exhibited a pronounced sensitivity to angle-of-attack variations and elastic
fuselage deflections. Significant nonlinearities were observed in the propulsion system sensitivities.
Elastic responses to a representative control input appeared acceptable. The nomlal and axial force
perturbations induced by the elastic deflections were appreciable, but did not produce excessive vertical or
longitudinal acceleration transients for the subject configuration. Moment perturbations induced by the
elastic deflections, however, appeared quite large and might require significant control activity to maintain
stable trimmed flight. A high level of control activity at hypersonic speeds could compromise fuel
efficiency, thereby reducing payload capacity or range.
A significant impact on the rigid body flight dynamics was observed when the propulsive force and
moment perturbations were fed back into the aeroelastic model. At both flight conditions, the propulsive
perturbations caused a coupling of two poles associated with the rigid body flight dynamics. It was also
found that the eigenvalues of the rigid body modes were highly sensitive to the angle of attack and nominal
fuselage deflections chosen as the linearization condition of the model. This sensitivity is a direct result of
nonlinearities in the propulsive force and moment database, and can be thought of as uncertainty associated
with the vehicle's rigid body stability coefficients. Considerable variation in the rigid body modes was
obse_'ed, emphasizing robustness as a critical factor in the design of flight control laws for air-breathing
hypersonic vehicles.
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Launch-Vehicle Trajectory Solutions
with Dynamic-Pressure Constraints
Via Finite Elements and Shooting
Robert R. Bless*, LESC
Hans Seywald*, AMA
Dewey H. Hodges, Georgia Tech
*Guidance Group, Spacecraft Controls Branch
NASA LaRC Workshop on Guidance, Navigation,
Controls, and Dynamics for Atmospheric Flight
March 18 - 19
Outline
• Optimal Control Problem Definition
• State Constraints
• Methods of Solution
- Multiple Shooting
- Finite Elements
• Launch-Vehicle Model
• Results
• Summary
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Problem Definition
minimize j_o t lJ = ¢[x(tf),tf]-t- L(x,u,t)dt
subject to state equations
boundary conditions
control constraints
and state constraints
EC= f(x, u)
¢[X(tf),tf] =- 0
c(x, u,t) < o
s(x,t) < o
Result is a
problem
nonlinear multi-point boundary-value
State Constraints
Consider active state constraint for tl __t __t2
s(x) =o
is equivalent to
and
s[=(t,)]= o
d(q-1)S[X(tl)] = 0
dt(q-1)
dqS - S(q)(x, u) 0
dtq
for tl _< t _< t2
4T4 __
Multiple Shooting Method
• Initial guesses chosen for states and costates
• Differential equations integrated forward
• Guesses updated via zero-finding method
• Process repeats until all boundary conditions
are satisfied
Finite Element Method
continuous-time necessary• Discretization of
conditions
• Set of nonlinear algebraic equations gener-
ated
• Initial guesses required for each element
along trajectory
• Nonlinear equations can be solved by Newton-
Raphson method
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Comparison of Methods
• Shooting
- Sensitive to initial guesses
- Slow iteration process due to integration
- Numerically exact answer is found
• Finite Element
- Initial guesses more easily obtained
- Fast iteration process (sparse Jacobian)
Second-order accuracyi
Finite element solutions can provide guesses for
shooting
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Launch-Vehicle Model
• NLS two-stage rocket (point-mass model)
- States are mass, altitude, velocity, and
flight-path angle
- Scalar control is angle-of-attack
Fixed staging time; change in thrust and
mass
Exponential atmosphere
Piecewise constant aerodynamic coeffi-
cients
Launch-Vehicle Model (continued)
• Mission
- Maximize final mass
- Perigee injection of 80 x 150 NM orbit
• Constraint on maximum dynamic pressure
• Engine out on pad
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Summary
(1) The finite element and shooting methods are
complementary algorithms
" (2) The work has produced a family of dynamic-
pressure constrained solutions
(3) An uncommon first-order touch-point solution
has occurred (not observed in literature yet)
(4) This work will be reported on at the AIAA GNC
Conference in August
(a) Derivation of finite element method
(b) Discuss touch-point behavior
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Optimal RTLS Abort Trajectories for
an HL-20 Personnel Launch Vehicle
Kevin Dutton
Spacecraft Controls Branch
Outline
• Objective of study
• HL-20 Vehicle and Mission
• Modelling Information
• Problem Formulation
• Solution Method
• Results
• Concluding Remarks
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Objective
Primary: Determine whether RTLS abort at
T seconds along launch trajectory is
possible using optimal control theory
Secondary: Assess effects of bank angle
constraint, lift coefficient constraint, free
and fixed final boundary conditions, etc.
HL-20 PLS BASELINE DESIGN
(_ 23.5"_"-ft
Weight, Ib
Dry (with 22% margin) 19,777
Landed 22,057
On-Orbit 26,186
Launch Escape 8,420
System/Adapter
veable panels
/- Aluminum
_,-_,./pressure
'_ vessel
- Fighter
attachment areas \ technology
\ landing gear
Shutt e-derived tiles -
Gross Launch on NLS 34,607
i inI,,._0_,_co,,_,_c,.o,oo_.o.I
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THE PERSONNEL LAUNCH SYSTEM (PLS)
Complementary System to Space Shuttle
• Space Station crew transfer
o Alternate access to/from space for people/priority cargo
Space Station Reference Mission
• Transfer and return up to
8 Space Station personnel
and/or priority cargo
• 72-hour mission duration
• 1,100 ft/sec on-orbit
propulsive capability
• Placed in orbit by existing
or future booster system
• Kennedy Space Center
launch/landing site
• Alternate landing site
capability
Ta_y34
HL-20 Aborts
VAB Analysis
• On the pad
• 0-20 sec
• 20-65 sec
• 65-403 sec
• 403-478 sec
• 478+ sec
Return to Launchsite (Shuttle
landing facility)
RTLS (Skid strip)
Ocean landing by parachute
Transatlantic abort landing
Abort to orbit
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Vehicle Aerodynamic Model
• Aerodynamic data from Jackson and Cruz
• At each angle of attack and Mach number, find
5E,5L, 5Uthat trim vehicle and minimize drag;
calculate C! and Cd here
• For each Mach number, determine coefficients
for Cd expression
CD = CDo(M) + CD, (M) CL + CD2(M) C_
Optimal Control Theory
• Cost min J = _[X(t0), X(tf) ]
fi
• Plant _ = f(X, U)
• Constraints: Control State
g(X, _) = 0 _(_) = 0
_(x, u) _<o d(x) _<o
• Boundary conditions _[X(to), X(tf)] = 0
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Cost Function and Plant
* J = -h(ff)
• States
- x,y
• Controls iJ= [CL G] T
- _ negative for right bank
• Equations of motion: flat earth, non-thrusting,
aerospace vehicle
(final altitude)
_= [h x y V y tV] T
Cartesian system, x east, y north, origin
at point runway centerline extended
0 for easterly flight, increases CCW
Control/State Constraints
• Bank angle can be constrained (40 deg. nominal)
-Gmax < G < Gmax
• Lift coefficient is constrained between upper
and lower trim limits (function of Mach)
CLm, n(M) < CL < CLNx(M)
• Normal and axial load factor constraints (3 g
units nominal)
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Lift Coefficient Constraint
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Initial Conditions
• Initial conditions for abort at T seconds are
conditions at T along ascent trajectory
followed by primary solid rocket motor (srm)
burn, followed by sustainer srm burn
• Example:
h(t0) =
x(t0) =
y(t0) =
Initialconditionsfor abort at T=30
32882 ff
-7409 ff
45357 ff
V(t0) = 1565 ft/sec
y(t0) = 79.7 deg
_(t0) = - 2.0 deg
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4Final Conditions
For all cases:
x(tf) = 0.0 ft
y(tf) = 0.0 ft
V(ff) = 521.0 ft/sec
y(tf) = -19.0 deg
_(tf) =-220.7 deg
28.5
28.4
La,tude,
deg
28.3
28.2
279.1
_hume
Lar_ng\
-2"/0
-I_O _ o
279.2 279.3
Pad40 _
----Allanli_
279.4 279.5 279.6
_nffauae, a_
Solution Method
Trajectory Optimization by Differential
Inclusion (TODI)
- eliminates controls from problem by
constraining state rates
leads to nonlinear programming problem
where parameters are state values at user
defined nodes (NPSOL)
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_- The Differential Inclusion Approach Explained on a Simple Examol9 _
rain - x(1)
x"u, O_u_;1
x(o) = o
pick states at equidistantly chosen node points
x
i i
s
P
.... { I I I t
0 1
(differential equation approach)
neighboring states have to satisfy either
(differential inclusion approach)
I I I-_,d7 - ui, 0 =_ ui < 1 or J 3:i+1 - XiAt ;¢0 and
1
xi÷ I -- xi
/11 I
/
_mJ_tlm
f
General Discretization Scheme
Optimal control problem
7"
rain 4,(x(O), x(D)
u _ (PWCIO,IT)"
V/(x(O), x(1)) = 0
= :(x(t), u(O)
g(x(O, u(O) = 0
h(x(O, u(t)) <_ 0
c(x(O) = 0
a(x(O) <- 0
Finite dimensional discretization
== ¢(xo, x_)
[_ -. -,,] e e,.,_
W(Xo, X_v)= 0
for i- 0 ..... N--l:
(Xi+I--Xi)P -iV , x i =0
q( xi+l-xi )N , x i <0
for i == 0 .... , N:
c(xi)=O
d(xi)<-O
J
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Solution for 30 Second Abort Case
Altitude vs. Time
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Solution for 30 Second Abort Case
Groundtrack
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Solution for 30 Second Abort Case
Velocity vs. Time
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Solution for 30 Second Abort Case
Flight Path Angle vs. Time
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Solution for 30 Second Abort Case
Heading vs. Time
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Solution for 30 Second Abort Case
Lift Coefficient vs. Time
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Solution for 30 Second Case
Bank Angle vs. Time
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Comparison of T=30,40,50 Sec. Aborts
Altitude vs. Time
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Comparison of T=30,40,50 Sec. Aborts
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Concluding Remarks
• When final V is fixed, maximizing final h is
nearly same as maximizing final energy
==>calculation of minimum energy trajectories
• Choice of cost function for abort (and reentry)
not obvious
• Future work:
- Single Stage Vehicle (?)
- experiment to assess "power" of TODI
approach compared to traditional shooting
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Range Optimal Atmospheric Flight Vehicle Trajectories
in Presence of a Dynamic Pressure Limit
BY
Hans Seywald
Analytical Mechanics Associates Inc. (AMA)
Spacecraft Control Branch, NASA LaRC
J
f
pURPOSE OF THIS TALK
• Explore nature of range-optimal flight
• Present techniques for identifying temporal structure of optimal control
• Demonstrate in application to an aircraft example
4 9 7 ---'-"
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Cost Function: I
J[u] = -x(_
State Equations: I
= V
_- (TIT- D) W
-- vsiny
÷ = vg(n- _os_)
= vcosy
IInitial Conditions: I
E(0) = 38,029.[m]
h(0) = 12, 119.[m]
y(O) = 0.°
x(O) = O.[m]
I Final Conditions: I
E(tf) = 9000.[m] ,_o.
h(t/) = 942.[m] ,_,.
y(tf) -- - 11.5 °
10_oo •
x(tf) be maximized
_,,o,
J_ lm¢o.
IFina,t,moI =
tf = 60[sec]
Control constraint: I
I State constraint: J
v < Vm=(h)
r_t o,_Im¢,l4
9
_ ,,. j/
wlm.2om___
f
SIGNIFICANCE FOR PRACTICAL APPLICATION
• Validate optimality of solutions obtained with other methods
• Use optimal solutions to develop guidance laws based on
neighboring optimal control
• Decide on choice of discretization ( e.g. finite elements)
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D_U_T_LIBE
• Hodograph analysis
• Possible control logics / Optimal switching structures
• Numerical procedures and results
• Summary and Conclusions
f
HODOGRAPH ANALYSIS
I Original formulation:]
V
= 01T - D) W
"_= _(n- _sv)
I New formulation: I
= t6cr-b+b_ -D,,=I_
_,= _(,,- _s-_)
0<6_<1
Inl < nmax
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_'- POSSIBLE CONTROL LOGICS / OPTIMAL SWITCHING STRUCTURE _'_
oonvexlmd
clomalnof u- +a_ (lind fac_li_a_
W/" ® ,-}
_u
_E
[ is Iq _ I Is]
0 7O
1) v-v_<O, _=1,
2) v-v,_=O, _= 1,
3) v-v_=O, _= I,
= O, <_/tom_(v - v,_D= O,4) V Vmllx
5) v-v,==O, c$_om _(v Yla_ O,
6) v-vm<O,
_Hffi 0
an
0 from d(v - v,_J - 0n >
< 0 from _(v - v,_ - 0R
n sinsutar
R a= n_
6:0, nfn._
J
dsm..mm.m
f
•THOROUGH ANALYSIS YIELDS
• 12 different possible control logics are obtained
6 cases with vmx-limit not active
1 first-order singular case withVmx --limit not active
6 cases with active Vmax-limit
1 first-order singular case with Vn=x-limit active
1 second order singular case with vine-limit active
• To perform higher order optimality tests the Generalized
Legendre-Clebsch condition has been extended to the case of singular
control in presence of state/control constraints
5 O0 "--'-'-"
BEMABK_
• Switching structure is non-intuitive
• Dynamic pressure constraint makes problem very ill-conditioned
(i) standard shooting codes fail
(ii) developed flexible shooting code
(iii) trick: start integration at the end of singular control
f STRUCTURE OF SHOOTING CODE
I'n'a"zel
LNe oo,Method:F(x)=O
Lso':'°nl
Integrate
trajectory;
compute
F(x)
• Boundary value problem: find x such that F(x)=O
• User completely determines function F
_Simple structure allows independent debugging of F(x) J
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f
SUMMARY
• All possible control logics are analyzed
• Optimal switching structures are identified.
Solutions involve singular control along state constrained arcs
• A flexible multipoint shooting code was developed and applied
successfully
• TODI was used to perform sanity check and to guess the optimal
switching structure
J
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3-D Air-to-Air Missile Trajectory Shaping Study
by
Renjith Kumar, Hans Seywald
Analytical Mechanics Associates Inc., Hampton, Virginia
and
Eugene Cliff, Late Henry Kelley
Department of Aerospace Engineering, VPI&SU, Blacksburg, Virginia
J
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
• Sir Francis Drake and "Manouevre Board"
• World War II
- Pure-Pursuit
- Deviated Pursuit
- Commandto Line-of-sight
- Collisioncourse
- ProportionalNavigation
• Singular Perturbation (Reduced-Order Modeling)
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THE GUIDANCE PROBLEM
x
4
8
#
4 by
J
f
Cost
min - x(tf)
Differential Constrain t_
-- V cosy cos Z
_, = V cosy sinz
h = v siny
= _ (T(t) - D(h,M,n))
= _ (nv - cosy)
cosy
Initial and Final Conditions
x(O) = 0 x(t/) to be optimized
y(O) = 0 y(t/) ffi y/
h(O) --- h 0 h(tf) = h 0
E(o)= Eo E(9 > e/
y(O) --- 70 y(t/) free
Z(O) = XO Z(tf) free
Ce_ntr_
"Iv , nh
Control Constraints
_n2v + n2h < 30
qS
_n2v + n2h _--_CLmax(M) J
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2
DRAG, THRUST & WEIGHT MODEL
D = qS [CDo(M,h) + CDi (M) (_)1.8 n1.8]
where
n = _n2v + n2h
T.hr__l.Ng_dfl Et_.hLNml_l
7500
2000
0 3 Time (s) 9.47
375
_" 281
227
i
..... w,...............
i
i
I
w
0 3 9.47
Time (s) J
INDIRECT METHOD
Optimal control problem Boundary. value problem
rain
k =f(x,u,t)
x (to) = Xo
if2 (x(t/),t/) = 0
k = f(x, u, t)
= -OH where -- ---tt"AT$
0x
min H(x,_,u,t)
u_12
if solution does exist then it satisfies
x (to) = x o
g(tI) = _ + vr
ox(t? ogt?
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OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY IN 3-D
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HORIZONTAL LOAD-FACTOR TIME HISTO___RX
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ATI'AINABILITY SET FOR FINAL TIME 150s, 160s, 170s
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x,._
ACCESSORY MINIMUM PROBLEM
man½x(__
._ = Fx + Gu
x (to)= xo
Bx(t/) - b = O
to
[XT'UT] I A21AI1
to fixed AT=A
t/fixed
514
dt
A_>O
s/>o
J
ACCESSORY MINIMUM PROBLEM (co_
= D21 + D22 S - SDll - SD12 S
i_ = D22R- SD i_
O= - Rro_2R
u = A_ 1 [( - A21 - Gr(s - RQ - 1Rr))x - GrRQ- lb]
; S(tl)=Sf
; R(t/) = B r
; Q(t/) = 0
!! new !!
H - S - RQ - IRT
H = D21 + D22H - HDll - HD12 H
J
THREE PHASE GUIDANCE
• BOOST PHASE GUIDANCE
• MIDCOURSE GUIDANCE
• TERMINAL GUIDANCE
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IDENTIFY REFERENCE SOLUTION
X
J_
15....... "'-.)\
IG.. ",, \
.,\
-- /
-5 "//
/.."L/..-'/
11, * .." J
-10. .,. ,, .., I
-:5, _-_ "-"_
5 lO 15 20 25
Y
J
f
MIDCOURSE GUIDANCE (NEIGHBORING SOLUTION)
Closed-ioov Control
uCL (t) = u_/ (t) + 6u(t)
Ou(t) = Ol(t ) _X(t) + G2(t) d_(t)
Change in final time (cost)
dt/---- Kl(t ) f)X(t) + K2(t ) d_(t)
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r._
TIME
MIDCOURSE GUIDANCE (rR_SVERSAL COMPARISON)
tf' = tf- t = ¢ - tt
t - tI = Kl(tt)[X(t) - Xu(ti)] + K_(tt)[d_(t)]
[1 + Kl(tl)xN(tt)]
Closed-loop Control
_X(t)
u(t) = uN(tt) + G l(tt)[X(t) - xO(tl)] t! t _f
TIME
+ [Gl(tt)Xlq(tt) + uN(tt)][t- tt] + G2(tt)d_p(t)
\
q
MIDCOURSE GUIDANCE (HORIZONTAL PROJECTION)
AGGRESSIVE TARGET
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MIDCOURSE GUIDANCE (HO_'ZONTAL PROJECTION)
RUN-AWAY TARGET
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MIDCOURSE GUIDANCE (ALTITUDE)
RUN-AWAY TARGET
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]qEAR-OPTIMAL GUIDANCE (HORIZONTAL PROJECTION)
SHINAR'S TARGET
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HALF-PN GUIDANCE (HORIZONTAL PROJECTION}
SHINAR'S TARGET
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J
fSALIENT CONTRIBUTIONS
• Identified attainable sets via intricate homotopy procedures.
• Checked sufficiency conditions for weak local optimality.
- Derived a new matrix differential equation for conjugate point
testing.
• Developed an efficient method of optimal gain evaluation.
• Developed a composite midcourse guidance strategy (half-pn) which
saves on-board storage.
J
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Constrained Minimization of
Smooth Functions Using
A Genetic Algorithm
Lynda J. Foernsler, SCB
Dr. Daniel D. Moerder, SCB
Dr. Bandu N. Pamadi, Vigyan
LaRC Workshop
March 18-19
Purpose
• Discuss the use of a simple genetic algorithm
for constrained minimization of differentiable
functions with differentiable constraints.
• Assess the performance of this approach
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Outline
• Genetic Algorithms (GA)
• Problem Formulation for GA
• Numerical Experiment
• Comparison to Penalty Function Approach
• Conclusions
• Future Work
Genetic Algorithms
• Nonderivative, nondescent, random search
procedures for unconstrained functional
minimization ...........................................................................
• Algorithmic structure is based on notions
from biology with "survival of the fittest"
search heuristic
• Operations performed on successive
generations of a population represented
by binary coded strings (DNA-analog)
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GA Operations
M = population
_ Evaluate "Fitness"of _._
Population Elements /
Reproduction
I
rcrossbreedingr
k=k+l ]= 'I Mutation
• Initial population, M0, is randomly generated
Constrained Function Minimization
subject to
x* = min c(x)
523
Kuhn-Tucker (KT) Conditions
where
aL(x,_)/ = o
OX Iz.,A.
$
Aj>_o
_iA(z*) =o
A=O
A_>o
jEI
kEEuI
k_E
kEI
kEEUI
Problem Formulation For GA
• Convert the solution of the necessary conditions
for a constrained minimum into an unconstrained
function minimization
• Solve the resulting unconstrained minimization
problem
x * = arg min g(x)
x_X
where X is the user-specified bounded volume
over which the GA takes place.
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Unconstrained Minimization Problem
Formulation
n
g(_,_*)- _-_IL=,(_,_*)I+ _ Ifj(_)l+ _ min{O,fk(X)}I
i=1 jEE kEI
• estimate A* by setting E=(x,A) = 0
,,(=*)= (f_ (=*))+c.(=*)
{ _/(x) fi = 0 i E E_,(x)= I_i(x)l f, < o i • I '0 fi>O i•I
KT conditions are satisfied by solving the nonsmooth
equation
g(_,_(_))= o
Genetic Algorithm Function Minimization
x* = argming(x,L,(x))
xEX
where A" is the user-specified bounded volume over which
the genetic search takes place:
X = {x "(xi)min <_xi <_(Xi)ma:; i = l,...,n}
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GA Function Minimization
x* = arg min g(x, L,(x))
xEX
where A' is the user-specified bounded volume over which
the genetic search takes place:
x = {=. (=_),,,,,_<=i _<(=_),,,a=;i= 1,...,n}
Numerical Experiment (1)
Mission: Determine control settings for an energy-state
approximation of minimum-fuel ascent to orbit for the
Langley Accelerator
,, Control variables:
h,
-- 6E,
ST,
_7,
angle of attack (deg)
altitude (ft)
eleven deflection (deg)
thrust vector angle (deg)
fuel equivalence ratio
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• Cost:
c(x)= -pdE
dTr_
subject to
- vertical acceleration balance equality constraint
- pitch moment balance equality constraint
- dynamic pressure inequality constraint
Monte Carlo Experiment
- 100GAruns
- 600 generations/run
Used final generation _, values from GA runs as initial
guesses for Newton-Raphson (NR) method
12-
Distribution of KT Error
for Aerospace Plane Model
¢e
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"6
E
z
10-
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6-
4_
2-
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KT Error
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Distribution of Control Settings
for KT Approach
elevon deflection (deg)
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KT Formulation Results
• 82 of the NR runs converged
• 99/100 runs converged within a KT
error threshold of .9
• Fewer number of generations/run would
have sufficed
Comparison To Penalty Approach
• Penalty function form:
x_,_ = argmin {c(x) +=exk_cuzE p(x, fk(x))}
• Monte Carlo Experiments
- 100 GA runs
- 600 generations/run
- various penalty-weighting combinations
• Initial Guesses for NR method 5 z 9
Best Penalty Function Histogram
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Penalty Function Results
• 74 of the NR runs converged for the best case
• fine tuning of penalty-weighting combinations
is problem specific
Conclusions (1)
• Discussed search characteristics and algorithmic
operations of a simple genetic algorithm.
• Discussed method of adapting the KT conditions for a
constrained minimization problem to formulate an
unconstrained minimization function to be used by a
genetic algorithm.
• Demonstrated KT method formulation numerically on
an aerospace plane model of the Langley Accelerator
531
Conclusions (2)
• For this study, KT approach provides
reliable initial guesses for Newton-Raphson
method
• Unlike the penalty approach, the KT
approach
- minimizes a function whose optimum
value is known a priori
- provides a measure of the constrained
stationarity of the solution
Future Work
• Exploit stopping criterion of KT approach
• Extend GA algorithm to include non-smooth
cost function and hon-smooth constraints
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N94- 25115
ADVANCED INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEM
AIPS
Felix L. Pitts
NASA Langley Research Center
Workshop on Guidance, Navigation, Controls, and
Dynamics for Atmospheric Flight
March 19, 1993
OUTLINE
• Background and Description
• Program Accomplishments
• Current Focus
• Applications
• Technology Transfer
• FY92 Accomplishments
• Funding
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NEED FOR VALIDATED ARCHITECTURES
A need exists for architectural concepts that have been _ such
!hat theirph.ysical.implementation in hardware and soft--meet
me ouanmauve m,ssaons reouirement,_ such as
cost
weight, volume, power
throughput performance
transport lag ........
mission success probability
mission availability
expanclabmty ....... ::
graceful d_radaUon -
technology insertion
damage tolerance
i
AIPS IS
• A COMPUTER SYSTEMS PHILOSOPHY
• A SET OF VALIDATED HARDWARE BUILDING BLOCKS
• A SET OF VALIDATED SERVICES AS EMBODIED IN SYSTEM
SOFTWARE
TO ACHIEVE
• DISTRIBUTED FAULT.TOLERANT SYSTEM ARCHITECTURES FOR
A BROAD RANGE OF APPLICATIONS
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GOAL
PROVIDE THE KNOWLEDGEBASE which will
allow achievement of _ fault-tolerant
distributed computer system architectures,
suitable for a broad range of applications,
having failure probability requirements to 10E-9
at 10 hours
AIPS PROGRAM HISTORY
Phase I 1983-1984
Requirements Survey
Technical Survey
Architecture Synthesis
(NASA, JPL, Airframers)
(NASA, DoD, Industry, Academe)
(CSDL monitored by Peer Review Group)
Phase II 1986-1986
Functional & Detailed Design of Building Blocks
Reliability & Performance Modeling of Building Blocks
Phase III 1986-1993
Emphasize Validation to Verify AIPS Attributes
Focus on: Engineering Model for ALS
High ThroughpuUHighly Reliable Army Fault Tolerant Architecture
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AIPS BUILDING BLOCKS: HARDWARE
INTERCONNECTION
NETWORKS
INTERFACES
MESH BRAIDED REDUNDANT RING IUEDUNDANT
MESH BUSES RINGS
I_ut/Output InterllCell
I_er-Compuh_r Interface Sequencer
AIPS BUILDING BLOCKS: SOFTWARE
LOCAL SYSTEM SERVICES:
Ada Real Time Operating System
FTP Redundancy Management
Local Time Management
INPUT/OUTPUT (I/O) SYSTEM SERVICES:
I/O User Communications
!/O Redundancy M_nagement
INTERCOMPUTER (IC) SYSTEM SERVICES:
Ada Distributed Syr.chronous
Communications
IC User Communications
IC Redundancy Management
SYSTEM MANAGER:
Function Allocation & Migration
System Redundancy Management
Global Time Management
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FEATURES: APPROPRIATE FUNCTION RELIABILITY
LOW FAULT TOLERANCE OVERHEAD
GROWTH CAPABILITY
Ada OPERATING SYSTEM
REDUNDANCY TRANSPARENT TO USER
DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM CONTROL
• AIPS Operates in an overall framework that can be characterized as a limited
form of a fully distributed multicomputer system
. Each GPC has the Resources to Operate Autonomously
. Each GPC in Steady State is Assigned to a Unique Set Of Functions
- Local Operating System in Each GPC Provides Local System Services
of Initialization, Task Scheduling and Dispatching, I/O Service, and
Local Redundancy Management
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SYSTEM COMPLEXITY MANAGEMENT
• AIPS Architecture Designed to Hide System Complexity from Applications
• System Services, as Implemented in Hardware and Software, Manage
Distributed Resources and Hardware Redundancy
• Distributed Computation Deliberately Separated from Fault Tolerance
• Exact Consensus Between Processes and Exact Consensus Between Bus
Transmissions Simplifies Fault Detection and Isolation
• Hardware Mechanization of Fault Detection end Isolation Simplifies
Redundancy Management
• AIPS Architecture Designed to Facilitate Congruent Data Flow in Redundant
Processors and Between GPCs
PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS
• Produced an Analytical and Empirical Knowledgebase for Validation of AIPS
Architecture andBuildin_Q Blocks
- Architecture Design Rules and Guidelines
- Analytical Reliability, Performance, Availability and Cost Models
- Empirical Reliability and Performance Data
• Developed and Demonstrated Distributed Engineering Model
-Validatability, Distributed computation, Mixed redundancy, Fault tolerance
[processors, networks, interfaces), Damage tolerance, Graceful degradation,
*-xpandability, Transparency of fault tolerance to applications proarammer,
Low fault tolerance overhead, Performed Laboratory Test and ]EvaTuation
-Demonstrated AIPS Building Blocks
3 Triplex FTPs and 1 Simplex Processor
Triplex Intercomputer Network, Mesh I/O network
System Services Software (>100,000 Lines of Ada Code)
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS (cont'd)
COMPLETED MULTIPATH REDUNDANT AVIONICS SUITE MPRAS 2102
AIPS TASK FOR ADVANCED LAUNCH SYSTEM
- AIPS ENGINEERING MODEL OPERATIONAL
- GOVT/INDUSTRY REVIEW 10/89
- 4 REPORTS PUBLISHED SEPT. 1991
-SUBMITrED AIPS/ALS UPDATE FOR ALS/ADP REVISION D PLAN
. PRODUCED A 20 MINUTE AIPS VIDEO
COMPLETED "HANDS OFF" CASE / AIPS DEMO FOR CODE GENERATION
AND EXECUTION OF ATOPS 737 AUTOPILOT
PUBLISHED NUMEROUS REPORTS AND PAPERS
- ATTACHED 29 REPORT BIBLIOGRAPHY
AIPS CURRENT FOCUS
Base Program
- AG&C/CASE/AIPS Demo (NASA Funding)
- Develop Authenticated Protocols for Inter-System
Communication (SDI Funding)
Army Fault Tolerant Architecture (Army Funding)
- Fault Tolerant Parallel Processor Development
- Common-Mode Fault Study
- Optical Fault Tolerant Interconnection Networks
Terminate CSDL/AIPS Contract
- Contract Completed 9/30/92; All Tasks Completed by
9/30/93
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AG&C/CASE/AIPS DEMONSTRATION
_ /_ interaction
FLIGHT SIMULATION Code
JArm y Fault'Tolerant Arc.h!,tecture.(AFTA) !
• Helicopter Night-Time Nap of the Earth Operations
• Integrated Flight Controls and Image Processing
• Huh Throughput/Ultra Reliable Fault-Tolerant
Parallel Processor (FTPP)
FTPP
• Supports Variety of Redundancy
Management Modes
• A_IowsMixed Redundancy
• Heterogenous Processing
• Can Trade Throughput for Reliability
in Real-Time
• Byzantine Resi_iemOperltion iS
Inherent to the Arch_ecture
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Fault Tolerant Parallel Processor
High Performance Voting Architecture. Fully connected fiber optic network
between processor groups.
Tolerates arbitrary failure modes (Asymmetrical faults).
Uses many Processing Elements (PE's) for high throughput.
Uses redundant PE's for high reliability. Data Voting Architecture
Can trade Throughput for reliability or availability in real-time.
Uses Non Development Items (NDI) PEs, backplanes, power supplies,
I/O for improved suportability
Allows mixed redundancy and heterogeneous processing resources.
AFTA Characteristics
Q Processing Elements
Support for 3 to 40 PE's per Cluster (FTPP).
680x0's, 80960's, MIPS R3000's, TMS320x0, etc...
PE's in the AFTA are groupe_._into redundant Virtual groups
to achieve fault tolerance.
Virtuai groups can be simplex, triplex, quadraplex, or quintuplex.
Static Virtual group configuration determined by reliability and availability
analysis.
Q Network Elements provides:
100 MbiUsec fiber optic interchennel links.
Standard bus interface to Processing Elements.
(MiI-STD-344, Pi-bus, Futurebus, Safebus, etc...)
Time management primitives for architecture (synchronization).
Reliable data Communication services ( Voting, Source congruency).
Maps physical processing sites into virtual groups (VIDs).
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AFTA Characteristics cont'd
E! Software main components:
_Ada-based operating system with real-time extensions.
Preemptive rate group scheduler.
Periodic task communication between Virtual groups. Pre-defined
communication services.
Pe_ormence Penalties from Redundancy Management and Operating
systems runct,ons minimal. (10% - 15%)
POSIX Reel-time operating system interface standard (IEEE P1003).
LynxOS Version being evaluated now (F¥93).
_3 I/O controllers
Fault-Tolerant Data bus (Auth. protocols)
1553, JIAWG FT data bus, VME, etc ....
AFTA Physical Architecture
y,,,,,,_,or,_,,,_. ,,?fZ'_,_ _ ,,'=_?
"°' ! I...__,.°,o....
-...o,
T! Tnp_
Memt_r ofvirtuad Sl 9 Sirr,pleaea I 9
|ro_*p Q]
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AFTA Virtual Architecture
Qul_uplu Simplu Trill= OurudmuFl_ Tdl_z TdF&m gimplU EmllUkm Sml_=
u41h_0 _m IlO _11 ItO
AFTA Program Status
Three phase program:
I. Conceptual study - Completed in FY91. Analytical modeling,
feasibility studies, requirements acquisition, preliminary design.
II. Detailed design. FYg2. Design hardware end software architectures.
III. Detail design and evaluation. FY93. Complete HW and SW architecture
designs, begin performance evaluation activities of AFTA in relation
to TF/'rA application.
Major deliverable=:
1. All procured hardware and software.
2. All software and hardware documentation
3. Final written comprehensive report.
4. CECOM will receive an AFTA for evaluation in FY95. (Loan from CSDL)
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SELECTED APPLICATIONS OF AIPS
Unmanned Undersea Vehicle (UUV) - DARPA
- Under DARPA sponsorship, Draper designed and built two
UUVs, each of which is autonomously controlled by a triplex
FTP based on the AIPS architecture
oBoth vehicles have undergone extensive sea trials without
any significant FTP related problems
Seewolf SSN-21 Ship Control System - US Navy (NavSea)
- A quadruply redundant FTP, based on the AIPS
architecture, has been militarized and packaged in SEM-E
modules to perform the "swim-by-wire" functions onboard
the SSN-21 Seawolf nuclear attack submarine
SELECTED APPLICATIONS OF AIPS (Cont.)
• SDIO Battle Management / C3 - US Army (SDC)
- A quadruply redundant FTP with attached processors
(FTP/AP) was delivered to Army Strategic Defense Command
for evaluation as a Battle Management Computer
Army Fault Tolerant Architecture - US Army CECOM
- An AIPS-based Army Fault Tolerant Architecture (AFTA) has
been developed for the helicopter terrain avoidance/terrain
following flight control application for the Army
Communications and Electronics Command
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SELECTED APPLICATIONS OF AIPS (Cont.)
GPALS Engagement Planner - US Army (SDC)
- The brassboard of Army Fault Tolerant Architecture is being
fabricated for the GPALS (Global Protection Against Limited
Strikes) Engagement Planner application lor the Army SDC
MAGLEV Command and Control Computer - DOT
- A fault-tolerant, fail.safe computer architecture using the
AIPS-developed design lor validation methodology was
developed for the US Maglev (magnetically levitated)
transportation system under DOTsponsorship
AIPS TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Tech Aerojet FTP
- Under a contract from NASA MSFC Tech AeroJet seleCted
the AIPS Fault Tolerant Processor architecture for the engine
control application on the National Launch System
. Under a subcontract from Tech Aerojet, Draper helped
them define an Intel ig60-based triplex FTP's fault tolerance
related hardware for fabrication by Tech AeroJe t
Martin Marietta Astronautics FTPP
- A study was done by Draper to apply AIPS technology to
Martin's aerospace n_ =ds under a contract from MM
. Foliowina the study, a quadruply redundant Fault Tolerant
Parallel Pr'ocessor ([L"I'PP) was delivered to Martin for use in
various IR&D and sponsored projects
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FY92 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
During FY92, three major tasks were active:
• Army Fault Tolerant Architecture (AFTA)
- Detailed design of the AFTA hardware and software was completed.
- The Network Element, the only hardware development item in AFTA,
which is responsible for fault tolerance related functions and message
passing between processors, was designed and breadboarded.
- Breadboard of the NE was fabricated and tested; the Scoreboard,
one of the two NE cards which was designed using VHDL, worked the
first time without any errors.
- A 2-volume report documenting the conceptual study phase of AFTA
was published.
FY92 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
• Authenticated Protocols-Based Inter-Computer and I/O Networks
- A detailed design of the Transport Layer, patterned after the Open
Systems Interconnect (OSI) model, of the inter-computer communication
software was completed.
- Key generation, si_naturing and message authentication algorithms were
produced, coded ano optimized in C and Assembly languages.
• Hosting of AGN&C Algorithms using CASE on AIPS/FTPP
- Martin Marietta Astronautics, Denver produced Matlab scripts of
advanced guidance algorithms designed at NASA LaRC.
- Draper Lab, in collaboration with Martin, chose a subset of Matlab scriptsfor interfacing with the CASE tool.
- Modification of the CASE tool to accept Matlab scripts was started.
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• SDIOIALS
• SDI_BMC3
• ARMY/AVRADA
• NASA RC FUNDING
• TOTALS
FUNDING
FY92 and Prior
$3.23 M
$1.22 M
S2.30M
$6.75 M
$1.45 M
$8.2 M
FY93 TOTAL
$150 k (Authen Proto)
$50 k (AG&C Demo)
$403 k (CASE)
$830 k $9.03 M
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,.._,11_ L,_ngleyResemch Center
Automated Code Generation
for GN&C Applications
Carrie K. Walker
Information Systems Division
carrie@csab.larc.nasa.gov
804-864-1704
March 19, 1993
u
Systems Architecture Branch -_
_... ftUt_RA
mL_.
L_ngley Research Center
Outline
• ASTER
• Applications
• GN&C Demonstration
• Matlab Integration
• Summary
Systems Architecture Branch
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p---/U/I-R_ Lal)gley Resealch Ce_vter
Automatic Programming Subsystem
• Accepts functional specifications
• Generates source code (Ada, C)
• Generates documentation
• System architecture:
Apl)h('nh°n I
F,ngineer
I I
I I
Systems Architecture Branch _,
,,_ ltUl_R/1
re_l
l"n It,in ee r
Langley Research Center
Automatic Testing System
Requirements
Applicallon A P_loC_tlon
l Oeslgn _-_
"l'e,_l _ T_I F'xec'llable/_"'_ Recorded
I Te_t 1 l)e_il_n ] A._'l'F.Irt l (_'role I n,,il,I l ImaKes f Mnnle.r_ Da a
,Jl)ocamenfml|rm
5ystem._ Architecture Branch
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Lmlgley Research Center
Benefits of the ASTER Approach
• Reduce development time
• Reduce errors
• Code and documentation always agree
• Decouple engineering design and software design
• Reuse engineering designs
• Facilitate and reduce testing
• Provide an open, extensible architecture
Systems Architecture Branch
Lgngley Research Center
Software Development Techniques
Engineering Design Software Design Code
Engineering Design Documentation
&
Code
>
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Systems Architecture Branch
_-_AI/t_R/t Langtey Research Center -
Demonstrations
• Large Gap Magnetic Suspension System (LGMSS)
- C code running on an embedded Silicon Graphics workstation
- Passed CDR and delivered to customer
• B737 Autoland Flight Control System
- Aria running on Draper's Fault Tolerant Processor in conjunction with a
FORTRAN simulator on a MicroVAX
- Ada running on Draper's Fault Tolerant Parallel Processor In conjunction
with a FORTRAN simulator on a MicroVAX
- C currently being hosted on Draper's Transputer FTP
• Guidance and Control System for a Mars Lander
- Ada running on VAX in conjunction with FORTRAN simulator
• Inertial Fiber Optic Gyro/Standy Attitude Indicator (IFOG/SAI)
- Ada running on a HIPS R3000
• Inertial Reference System for Deep Submergence Rescue
Vehicle
- Model upgrade from FORTRAN to Ada on a VAX
, Systems Architecture Branch
langley Research Center
Demonstrations (cont.)
• Space Station Control System
- Applied for documentation purposes
-Ada and C code generated
• General Dynamics Electromechanical Actuator
- Ada and C cc'te generated
• Martin Marietta Load Relief Filter
-Ada code running on SUN and VAX
- C code running on a variety of workstations, PC's & computers
• Boeing B737 Yaw Damping System
-Ada running on Draper FTP for N-version software experiment
- C running on Draper FTPP
• Autonomous Exploration Vehicle
- Ada running on SUN workstation
- C running on SUN workstation
• Shuttle's Ascent First Stage Guidance
- Implemented by Martin Marietta under IR&D
- Ada executed and tested on two environments, Including a
shuttle software simulator
Systems Architecture Branch ---_
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Objectives of AGN&C Demonstration
• Demonstrate the cooperative use of complimentary
technologies within the Flight Systems Directorate
• Drive the development of ASTER
- Vector/Matrix/Quaternion Operations
- MATLAB TM Integration
- Libraries
Systems Architecture Branch ,,_
--/WLR4 Langley Research Center
Approach
• Develop Finite Element Numerical Optimal Control
(FENOC) Algorithm
• Develop flight software specification (MATLAB)
• Input specification into ASTER
• Generate Ada code
• Test code
• Execute on target architecture
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Lmlgley Research Center
Adaptive
GN&C
Integrated AGN&C Demonstration
_0P_
in t erac tion
Demonstration
Code
Systems Architecture Branch .._
... _VISA Langley Research Center
MATLAB Integration
_ "-__',;__:-#,_t._-'''
_D_- _
1
Systems Architecture Branch
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EARTH TO ORIIT
(ETO)
Langley Research Center
Integrated AGN&C Demonstration
PARALLEL
Ada
GUIDANCE
CODE
LAUNCH
VEHICLE (LV)
GUIDANCE VAX
FTPP
ASTER
MATLAB
DESIGN
SURFACE
CASE
BLOCK
DIAGRAM AIPS NET
VAX
LV
SIM
LV
CONTROL I
I
FTP
Ada
CODE
SIMLAB
SCRIPT
CONTROL
&
DISPLAY
Systems Architecture Branch
Langley Research Center
Summary
• ASTER is a production quality code generation system.
• ASTER has been demonstrated on a variety of "real"
applications.
• The AGN&C demonstration has identified ASTER
enhancements.
• The AGN&C demonstration will illustrate the cooperative
use of complimentary technologies within the Flight
Systems Directorate.
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Systems Architecture Branch
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PANEL DISCUSSION
Howard Stone
I would like to have the panelists come up and be seated. While the panelists are coming let me
add that we [the GNCTC] are going to be compiling the presentation material of this workshop
into a NASA CP [conference publication]. We plan to send a copy of that CP to all who are
interested in receiving a copy. If you are interested in receiving that publication please sign in on
one of the yellow pads out in the lobby. We will also attempt to pick up the essence of this panel
discussion for inclusion in the CP. To do that we are going to be videotaping the panel
discussion. We do invite audience participation and tO facilitate the taping process, we need to
have everybody use a mike. If you have a question or a comment, wait for a mike to get to you.
These mikes that are on the table are portable and we can move them around the room. Also, we
have invited people to feel free to come up and use the view graph projectors in this discussion.
If you do that, then please put on the lapel mike.
Let me now introduce our panel. Your participation is very much appreciated and the GNCTC at
LaRC would like to thank each one of you [the panelists] for coming and being willing to
participate.
From right to left, our first panelist is Tom Richardson from Boeing Defense and Space Group in
Seattle. Tom has worked in control systems synthesis, aircraft stability and control, aeroelastic
modeling, and flight control architecture designs. He has been responsible for developing
techniques to achieve highly reliable digital flight control systems using advanced architectures,
fault detection, and redundancy management techniques. He is currently manager of Boeing's
Defense and Space Group flight control technology organization and is the program manager for
the Air Force Strategic Flight Management Contract and the NASA fly-by-w_re contract that
Felix [Pitts] discussed earlier. Tom we appreciate you coming.
Our second panelist is Clint Browning from Honeywell in Clearwater, Florida. He is the Head of
the Engineering Department for Space Shuttle Flight Control and is technical director for
Honeywell on the ACRV program. Clint started out at Vought years ago. He worked Scout,
something near and dear to us at Langley. He worked on the Small Spinning Upper Stage and
the shuttle program. Also he worked with Boeing on a roll channel automatic landing system for
the Boeing 727. Clint, we do appreciate you coming very much.
Next to Clint is John Hodgkinson from McDonnell Douglas Aerospace West in Long Beach. He
is currently manager of Stability, Control, and Flying Qualities Technology and is responsible for
methods development and research in these areas. Formerly he managed the YF-23 flight
controls development at Northrop and was Director of Engineering Technology at Eidetics. He
has served on two AGARD G&C working groups and the AIAA Atmospheric Flight Mechanics
and GN&C technical committees. He teaches flying qualities at Northrop University where he is
an Adjunct professor and is a lecturer in flight mechanics and stability and control at UCLA.
Thank you, for taking time to be here.
Our final panel member is Dave Leggett from Wright Laboratory. Dave graduated from Georgia
Tech and the Air Force Institute of Technology where he got his masters degree. He has been
with the Flying Qualities Group for the last twelve years and has worked on aircraft projects such
as the NT-33, F15/STOL, the Maneuver Technology Demonstrator, and the Variable In-Flight
Stability Test Aircraft (VISTA). He now has the awesome task of directing the research
supporting the revision of MIL-STD- 1797. Dave, we thank you for being here and I will go
ahead and turn the session over to you now.
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Dave Leggett
The subject of this discussion is the direction of guidance navigation, and controls research
needed to insure US competitiveness and leadership in aerospace technologies. I want to start
off by saying one of our biggest challenges right now is the fact that research budgets are
shrinking for absolutely everyone. One of the good things I heard in the last two days is talk of
exchanging information and trying to set up channels of communication between different
organizations. I think that we need to do more than just talk to one another. We are going to
have to find ways to pool our resources and do joint research programs together -- that is the only
way we are going to be able to put enough resources, enough mass on a given problem to solve
it. I am going to focus just on the Air Force, I will let some of my compatriots here talk about
the civil side of things.
I will start with where I think flying qualities needs some research. One of the areas we are
particularly interested in is the development of standardized evaluation maneuvers for evaluating
aircraft handling qualities. The lack of a standard set of evaluation maneuvers is part of the
reason we have some discrepancies in our different flying qualities criteria and analysis methods.
Another reason to develop standardized evaluation maneuvers was discovered by the review
team during the digital flight control system development process review. We found out that, in
a lot of cases, handling qualities testing has basically just become parameter ID. They just go up
and do parameter ID and compare the numbers to the numbers in the spec. That was never the
intent of the spec. We still intended aircraft handling qualities evaluation to be done using
closed-loop evaluation by getting the pilot to really do some tasks and evaluate the aircraft for
those tasks. In order to put that into the spec., as it seems now we are going to have to, we have
to have some means of defining a standard task that we can use to compare all aircraft against. I
think in the next few years we are going to be interested in developing a list of possible tasks to
use as well as guidance to the SPO's on how to do those tasks.
Another area we are going to be interested in is in resolving a lot of the discrepancies in the
current handling qualities criteria and the handling qualities analysis methods. Although there is
a good bit of agreement among a many of the different criteria and analysis methods, there are
also areas where they disagree. It seems like everybody has their favorite criteria and that leads
to a lot of people mistrusting the other criteria. I think we need to resolve that to make a better
flying qualities spec,
I will now move on to some other areas the Air Force is interested in. We seem to be expanding
the envelopes of flight here and the Air Force is interested in what kind of capabilities those
things will give them. A hot buzz word in recent years has been agility. I think Air Force
interest in agility per se is kind of waning, there are a lot of reasons for that; however, I am not
going to go into those now. There is one area of agility I think the Air Force is still very much
interested in and that is high angle of attack. I think we are interested in trying to find out what
we can do in that regime, how we can do it, and how we can control the airplane at high angles
of attack. Another region of the expanding envelope that the Air Force is interested in is high-
speed flight, or hypersonic flight. That is an area where if you just look at the budget, the Air
Force budget for doing hypersonic research is shrinking. I do not think that is because of lack of
interest, it is largely because of priorities and the overall budget is shrinking. That is an area
where we have little data and we would like to know what can we do with that capability, how
do we get it [the capability], and how do we control it.
Another area of interest which is not really a flight regime, is new control responses and
unconventional flight modes. Examples are a direct speed control or a speed hold mode, or a
level turn mode. When the AFTI F-16 or the F-16 CCV flew, we tried a bunch of
unconventional modes and in the case of several of them, the pilots could not find any particular
need for them at the time. Interestingly, some F-117 pilots came to talk to us about a year ago
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and mentioned that they'd love to be able to turn without banking the airplane so I think there are
opportunities for these kind of unconventional modes opening up.
Another area that the Air Force is definitely interested in is application of multi-input/multi-
output control design methods and other modern control methods. All those things go over my
head so I do not think I will say too much about them other than to say that I know there are
several offices in the Air Force that are definitely interested in pursuing these kinds of design
methods.
The Air Force is definitely interested in areas of research to reduce pilot workload. I saw a lot of
things here in the last two days that were looking in that area, in particular the use of displays to
help reduce the pilots workload. One of the things the Air Force is working on getting some
standardization in display symbols and in display formats -- we have been sponsoring some •
research in that area. I think it would help pilots as they transition from one aircraft to another if
they did not have to learn a whole new HUD whenever they go to another airplane.
Another area in displays that I think might be being overlooked is display dynamics. If we are
going to use displays to help the pilots do the tasks, if he is going to be depending on that display
to do the job, then display dynamics are going to play a role in here too. In a lot of cases the
displays depend on data from sensors which is filtered and that filter introduces dynamics that we
are going to have to deal with.
Another item in the area of reducing pilot workload is automatic flight modes. More and more
of what the airplane is going to be doing in the future is going to be done automatically. We
have had automatic landing systems for some time, though the Air Force is even interested in
making them autonomous automatic landing systems. There are other automatic systems that we
are putting the aircraft now too: automatic collision avoidance systems and so forth. Those help
in one way, to reduce pilot workload, but I think we also need to give some consideration on
what is going to be the pilot's role in a system where he is less and less the pilot and more and
more the system manager. I think there is some things we are going to have to deal with and
explore about how the pilot is going to interface with this system.
Another thing the Air Force is interested in is new means and methods of generating forces and
moments on the aircraft. Forebody vortex control is an example of that sort of thing. That is an
area I do not know too much about but I do know that there are offices in the Air Force,
particularly at Wright Lab, that are interested in that area.
Finally, I think virtually every combat aircraft from here on out is going to pay a lot of attention
to stealth technology, and for the guidance and control folks that is a new challenge. A lot of
these Stealth airframes have some really nasty aerodynamic characteristics and yet at the same
time they put restrictions on control surfaces: how many, the shape, the size, and how much we
can move them. We are being asked to do a lot more with a lot less with these configurations
and I think that is another challenge for us.
At this point I think I will pass it onto you, John. I did manage to fill up the five minutes, did I
not?
John Hodgkinson
We have a saying where I work that when, for example, we have to give a briefing to the vice
president or something, it is time to raise the level of ambiguity of the discussion. That is really
what I'm going to do for a minute. I'm going to talk on very ambiguous terms.
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In askingwhatthedirectionof ourresearchshouldbe,weneedtorecognizethatwe[the
aerospaceindustry]areasmallanalogueof whatishappeningin thiscountry.Sowhenyoulook
atwhatcomprisesU.S.competitivenessandwhatisU.S.leadership,youthinkof certain
categoriesofthingsthatwedowell,andthingsthatwedonotdosowell. Thethingsthatwedo
notdosowellarethethingsthatarethefocusof totalqualitymanagement,suchascrankingout
productsthataregood,reliable,andonschedule,andtalkingtothecustomer.Thatkindof
scheduledactivityisonethingthat,weareworkingveryhardtodobetterandtocompetebetter
on.
In the other category of things that we well, and which we do not focus sufficiently on, because it
is much more difficult to quantify, is the unforeseen breakthrough research that proceeds from a
brilliant insight. This nation, by virtue of its culture, has repeatedly provided such breakthroughs
over the decades. It is a very difficult thing to manage, and it is a very difficult thing to fund. I
know we all draw research schedules. We have five year plans - and I think my friends at St.
Louis have ten year plans - for the research we are doing. It is very hard to imagine any
breakthroughs happening on a ten year plan of that kind. However, the inspirational,
exploratory research is something that we -- and I believe this vet_y, very strongly -- should
preserve in this country.
Okay, I will be a little more specific now. Some statistics that I heard from Bruce Holmes really
interested me. I think one of the statistics was that 83.7 percent of general aviation accidents had
human factors as a contributing factor. I think that was the number -- I wrote it down. It is
certainly a very dramatic one [number]. We look very carefully at the statistics where I work and
in the last thirty years of commercial airplane operations fifty percent of airplane losses have
involved primary flight crew error. So it seems to me that we are doing an excellent job of
making sure that control systems, structures, and so on are safe. Fail-safe technology twenty-or-
so years ago dramatically improved airplane safety. I know we have experts here (at LaRC) on
redundancy management and work is needed to insure that kind of thing continues. It seems to
me, however, that the human element is the one area where the real pay dirt is in assuring
further advances. Furthermore, we are fortunate in this country, because of a culture that
encourages people to speak out, to have the kind of excellent test pilots (like Lee Person and Rob
Rivers here, for example) that could be a big help to us. We [the engineers] need to listen to
those folks and they need to continue talking to us.
Bottom line -- NASA and its partners need to focus on the inspirational kinds of research, the
exploratory kinds of research and, furthermore, I'd suggest that we look at the human interfaces
being an area that has a lot of payoff.
Clint Browning
I really appreciate the opportunity to be here and participate with these distinguished panel
members and to be a part of this workshop program. I have just a few charts that I want to use to
emphasize the area that we are addressing. I want to present the priority needs from the space
standpoint and our overall aerospace industry [see figure 1]. I realize this list is not complete and
the more people I talk to within my company, the longer the list kept getting. I'm sure you can
think of others that are important to competitiveness and leadership. The first item, which
Howard mentioned this in his opening talk, is the need to reduce launch operations cost. About
this there can be no doubt. There is also, I think a great pay back to be gained from applying the
so-called dual use technologies, the kinds of things that the military and commercial industry are
working, that have application in space and sometimes vice versa. Shortening the design cycle is
a critical area that we are all facing; the kind of time lines that we have been dealing with in the
past, from both the schedule and resources standpoint just cannot continue. We have got to find
ways to do it faster, quicker, and cheaper as well as with increased quality. [We need to ]
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increase fault tolerance. [We need to] promote cooperative government/industry joint research
-- which we heard some of these gentlemen already refer to.
,-- .%
Space Vehicle GN&C - Priority Needs
• Reduce Launch Operations Cost
• Apply "Dual Use" Commercial and Military Technologies
• Shorten the Design Cycle
• Increase the Fault Tolerence
• Promote Cooperative Govt/Industry Joint Research
Figure 1 - First Vu-Graph of Clint Browning's Talk
To insure U. S. aerospace leadership, we must focus technology dollars to reduce the operations
cost. One area that I believe would have benefits is to reduce the complexity. Systems like the
space shuttle have a tremendous amount of complexity to them. On a system like the shuttle
there may be sixty or eighty subcontractors providing LRU'S for the avionics. Reducing the
actual number of LRU'S, the interfaces, simplifying the certification/verification/check out
process, and improving the system reliability and availability all potentially reduce launch delays
due to system complexity. We need to make avionics cheaper. Using commercial off the shelf
components may be the way to go. One area for space that has to be a concern is the radiation
effects, the SEU tolerance has to be considered. I might also mention an area that needs, I
believe to be seriously looked at, is the S level parts requirement that has been imposed upon
space avionics components. With today's total quality management, perhaps the thing that needs
to be done is to certify a process and a company that is producing very high quality parts and not
impose the S level in all areas. Also lets get vehicle health management out of the talking stage,
integrate and demonstrate the use of sensors, the diagnostics, and the processing for self
monitoring. The expected pay-off is to reduce the army that required to launch these vehicles.
These areas are not new to anyone but I think they are certainly areas that need dollars and
technology research applied.
In navigation a lot of work is being done in integrated autonomous navigation, particularly
related to the GPS inertial navigation systems and particularly in the terminal phases of the
missions where the differential mode has added high accuracy to the GPS approach. There is a
lot of work going on in avionics companies with highly fault tolerant INS/GPS combinations. I
think these are areas that navigation can help in terms of competitiveness, and even the part that
the GPS might play in the attitude determination.
I might just break right here and say, personally, and I think from our standpoint at Honeywell,
I'm very impressed with the research this is going on throughout this organization from what we
heard over the last two days and we are relating to some of what has been said here.
In automation, the cockpit displays and hand controls is an important area. Do you go on up to
the six degree of freedom hand controls? This whole area of the role of the crew versus
automation has been mentioned, and that applies not only to the cockpit crew but to the ground
crews. What is the role of those that are working on the preparation for the launch? What is the
role of those that are on board the vehicle and the impact on autoland and safety. Due to
physical deterioration in space, autoland becomes more and more critical the longer people stay
in space. It will be more of a consideration for the sixteen day orbiter, moving on up to a twenty
eight day orbiter, and perhaps longer for moon and Mars missions. It is generally felt that
autoland is an absolute necessity. Advanced guidance concepts are required to expand flight
envelopes, and therefore not be so dependent upon the weather, both for launch and return.
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A highlevelof functionalintegrationandfewerboxeshasbeenafocusin themilitaryarena.
Flightcontrol,navigation,theprocessors,airdata,radaraltimeter,andperhapsterrainfollowing
canbecombinedintoasinglesmallavionicsbox. I thinkthereisa lotof promisethere,in terms
ofreducingthecomplexityandthenumberof interfacestobedealtwith. A lot of goodworkis
goingonin theseareas.Wedoneedapracticalapplicationanddemonstrationi somereallife
examples.
Reducingthedesign,test,verification,andintegrationcycleisveryimportant.Integrated
productdevelopmentusingintegratedproducteamscanbecosteffectivebybringingdifferent
disciplinestogether,cuttingdownthetimeforserialfunctions,andperformingparallel
functions.I thisbelieveoughttobeencouragedandhasgreatpotentialndweseemany
companiesbeginningtoadopthisapproach.Rapidprototyplng,goingall thewayfromthe
requirements/specificationsthroughtheanalysisanddesignandtheautomaticodegenerationto
thehardwareandtheintegration,testing,andcheckout,hasatremendousopportunitytooffera
competitivenessadvantagewhichoughttoall beencouraged.Wehaveseensomeindicationsof
athreetofivehundredpercentproductivityincrease.Whatnormallymighttaketwohundred
dollarsasanindustrystandardtogeneratealineof ADAcodeisreducedtothetwentydollar
range,whichI thinkoughtocontinuallybeexplored.
TheTagutchidesignofexperimentsapproachshouldbeappliednotonlytothefrontendof the
developmentprocessbutasthesystemsanalysisprogressesapplicationto theproduction
manufacturingareaandtestswill reducethetestmatricesassociatedwithallthecombinations
andtheparametersthathaveto betested,Evenapplicationintothewindtunneltestingshould
reducetheamountoftunneltimerequired.
Theneedfor increasedfaulttolerancein somewaysfliesin thefaceoftheneedtoreduce
complexity.TheSpaceShuttlequadsystemistremendouslycomplexandexpensive,yetmany
of theunmannedlaunchvehicleshavehadasinglestringfailurepointinwhichasinglefailure
will ruinthemission.Nowweareseeingmoreandmoreof thelaunchvehiclecompaniesbegin
tolookattheincreasedfaulttolerancebecausethecostof thepayloadsisbecomingprohibitive
to lose.Thereisabalancethatmustbefound.Theuseofthestandardbusesandtheopen
architecture'su ingmodularaplSroachestohelpmaketheavionicseasierto integrate.
Thelastdirectionis toactivelypromotejoint governmentresearchwheregovernmentinmany
casesdoesprovidesomestudyfundsor in thecasesofmemorandumsof understandingwhere
bothputupsomefundsforproofofconcept.Wehadanexcellentcooperativearrangementwith
NASA/Langleyonthe737INS/GPSautolandtest.Thishelpsgetsomethingsstartedthatif
industryorjust thegovernmentkeptthemtothemselves,it mightnotflourish.I mustsayonthe
othersideof thatcointhoughthatindustryis inbusinesstomakemoneyandif thisisall that
everhappens,thereisnopaybackandthereisnowaythatwecansurvive.Therehasto besome
hopeof aprogramorproject,awaytosellsomethingandtomakesomemoney.Manytimes
companiesarepenalizedfordoingthis. It mightbebest,fromabusinesstandpoint,ostand
backandletsomebodyinvestheirmoneywaitingfortheproofof theconceptandthenstepin
andbuildsomething.Thereisanothersideofthisthatwereallymustwatchandbecareful
becausebythetimethegovernmentgetsreadytodeployasystem,anybodycouldcomeand
figureouthowtodoit andbuildit. ManycompaniesstartedoutontheINS/GPSresearchyears
ago.Bythetimethatit isdeployedorcertifiedfor flight,thereis fifty competitorsouttherethat
canbuildandmarketthesystem.Howdoyouhelpmakeit attractiveforcompaniesto dothis
kindof research?It isnotthesubjectfor atechnicalaudiencebut youmayfindsomecompanies
arereluctanttoengagein thisresearchsoI raiseit asanissue.Thankyouverymuch.
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Tom Richardson
First of all, I want to thank you for inviting me. This has been very interesting and illuminating
to see the whole of guidance/navigation/control at NASA/Langley and some the Air Force effort.
Second of all, I want to thank all of you hard-core attendees for staying around on a Friday
afternoon. I looked at panel discussion on the program and I thought, well my goodness, there is
going to be about five people out there on Friday afternoon -- so thanks for sticking in. I think it
is worthwhile. None of us [on the panel] collaborated on what we were going to say but a lot of
the themes are similar and I think the big drivers are the shrinking budgets and also the need to
do better. These two factors are somewhat at odds, but I think we (in the research community)
have got to do better and can do better. We do that by improving efficiency and by focusing our
research.
One of the things I want to hit on in particular is focusing our research. We saw a lot of
tremendous papers today and it is good to see all this basic research going on and I think that it
ought to continue. When I look at the way aerospace research is defined, I see two basic
varieties. There is basic research, which is far term, and applied research, which always has a
near term payoff and has some other attributes. It is kind of gray as to where near term and far
term is, but some things people at LaRC work with are clearly far term. Often you can't see
where the research is going and maybe only twenty five percent of those efforts will be
successful. But that basic research should go on -- because of that twenty five percent. I'd like to
direct my subsequent comments more to what I would call applied research, things that have
more of a near term payoff and that are going to be applied to our critical national needs. The
application could be military or civilian.
I made a list! I made a list [see figure 2] of some of the big things. I may have missed some
things, but I think it is important to develop a list to kind of categorize things. You have to
market the research we do to the folks that control the money and I do not see how you can do it
without prioritizing things.
GN&C - Priority Needs
• PIO
• FBI_/PBW
• Design Pr,,,cess
• Airplane sizing and concept development
= Development of the airplane database
• Rapidprototyping of simulations
• Testing Methods
• Multivariable Nonlinear Control Design Methods
• Real Time Trajectory Generation
Figure 2 - First Vu-Graph of Tom Richardson's Talk
Pilot Induced Oscillation (PIO)
It keeps coming up. It has been known for years and my feeling is, the reason it is never solved,
is that every time it happens the program manager gets by it somehow and says "Well, that is it,
we have gotten that out of the way," and hopes that it will never happen again. Of course it does
happen again and it is a big thing. It is probably one of the biggest problems we have in flight
controls. If you want to focus problems in the controls area, pilot induced oscillation is a choice
with which I agree wholeheartedly. We need some standards, we need to agree on what the
criteria is that we are working towards, and we need to agree on some kind of design process. If
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you are talking PIO, then pretty soon you see the need for a better simulation of a pilot and their
dynamic response. There is a lot to be done in this area (PIO) but it is a very important area.
Fly by Light/Power by Wire
This term may be a little bit constrictive, as it really should be something like Advanced Vehicle
Management Systems. That is the title the Air Force g!ves it. There is a real need for research in
this area, which addresses the question of how do you _mplement these complex systems that are
feasible now. The guidance/navigation/control function at NASA Langley is kind of the way we
organize thing. In my area, we focus more the algorithm development. However we work very
closely with the people that do the actual implementations and are concerned with system
architecture aspects. I think that is important, so I look along this F!y by Light/Power by Wire
task as addressing the overall system architecture. There are many _ssues. What is the best way
to blend photons and electricity? How do you best do it, how do you get by with the minimum
amount of equipment to achieve redundancy or are you just going to go QUAD every time'?
There is a lot of weight involved and there is a lot of cost. In fact, one of the big drivers now in
the work we do is cost.
12¢s2gn.I az¢  
Everybody is mentioning the design process. It is very important that we have a good
understanding of what our process is. It is hard to quantify. The reason it is hard [to quantify] is
because it is not only events that happen, it is they happen in certain times in the design process
and there is a lot of feedback. Getting that [the design process] nailed down where everybody
understands what is to happen is crucial. It is got to be done faster. We have to figure out ways
to automate things. Things like automatic code generation will help.
Airplane sizing and concept development
There is lots of other issues in airplane sizing and concept development. We have mentioned
agility. I do not know if everybody appreciated what they are talking about in the agility study
but what is important is more of the up front work when you are sizing the airplane, that you do
not just size it to performance. You should size it for maneuvering and I think that is very
important. Even if it is done very simplistically, it needs to be done up front. Otherwise they are
going to give you an airplane and say, "Okay there it is, go make it fly .... by the way we want to
• - ,1 " rgo zero to ninety degrees bank angle nn a quarter of a second. So, there ns a lot of work, the e is
a lot of activity that is done in the early sizing and concept development. If the flight controls
people do not participate in that, or if we are too slow, we get left in the dust. I have been on a
lot of programs where you just got a new program, you are all happy and settling in and they say
"Oh, the flight control systems spec. has to be out in three weeks" and you barely have time to
type it in that time and they say "Well, put it out and we'll fix it later on when we get a little bit
smarter" and you know how that goes.
Development of the Airplane Database
This is very critical and it kind of goes in with airplane concept development [,which is discussed
above]. I think we need more analytical methods and less dependence on a wind tunnels. We
have some very good panel methods. There is the PANAIR code [at Boeing], there is vortex
lattice, there is things can give you a quick answer -- not the best answer maybe, but codes that
can give you a quick answer to get you going. We have to think about ways to do database
development more quickly and have less reliance on the big ticket items. Wind tunnel testing is
still a big ticket item. In a major program like the F22, the relative cost of wind tunnel testing is
not so high. Testing is especially a big ticket item when you are in the some R&D program
where you have got some limited funds to put some things together. Here, the cost of wind
tunnel testing can wipe out your entire program.
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Rapid Prototyping
This is important in all areas, and in simulation in particular, There is a lot of comment about the
portability of software, and I strongly feel that we ought to be able to run our simulations at our
work bench and have that same code run in the real time environment. That give is you two
things. One, it gives you speed. You can transition more quickly, you do not have to go back
and recheck the thing out in real time, with everybody sitting around watching you. Two, it lets
you control the database. You have got the database in your area, and you do not have to worry
because you have one [database] and somebody else has another and you can never figure out
who has the right one. Code portability puts more of the focus [of database control] on the
people doing the work. This is critical. All of the technology for creating this good situation is
there. It is a matter of organizing it [the technology] and figuring out how to make it work.
There is a lot of near term payoff here. We have done a lot of work in this area at Boeing and it
has been very fruitful.
Testing Methods
A paper presented earlier described flutter testing and procedures used to come up on the flutter
point, an unstable situation. The techniques described in that presentation can be applied to any
test situation, particularly of something that has conditional stability. The investigation of PIO
comes to mind. We need more formalized methods. This is an area that can have important near
term payoffs if worked.
Multivariable Nonlinear Control Design methods
Many of the methods at technologies in this area are mature. We have some excellent methods.
For the near term, they [the methods] need to be packaged. I am excited about an Air Force
program, "Design Guidelines for Multivariable Control", that will attempt to systematize this
area. They [the Air Force] are going to apply modern methods to some Air Force aircraft.
Real Time Trajectory Generation
We need real fast algorithms that work reliably and automatically. They [the algorithms] need to
be robust. They really need to work in real time. The need occurs all the time, particularly in
military aircraft. Something happens on a mission and the pilot must replan. This is a big
problem. The pilot is faced with a 4D navigation and optimization problem with N constraints.
The constraints may be involve survivability, fuel state, and wind conditions. Something to give
a quick, not necessarily completely optimal, answer is required. Genetic algorithms may be
fruitful here.
Well, that is my list. It is not an exhaustive list, it just the ones I know about. I should mention
that the order of the list is not intended to reflect priority. The order is simply the order that these
issue occurred to me.
The final chart [figure 3] I have labeled "Panel Action", but the action is really for everyone.
Come up with a [prioritized] list of the applied research to be done.
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Panel Action
• Priority list of applied research - problem statement
• Objective - vision of the future
• Plan for validating technology
Figure 3 - Second Vu-Graph of Tom Richardson's Talk
Problem Statement
Creating the list must proceed from the problem statement. One should start with the question,
"What are the problems we have with aerospace vehicle design?"
.Qbiective - vision of the future
We need to ask: "What is the objective? What are we trying to get out of all this?" We need to
have some vision of the future, of what we want to exist 3-5 years from now. We might say,
"We want to have the ability to quickly do these simulations and not have to fool around with
these ways that we have always done them in the past."
Plan for validating technology.
We need a plan for validating the technology developed. Some of the work required here is in
place, some needs help.
That is pretty much all I had. Thank you very much.
[The panel then moved to a question and answer period that was not readily transcribed.
However, the videotape of the entire panel discussion, including the question and answer period,
is easily followed by someone vcith a technical background and a copy may be obtained from the
LaRC GNCTC. - Editor]
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